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ABSTRACT 
An attempt has here been made to study some aspects of Mughal 
society of the 16th and 17th centuries through analysis of the Mughal 
paint ings of this period, using these as hi storical source material . This 
is obviously fraught with risks and pit-falls, particularly due to the 
limited scope of Mughal art. But, instead of making any definite 
statements, the emphasis has rather been on exploring possibilities 
regarding socio-cultural developments and trends and weaving them into 
the fabr i c of history by comparing them with other more conclus ive evidence. 
Obvious ly, the methodology has had to be mainly descriptive and narrative, 
but throughout the work, the information gleaned from the paintings has 
been examined with the aim of relating them to historical data. The 
subject has been approached from the historical perspective,. not the 
sociolog ical. To a large extent, the illustrations act as corroborative 
materi al, clarifying and identifying facts and information gathered from 
other sources. This, in itself, constitutes a valuabl e argument in favour 
of using these paintings for the study .of social history. Bu t they also 
occasionally reveal certain facts or developments which, though having no 
direct bearing on the main currents of historical research, are neverthe-
less significant for a compl ete understanding of the social life of the 
period. Much of this evidence is not found in the historical literature 
of the time, simply because the chroniclers did not consider it worthy of 
recording. Hence,for these aspects, the illustrations remain our only 
source of information and thus, as important documents, they cannot be 
ignored. 
The observations made in this study,on the basis of the miniatures, 
are obviously mostly applicable to the court and the class on its immediate 
periphery. This places limitations on the scope of the work . But even 
allowing for these li mitations, it has been possible to explore and analyse 
socio-cultural patterns as they emerged under the enlightened guidance of 
~1ugha l rule . The meagre information concerning the lower classes of soc iety, 
has been gleaned from accidental or casual inclusion of members of these 
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further research. 
The period covered in this study is from about the mid-16th to the 
mid-17th centuries . The conception, growth and maturity of the culture 
and social patterns which emerged under the Mughals may be traced in its 
entirety in these hundred years . The advent of the Mughals heralded an 
era of intense intellectual, philosophical, spiritual and cultural activity. 
The pol itical authority exercised by the Muslims for the preceding three 
and a half centuries had already prepared the ground for the growth of a 
new tradition and heritage. Different systems of political and social 
organisation, religious philosophy, modes of conduct and sets of customs 
and beliefs had already been introduced to the peoples of India by the 
hordes of foreigners of Persian, Turkish and Afghan origins . But while 
these races had overpowered the major Hindu political forces and held sway 
continuously for a period long enough to establish a distinct society of 
their 0\vn, it was left to the Mughals to integrate and unify the various 
elements - all existing side by side, sometimes conflicting and exclusive 
of each other, often divisive, infrequently overlapping - into a pan-Indian 
socio-cultural pattern. The order that emerged enfolded almost all the 
racial and social groups and moulded them into a homogeneous heritage. The 
major featu res of that heritage were uniformly applicable to almost all 
secti ons of the Indian nation and affected the lives of all groups. This 
heritage had far-reaching consequences which affect the peoples of the 
Indian region even today . Thus the changes wrought by the Mughal dynasty 
were of great significance. 
The process of fusion and synthesis between the various parallel social 
orders was put into gear under the liberal statesmanship of Akbar. The 
thirty years before his succession were not of much significance as far as 
this is concerned. That period has been taken into consideration, however , 
in order to trace the earliest sociological factors which were introduced 
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in to the land by the Mughals. By the end of the 16th century, the form of 
t ha t synthesis had taken definite shape. But it reached its peak by the 
rniddle of the 17th century, when Mughal culture was definitely Indo-Muslim 
in character and uniformly applicable to most parts of the Indo-Gangetic 
pl ain. There were; of course, regional variations and deviations, but the 
main outlines of the pattern were assimilated widely over the area defined . 
Geographical ly, the study is confined to the North Indian provinces, as this 
was the major centre of Mughal sway and greatly influenced th~ directi on of 
socio-cultural growth in the other parts of India. Thus the cut-off point 
for thi s study is roughly the midd le of the 17th century. The major purpose 
of our study being to trace and analyse the birth and maturation of Mughal 
culture, the last fifty years of the 17th century during which the position 
was more or less static, have been only briefly summed up in the chapters 
where relevant and in the conclusion. 
This study is by no means conclusive, complete or all-encompassing. 
Due to the very limited nature of the source-material, it is not possible 
to st udy all aspects of social life. The economic, intellectual and 
administrative spheres have been deliberately lett untouched, as the 
miniatures offer minimal information on these. Even the fragments of 
society which have been dealt with, are treated with caution and hesitation, 
as any observations or comments based on such a type of material are bound 
to be tentative . Even so, the information gathered is sufficient to justify 
close ~nalysis, comparison and corroboration with other l i terary, numismatic 
and archeo logi cal ev idence . For the facets of society well beyond the circle 
of the court, the miniatures do provide inci dental information when the 
artists turned to their contemporaries for models while they were illustrating 
texts which included representatives of those classes . These textua l 
requirements afford us rare glimpses into the lives of the lower orders about 
which there is very little or no mention in the chronicles. Here the value, 
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meagre though it may be, of these pictorial evidences is undeniable. 
The approach to the subject has been thematic. Separate groups 
or classes of society have been treated on the basis of their functional 
identities. Such divisions have been made for the convenience of treatment 
alone, without imply"ing any sociological classification. The only section 
which has been approached slightly differentlj is the circle of the court 
which here includes the person of the emperor, the prince and the Mughal 
elite. The nobility or aristocracy have not been treated separately, but 
are here considered as an integral part of the court. The other functional 
groups are considered as components of the general social body. Each group 
has been treated chronologically, the changes and developments over the 
hundred years being noted and analysed. 
The research for this study was undertaken 
solely by me. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Art in its narrative aspect is infinitely fascinating, as it forms 
a mirror of the artist and his world. In the course of appreciating the 
ever changing faces of life and nature, the artistic mind, imbued with 
what it sees, expresses in its own way its intense reactions and in these 
expressions its surrounding world is reflected, consciously or otherwise_. 
Thus, not only i s the spirit of the artist revealed, but also the 
contemporary scene unfolds before our eyes. The work of art thus becomes -
a document of history. Therein lies the historical value of art, 
particularly painting . This becomes specially evident when we consider 
Mughal painting. It provides us with a wealth of information about the 
contemporary society which nurtured it. As Percy Brown remarks, "It 
strives after no spiritual conceptions, but embodies a genuine statement 
of fact .... The Mughal miniatures are in the main, material" . They were 
not motivated by religion as in the case of Buddhist and Jain art. The 
artist looked for inspiration towards the society in which he lived. Thus 
the value of his works as documents of social history is self-evident. 
Mughal painting was exclusively a court art, sustained mainly by the 
royal family and to a smal l er extent by the aristocracy, through intelligent 
patronage, active encouragement and material support. This obviously placed 
a severe limitation on its scope. The artists were required, from the very 
outset, to work under the direct orders of the emperor. The organisation of 
the royal atel i ers as a department of the government implied stri ct 
regulations, guide-lines and methods to be followed by the artists. This 
severely curta iled their freedom of expression and narrowed their field of 
activity. Their major efforts in the earlier stages were concentrated on 
illustrating manuscripts of cl assical and historic interest. A system of 
division of l abour was employed to hasten production. The keen interest 
taken in this medium by Akbar contributed greatly toward its progress. 
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State funds were provided for experi menting on new and improved techniques 
and materials, and no expense was spared for the best possible results. The 
method of recruitment of artists, and of their training and development, was 
meticulously worked out an~ often supervised by Akbar himself . 
Under Jahangir, the school reached its meridian ; though its direction 
and nature changed somewhat. Freed from the narrow confines of illustrating 
texts, the artists were allowed the opportunity to explore other fi.elds 
individually. They were still under the personal and direct guiding influence 
of the emperor, who was more of a connoisseur than his father; but his 
broader aesthetic vision afforded his artists the chance to experiment with 
new subjects and themes. Further, his almost insatiable curiosity for 
European objects of art provided the painters with a golden chance to 
incorporate new techniques and methods. Psychological interpretations and 
relationships, nature studies, scientific observations, were all utilised by 
the Jahangiri artist . The miniatures of the first quarter of the 17th 
century show a more mature grasp of artistic principles, while at the same 
time displaying a wider range of subjects and themes. 
This trend was carried on under Sbahjahan. The artists continued to 
draw inspiration from the material life at court, which they depicted in all 
its splendour and magnificence. But they increasingly turned to the other 
and lower strata of society to study and record. This democratisation of 
Mughal art is fortunate for students of social history as it provides them 
with rare and valuable information which is hardly included in contemporary 
chronicles. 
Mughal painting has been the subject of scholarly research since the 
early decades of this century. The .pioneering work in this field was Perc.y 
Brown 1 S Indian Painting Under the Mughals~ which is still the most relevant 
and important piece of scholarship on the classification, identification and 
analys i s of this school. The renowned Orientalist A.K. Coomaraswamy also 
contributed extensively to the evaluation of Mughal art, and his catalogue of 
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the Boston Collection is a valuable reference work. The researches of 
Hermann Goetz and Ernst Kuhnel, particularly in locating and identifying 
Mughal paintings in the various collections in Europe, are invaluable for 
all students of Indian art. The former specially contributed, through 
numerous publications, to the study of some aspects of material culture of 
the Mughals on the basis of an examination of the paintings. Ivan Stchoukine, 
Laurence Binyon, J.V . S. Wilkinson, Sir Thomas Arnold, W.G. Archer, Douglas 
Barrett and Basil Gray carried on the work of uncovering and identifying new 
finds of Mughal paintings and helped with their painstaking work to trace 
the history and development of this school. 
A recent work by Nihar Ranjan Ray, MughaZ Court Paintings~ is another 
noteworthy contribution towards an understanding of the socio-cultural 
background of the Mughal school and its pl ace in Indian art. 
Most of these works have been undertaken from the point of art 
appreciation and aesthetics and are extremely important for a proper 
perspective of the growth, development, chronology, character and form of 
Mughal art. They are also valuabl e for the numerous reproducti ons and 
historical analysis of many of the paintings and have therefo re been 
extensively used in this study. Another very recent publication by S.P. 
Varma, Art and Material Culture i~ the Paintings of Akbar's Court~ has 
utilised some of the illustrated manuscripts of the 16th century to study 
some fragments of the court life of that period. The writer has used only 
a limited number of manuscripts of the Akbar period, mostly t hos e available 
in India, and has confined himself to cataloguing and identifying the 
various items associated with material life at court on the basis of the 
information available in the illustrations. 
An attempt has here been made to study some aspects of Mughal 
society of the 16th and 17th centuries through analysis of . the Mughal 
paintings of this period, using these as historical source mater ia l. This 
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is obviously fraught with risks and pit-falls, particularly due to the 
limited scope of Mughal art. But, instead of making any definite 
statements, the emphasis has rather been on exploring possibilities 
regarding socio-cultural developments and trends and weaving them into 
the fabric of history by comparing them with other more conclusive evidence. 
Obviously, the methodology has had to be mainly descriptive and narrative, 
but throughout the work, the information gleaned from the paintings has 
been examined with the aim of relating them to historical data. The 
subject has been approached from the historical perspective, not the 
sociological. To a large extent, the illustrations act as corroborative 
material, clarifying and identifying facts and information gathered from 
other sources. This, in itself, constitutes a valuable argument in favour 
of usi'ng these paintings for the study of social history. But they also 
occasionally reveal certain facts or developments which, though having no 
direct bearing on the main currents of historical research, are neverthe-
less significant for a complete understanding of the social life of the 
period. Much of this evidence is not found in the historical literature 
of the time, simply because the chroniclers did not consider it worthy of 
recording. Hence,for these aspects, the illustrations remain our only 
source of information and thus, as important documents, they cannot be 
ignored. 
The observations made in this study,on the basis of the miniatures, 
are obviously mostly applicable to the court and the class on its immediate 
periphery. This places limitations on the scope of the work. But even 
allowing for these limitations, it has been possible to explore and analyse 
socio-cultural patterns as they emerged under the enlightened guidance of 
Mughal rule. The meagre information concerning the lower classes of society, 
has been gleaned from accidental or casual inclusion of members of these 
classes in the illustrations and they provide important avenues for 
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further research. 
The period covered in this study is from about the mid-16th to the 
mid-17th centuries. The conception, growth and maturity of the culture 
and social patterns which emerged under the Mughals may be traced in its 
entirety in these hundred years. The advent of the Mughals heralded an 
era of intense intellectual, philosoph1ca1, spiritual and cultural activity. 
The political authority exercised by the Muslims for the preceding three 
and a half centuries had already prepared the ground for the growth of a 
new tradition and heritage. Different systems of political and social 
organisation, religious philosophy, modes of conduct and sets of customs 
and beliefs had already been introduced to the peoples of India by the 
hordes of foreigners of Persian, Turkish and Afghan prigins. But while 
these · races had overpowered the major Hindu political forces and held sway 
continuously for a period long enough to establish a distinct society of 
their own, it was left to the Mughals to integrate and unify the various 
elements - all existing side by side, sometimes conflicting and exclusive 
of each other, often divisive, infrequently overlapping - into a pan-Indian 
socio-cultural pattern. The order that emerged enfolded al most all the 
racial and social groups and moulded them into a homogeneous heritage. The 
major features .of that heritage were uniformly applicable to almost all 
sections of the Indian nation and affected the lives of all groups. This 
heritage had far-reaching consequences which affect the peoples of the 
Indian region even today. Thus the changes wrought by the Mughal dynasty 
were of great significance. 
The process of fusion and synthesis between the various parallel social 
orders was put into ·gear under the liberal statesmanship of Akbar. The 
thirty years before his succession were not of much significance as far as 
this is concerned. That period has been taken into consideration, however, 
in order to trace the earliest sociological factors which were introduced 
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into the land by the Mughals. By the end of t he 16th century, t he form of 
that synthesis had taken definite shape. But it reached its peak by the 
middle of the 17th century, when Mughal culture was definitely Indo-Muslim 
in character and uniformly applicable to most parts of the Indo-Gangetic 
plain. There were, of course, regional variations and deviations, but the 
main outlines of the pattern were assimilated widely over the area defined. 
Geographically, the study is confined to the North Indian provinces, as this 
was the major centre of Mughal sway and greatly influenced the direction of 
socio-cultural growth in the other parts of India. Thus the cut-off point 
for this study is roughly the middle of the 17th century. The major purpose 
of our study being to trace and analyse the birth and maturation of Mughal 
culture, the last fifty years of the 17th century during which the position 
was more or less static, have been only briefly summed up in the cha pters 
where relevant and ·in the conclusion . 
This study is by no means conclusive, complete or all-encompassing. 
Due to the very limited nature of the source-material, it is not possible 
to study all aspects of social life. The economic, intellectual and· 
administrative spheres have been deliberately left untouched , as the 
miniatures offer minimal information on these. Even the fragments of 
society which have been dealt with, are treated with caution and hesitation, 
as any observations or comments based on such a type of material are bound 
to be tentative. Even so, the information gathered is sufficient to justify 
close analysis, comparison and corroboration with other l iterary , numismatic 
and archeological evidence. For the facets of society well beyond the circle 
of the court, the miniatures do provide incidental information when the 
artists turned to their contemporaries for models while they were illustrat ing 
texts which included representatives of those classes. These textual 
requirements afford us rare glimpses into the lives of the lower orders about 
whi ch there is very little or no mention in the chronicles. Here the value, 
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meagre though it may be, of these pictorial evidences is undeniable. 
The approach to the subject has been thematic. Separate groups 
or classes of society have been treated on the basis of their functional 
identities. Such divisions have been made for the convenience of treatment 
alone, without implying any sociological classification. The only section 
which has been approached slightly differently is the circle of the court 
which here includes the person of the emperor, the princetand the Mughal 
elite. The nobility or aristocracy have not been treated separately, but 
are here considered as an integral part of the court. The other functional 
groups are considered as components of the general social body. Each group 
has been treated chronologically, the changes and developments over the 
hundred years being noted and analysed. 
In a study of this nature, the widely scattered source-materials 
make it impossible to be exhaustive. The miniatures available in India, 
Engl and, France and Australia have been examined in the original and others 
through reproductions. The collections examined personally include the ones 
at the Bharat Kala Bhavan, Banaras, the National Museum, New Delhi, the 
Red Fort Museum, New Delhi, the Indian Museum, the Victoria Memorial, the 
Ashutosh Museum, all in Calcutta, the British Museum, the Victoria and 
Albert Mus eum, the India Office Library, thellodleianLibrary, the Musee 
Guimet and Bi bliotheque Nationale, Paris, and the Gayer-Anderson Collection, 
Australian National Library. 
Besides these, parts of the collections of the Chester Beatty Libra ry, 
Dublin, the Freer Gallery, Washington, the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, 
the State Library, Berlin, the Gulistan Palace Library, Teheran, the Rampur 
Collection, the Baroda Museum, Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay, the Royal 
Library at Windsor Castle, have also been studied through published 
reproductions, photographs and transparedcies. 
The illustrated manuscripts most often referred to include the copies 
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of the Akhar-nama in the Victoria & Albert Museum and the Chester Beatty 
Library, the British Museum and the Delhi National Museum copies of the 
Babar-nama, the fragmentary copy of the latter, in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum and another in Moscow, the Ms. of the Anwar-i-SuhaiZi in the British 
Museum, the incomplete copy of the latter i~ the Bharat Kala Bhavan. Others 
partially referred to are the Jog-Vashisht, in Dublin, the Shahjahan-nama 
at Windsor Castle, the.Khamsaof Ni~am1 at the British Museum and the 
Jami~ut tawarikh at Teheran; besides these, the muraqqa~ (albums) of Jahangir 
at Berlin and Teheran have also been extensively referred to. The Dara 
Shukoh Album in the India Office Library, the Darab-nama at the British 
Museum, and the Hariv~sha ms. in the Victoria and Albert, have also been 
examined . Other illustrated manuscripts which had no bearing on the scope 
of this study have been excluded, whereas an immense number of loose folios 
have been extensively used. 
The miniatures have all been compared to the original sources, most 
of which have been scrutinised in detail through translations. Those which 
were not available in the translations, were studied in the original with 
the help of competent authorities. The accounts of travellers have also 
been utilised widely, though with caution. 
Soc ial history of any period is intensely fascinating and where we 
have pictorial documentation, it is even more so. The Mughal period is 
fortunately very rich in this respect and the past comes alive before us 
partially, if not wholly, through a perusal of these miniatures. The effort 
here · made to study these as source-rna teri a 1 s for reconstructi ~g some aspects 
of the history of the period, is only a beginning in this direction, within 
the limitations of scope, the accessibility of material, the reliability of 
the evidence found. The vmrk done here is only the pre liminary basis and 
should be regarded as a pointer for further research in t hi s direction. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE MUGHAL COURT 
Evolution of Court Etiquette, Organisation and Ceremonials 
The development of the Mughal court in the context of formal court 
etiquette, regulations and ceremonials, was, to a great extent, linked 
with the political developments of each age as well as the individual 
attitudes of the rulers towards imperi~lism. From the temporary and 
flexible situational arrangements of the early periods of Babar and 
Humayun to the highly sophisticated and refined imperial practices and 
customs of the 17th century was a long drawn-out process of evolution, 
adaptation and amalgamation of factors ~hich were socio-poli tica l and 
economic in nature and origin. These call for analysis in this perspective. 
The numerous upheavals in Babar •s early career precluded the 
development of any settl ed norms of court organisation. He had inherited 
the Central Asian traditions and customs which were put into practice only 
during the short periods of peace and stability won through temporary 
political . victories such as in Samarqand and Kabul. These traditions were 
to some extent related to the Mongol and Cha~at~1 heritage which was sti ll 
prevalent till the end of the 15th century when the life-style of the 
inhabitants of the principalities was sti ll geared to tribal customs. The 
achievements of centres like Kabu l and Samarqand had not changed the Mongol 
and Timur1d descendants in this aspect; the attractions and advantages of life 
in encampments continued to draw them, and their customs and ways were 
influenced accordingly. Hence the constant use of temporary, portable forms 
of royal res idences, with al l their appendages, which could be erected or 
dismantl ed in a few days, becomes significant in this context. 
These encampments, residences and courts of Central Asian heri tage 
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were of the type we see illustrated in such manuscripts as the Jami~ut­
tcaJJarikh, Tarikh-i-Khandan-i-rrimiiriyya and the Bwar-nama. 1 They consisted 
of several large tents, hun~ with canopies and awnings of rich materia1, 
embroidered silks, velvet and brocade; the tent enclosure was also of rich 
materia l and the tent poles were ornamented with silver and gilt. 2 The 
floor was covered with rich carpets and tapestries. The entire area was 
enclosed by the sarapardah - the portable, folding fence, covered with 
t . 3 canvas or carpe 1ng. On ceremonial occasions, these tent-structures must 
have been magnificent sights embodying al l the paraphernalia of pomp and 
royalty. 
Babar does not mention any particular durbar, except briefly one at 
Bhira and another at Kabul in 15194, but these, too, were in encampments like 
the other audiences he must have held throughout his career in Farghana, 
Samarqand and Kabul. In the last two places, he may have held court in the 
palaces and forts during his victorious sojourns there. These audiences 
belonged to the pre-Hindustan period of his career. 5 Even after his victories 
Though the subject matter and period of the three mss. differ, they all 
refer to Timurid and Mongol traditions and customs prevalent in Central Asia. , . . 
. 'tr\. \. eo.-1C:... l ~-\""- ,._eAT \.-~ I b 4 "'- C~'llA(t~. 
2 Humayun-nama, Gulbadan (Bev.), pp.l02 & 103- descript ions of tents and 
their decorations - vi z. 11 a pavilion of red cloth with lining of ·Gujarati 
brocade and six canop ies of cloth and brocade, each of a (differing 
colour), and a square enclosure of cloth with printed poles 11 • 
3 The A'in mentions another type of wooden screen, held together by leather 
straps, cal l ed the guZaZbar. It was covered by red cloth and tied with 
tape. A~n,:r_Blochmann, p.57. 
4 
5 
B.N., Bev., pp.385, 402 . 
Gulbadan mentions that immediately after the victory in Hindustan, 
he sent Khwaja Kalan Beg back to Kabul with gifts for the royal ladies 
and with instructions to arrange separate tents for each Begam in the 
Garden of the Audience Hall where thanks were to be given for the 
victory and gifts distributed. H.N. ·(sev), p. 65. This shows that 
even when living in cities, the encampment lifestyle was not given up. 
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in India, the short duration of his reign and the numerous political · 
campaigns he became involved,fn, gave him little scope or opportunity 
to evolve any change in the traditions he had inherited. 
During Humayun's short period of stability,before he became a wanderer 
in exile, he introduced certain changes in administrative organisation and 
court customs, which are described ·in detail by Khwandamir in QaniA.n-i-
Humayuni. 6 Among the new features pertaining to court practices was the 
regulation that drums were to be beaten to proclaim that the emperor was 
in court and that the people 11 Should without unnecessary delay come to 
his presence; and when he left the court, the gunners fired guns to let 
people know that they could retire 11 7 Bags of money and suits of apparel 
were to be readily at hand to be bestowed on the deserving without delay . 
On special occasions nobles and high officers were permitted to sit down 
in the royal presence. 8 This was a special departure from the usual custom, 
which required everyone in attendance to remain standing. 9 
The earlier court scenes of Akbar, showing him still quite young, all 
bear an informal atmosphere. But this informality does not appear natural 
or casual, as during Babar's time; rather it seems to portray some uncertainty 
concerning protocol. The coronation durbar of Akbar at Ka lanaur in the 
Beatty Akbar-nama (pl.lA·) shows an extremely simple setting which we can 
well imagine to have been the actual scene when the young ruler was 
6 Tr. Baini Prasad, Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta, 1940. 
7 Ibid, p. 27. 
p. 165-166. 
This practice continued under Akbar. -~~ Ain I, Blochmann, 
8 Qanun , B. Prasad, pp. 40 & 77, during the celebrations of Humayun's 
accession and on the occasion of his birthday in 1533 or 34 at GwQliar, 
respectively. 
9 This exception was also permitted by Akbar on special occasions, as 
will be noted later. 
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crowned. 10 It shows Akbar enthroned on a carpeted dais beneath a square 
awning supported by pillars, the entire area covered again by a large 
' 
awning. The courtiers and attendants stand on the dais on either side 
while the lower officials, including the water-carrier, stand on the 
bare ground below. The 'starkness and simplicity of the surroundings are 
prominent in this early scene. 
In another early durbar from the same ms. showing the arrest of Shah 
AbJl M~al1 during a feast three days after Akbar's accession, 11 the same 
tent-like se tting is evident but in a slightly more elaborate scale. The 
throne is again placed on a carpeted hexagonal dais, but the canopy and 
awnings are decorative and of rich material and a lattice screen is placed 
towards the back of the dais. The attendants seem to crowd in on the ruler 
in a disorderly manner. Below the dais the servants bringing in the food 
also reflect this casual manner. 
This informality is again evident from some of the court scenes in 
the Babar-nama illustrations which largely reflect the period of Akbar rather 
than that of the text. But since most of these illustrations were executed 
in the last two decades of the 16th century, they are more closely linked 
with the lat€r phase of the Akbek~i durbars. But a typical example of an early 
audience of Akbar is in an illustration of a Babar-nama ms. in the Victoria 
10 AbJl Fazl's account of the occasion seems highly exaggerated and 
idealistic, couched in his usua l flowery, high-flown terms. (A.N., 
Beveridge, II, Ch. I) . In comparison Bad~UnT's account, though 
11 
short and scanty in detail, seems more accurate and likely, reflecting 
the tension and uncertainty prevai ling at the time of the accession. 
M.T. II, Lowe, Ch. I. NifamuddTn also talks of a hastily arranged 
ceremony. Bairam Khan simply placed the prince on a temporary throne 
"having carried out the ceremony of felicitation on the occasion,sent 
farmans of peace and good will . to all parts of India". Tabaqat~ Tr. 
B.De., Bib. Ind., 1936, p. 209. . 
A.N., Beveridge, II, p. 28-29. The feast was held at Kalanaur. 
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and Albert Museum. 12 The incident shown was the victory feast held in 
Agra in 1528 of which Babar has left a detailed description. 13 He gives 
the specific seating arrangements for the guests who came from Samarqand 
and Farghana and included Uzbeq envoys and members of Khwaja(Ubaid~llah 
AQrari 's family. He sat on the "north side of a newly-erected 
octagonal pavilion covered in with kha9~"· Gifts of gold and silver, 
expensive fabrics, purses of money and other costly goods were presented 
by theamirsand the guests before the feast commenced. Camel, elephant 
and ram fights were organised, followed by wrestling. Robes and dresses 
were presented to the guests, the feast being rounded off by displays 
of acrobatic feats by "Hindustani players". 
The double page folio illustration in the Victoria & Albert ms. 
shows only part of this celebration. The ·left-hand page by Madhu Chela 
shows the camels and elephants fighting and wrestlers grappling, ringed 
by onlookers, the drummers in the background adding to the din and 
excitement. The right hand folio, by Ramdas, with which we are more 
concerned, shows the presentation of gifts. It differs somewhat from the 
text, or rather omits many of its details. Babar is here shown seated 
on a square throne set on a carpet beneath a canopy in a walled garden . 
Two rows of guests sit on either side on carpets while bags of moDeY are 
being laid before the throne by the guests one by one. The figure before 
B~bar greets him by raising his hand to his head and bowing. The 
attendants at this private occasion include two youths carrying the sword 
and fly-whisk, and a pair of guards at the entrance. The artist has 
depicted only the essential facts of the narration and has changed the 
12 IM275-1913. 
13 B. N., Beveridge, p. 630-634. 
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situational details to some extent. 14 The scene as it is may also be 
applicable to the earlier phase of Akbar•s reign, when he generally held 
outdoor private audiences. 
The same simple arrangements for courts are again seen in the folios 
of the Delhi, National Museum ms. of the Babar-nama. The canopy over the 
carpeted dais, the same informal, casual position of the courtiers and 
attendants, the lack of ornamentation and display, recall the early courts 
of Babar. Babar is shown sometimes seated on a carpet, sometimes on a 
hexagonal throne, but almost always in a camp environment. The area of 
the royal audience is usually enclosed by a sarapardah - the portable, 
folding screen made of canvas, or carpeting, supported at intervals by 
poles (i{n, 16 & 21, Bk. 1). The attendants present all have specific 
functions and none are for mere show. There does not seem any regular order 
regarding protocol. 
An indoor durbar of the early Akbar period may be imagined from 
another miniature in the V. & A. collection. 15 Here a prince resembling 
Akbar is shown on a balcony, being greeted by courtiers standing below. 
The architectural details are very simple, the balcony being totally 
unadorned. A page with a cloth-whisk stands behind him. 16 The courtiers 
waiting below stand in no particular order . 
Another early court scene of Akbar is a detached folio belonging to 
14 The same occasion is illustrated in the Br. Mus. ms. of B.N.~ but in 
only one folio showing the rams fighting. 
15 15179-1955-c. 1570. 
16 The cloth whisk is seen mostly in the earlier informa l court scenes 
and in scenes other than royal courts (e.g . in gatherings of Sufis 
and ~aikhs , etc.), further indicating the simplicity, modes t y and 
unpretentiousness of the earlier courts. It gave way later on to 
the more ostentatious yak•s tail whisk - the chauri - or one made of 
peacock•s feathers - the morchal- a definite symbol of imperialism 
and grandeur. 
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the Beatty Akbar-nama recently sold at Sotheby's 17 (pl.\.e). Here the 
young ruler, aged about 16 or 17 years, is seated on a low hexagonal 
throne with a 'pan' shaped backrest, on the terrace of a pavilion. Behind 
him an attendant waves a feather whisk. On a low carpeted dais in front 
of the terrace severa l books are placed in a gold tray or basin. To the 
left of the throne stand the qur (arms and standard) bearers in a row 
while to the right are the higher nobles in respectful stance. The court 
clerk- the bitikchi, 18 with notebook in hand, ushers in one by one the 
courtiers bearing gifts on covered trays. A royal stallion ·and falcon 
are also present, as are other attendants bearing drinks and a bolster. 
The arrangement is most informal and simple, no pomp or show is apparent 
either in decoration or in etiquette. 
In nearly all the early court scenes, the courtiers are seen in 
close proximity to the throne and the attendants and lower officials seem 
to stand in a haphazard casua l manner. In some of these scenes, the ruler 
is seen sitting on a carpet only,19 the courtiers crowding round in 
disorder. The presence of very minor servants who seem incongruous in a 
royal court, such as the water-carrier, 20 make the scene seem even more 
casual and unpretentious. The presence of these peopl e on these occasions 
is qu ite remarkable- suggesting a certain lack of formality or strict 
protocol. 
17 
18 
Catalogue of Fine Oriental Miniatures~ Manuscripts~ Qojar paintings 
and lacquer~ Pt. II - Indian Miniatures, dated 4th May, 1977, Lot 341 . 
Monserrate refers to secretaries or scribes who "write down all the 
business transacted by the king, al l the measures he takes and orders 
he issues" . Commentary ~ Tr. Hoyland & §annerjee, p.205. Also V. & A., 
A . N.~ folios 19 & 20. Submission of'Ali Quli & Bahadur Khan 
at Karah, 1561. A.N. ~ Beveridge, II, p.229. 
19 -Beatty, A . N.~ fol. 54. Reception of the envoys of M1rza Sulaiman of 
Badakhshan at banquet given by Mun~m Khan , 1560 . Double page 
Illustrat ion by Sur Oas. Arnold & Wilkinson, Catalogue~ Beatty, pl.l7. 
A . N.~ Beveridge, II, p.l88. 
20 Beatty, A. N. ~ fo l. I, by Madhu . Arnold & Wilkinson, op.cit., pl .6. 
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In a slightly later durbar scene from the Beatty Akbar-nama ms . 
showing Akbar congratulating Shamsudd1n Atka after his victory over 
Bairam Khan in 1560, 21 the first vestiges of an organised court in a 
stable, permanent structure may be traced. The enthroned ruler sits in 
a pavilion, while the courtiers stand at a little distance on the ground. 
·one of the nobles (probably Shamsudd1n Atka) addressing him stands 
respectfully on the low platform before the throne. The floor is still 
bare ground and the attendants wait in an informal group talking among . 
themselves. The falconer is also present and beyond the wall guarded by 
the keeper, the sdis (or more precisely the jiZaudar) 22 waits with the 
royal horse. The setting is still simple and modest, yet the beginnings 
of a formalisation of court etiquette are slightly evident in the position-
ing of the ~ourtiers. The same atmosphere prevails in a fo lio of the 
Victoria and Albert Akbar-nama illustrating the reception of Sayyid Beg, 
the envoy of Shah Tahmasp, at Agra in 1562 . 23 The letter from the P.ersian 
ruler is presented to the emperor by an amir (who may be Murlim Khan), 
who stands on top of the steps leading to the throne platform (though 
the text states that Sayyid Beg himself laid the letter on the edge of the 
throne). The envoy, standing below, is presented by a noble. The gifts 
are laid on the carpet, some in large covered trays. ThePersianofficials 
stand in a row - all dressed in Persian qaba~ with double braiding and 
large kuZahdar turbans. The pet deer, tethered to the steps bes ide 
21 A. N., II ·, Beveridge, p. 174 . The painting is by Govardhan. Shamsudd1n 
was awarded a special robe and dress (daqu and fattahi) and the title 
of A'azim Khan on this occasion which took place at Sirhind or 
Ludhiana . 
22 Ain 60, Blackmann, n.2. 
23 A.N., II, Beveridge, p. 262 . The artists of the double page 
illustration were Lal, . Nand, Ibrah1m Kahar. 
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the falcon, adds an intimate touch to this otherwise solemn occasion. 
The animation of the figures in the earlier court scenes suggests 
an absence of rigid formality in court protocol. Everyone apparently 
seems free to move about or talk if they desired without violating any 
social code. This feature of the early durbars is a prominent one and may 
be contrasted with the regulations regarding court etiquette described by 
AbU1 Fazl and consequently with the static immobility and rigidity of the 
17th century court customs. 
In the later durbars, the formalisation of court etiquette is 
quite evident in the arrangements, the number and positions of the courtiers 
and attendants and their appearances. The canopies and awnings appear 
more sumptuo~s and colourful, the architectural details more elaborate and 
ornamental. And, more important, the arrangements and rules of conduct 
seem to be more rigidly followed. The courti ers no longer crowd round 
the throne, nor is the casual approach so noticeable (pl.lA). Here we 
may recall the regulations about positions at court described by Abdl Faf:.l . 
. 
He gives the specific distances from the throne where the various persons 
were to stand, firstly for the three princes when sitting or standing, then 
for the highest amirs who, when standing, were placed 3 to 15 yards distant 
and when sitting from 5-20 yards. Then came the senior grandees at 3~ 
yards and other grandees at 10 or 12~ yards. The others whose presence 
was required stood on either side of the assembly in the two wings, the 
space before the throne being kept vacant. The courtiers were required 
to stand with folded hands. 24 
As a result of these regulations, the casual disarray of the 
earlier years gave way to a more formal, orderly composition. The 
attendants and courtiers all appeared in formal court attire, 25 a breach 
24 1in I, Blochmann, p. 168. 
25 The development of costumes has been discussed in a separate chapter. 
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b . d d . . . t 26 e1ng regar e as a· ser1ous 1mpropr1e y . 
The fu lly developed form of the Akh_arY durbar is aptly reflected 
in the folios of the Victori a & Albert and Beatty mss. of the Akbar-nama. 
In these a defini te pattern of court arrangements emerges . The distinct 
positioning of groups and the ir respect i ve importance shows through their 
placings in relation to the throne. The space round the throne has 
increased , thus underlining its significance. The relative immobility of 
the figures also reflects the increasing formality. The Victoria and 
Albert Akbar-nama folio showing Akbar receiving the you ng cAbdur RabTm at Agra 
in 15'61 27 (pl.;2.B) does not record that early durbar , but in its detail s 
describes rather the courts of the 1570 1 s. The throne has gilt and enamel 
decoration and i s placed on a rich carpet on the terraced -pavilion. A 
spec ial canopy with a tasselled fringe is suspended above the throne. A 
stool is placed before the throne and leads up to the terrace. The noble 
presenting the chi l d28 stands barefoot on the carpet. The qur bearers 
st and behind the throne, as al so a young page with a fly-whisk. The 
26 Cf. K.M.Ashraf , Life and Conditions~ etc . 1970, p.74, for formal court 
attire at the Delhi Sultan 1 S cou rts . The author in describing court 
etiquette does not differentiate .between the courts of the Sultans of 
Delhi and t he Mughal emperors and even goes on to state 11 The Mughal 
Emperor Akbar did not alter or improve upon the exi sting code of court 
ceremonials to any considerab le degree 11 • I bid , p.77-8. 
27 f. .N., Beveridge, II, p.203. The event took place at Agra in Sept. 1561. 
AbdLir Ral)fm and his mother, daughter of Jama l Khan of Mewat, was escorted 
from Pattan (where Bairam Khan was assassinated) by Mul)ammad AmTn DTwana, 
Baba ZambUr and Khwaja Mulk, l oyal members of Bairam1 S household. 
~bdu~- Ra~Tm was presented by Baba Zambur and Yadgar ~ussain among others 
to Akbar, who 11 exalted him by prostrati on on the threshold 11 • But 
here the young boy is shown touching the feet of the emperor. The 
co urtier presenting the child may be any of the above named . The text 
does not give any detai l s regarding descr i pt ion of the court . 
28 See above note. According to Ashra~op . cit ., the officer who presented 
envoys or individua l s to the emperor was entitled Barbak. He presented 
petitions or their bearers to the Sultans in the pre-Mughal Musl im 
courts. Vide Life & Conditions) etc . , p. 75 & 78-79. Hi s symbol of 
office was a 11 golden chaugan (polo-stick) attached to a ball of gold 11 • 
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courtiers stand respectfully with folded arms in rows on either side of 
the tiled courtyard, whi l e the royal cheetah is controlled by its keeper 
(duri ya); the falcon and the horse are also present with their keepers, 
along with other minor officials standing at a distance along the wall. A 
musician with a vina is also present. Beyond the wall several other 
attendants, keepers, armed guards, and a musician are kept at bay by 
the doorkeeper. The young child is shown touching the feet of Akbar in 
29 
respect . 
Other scenes from the V. & A. A.N., like Husain QulT Khan presenting 
prisoners ftomGujarat to Akbar at Fathpur in 157330 (pl.3.A.) again show the 
same formality with slight variations -Akbar enthroned on a raised balcony, 
courtiers and attendants standing respectfully below on the carpeted dais 
and tiled courtyard. In this scene the social gulf between the emperor and 
the personnel whose presence .was required at court is distinctly and 
deliberately worked out. The elevated position of the emperor high above 
his subjects adds a psychological significance to the arrangement, as does 
31 the addition of peacocks on the adjacent roof. With the rich gold and 
enamel decoration and the enforced protocol of having to climb on the dais to 
address him, Akbar appears the very image of the benevolent but all powerful 
monarch. 
29 The Ain and other sources mention the kurnish) tasli m and si jdah , but not 
this mode of salutation. · Ashraf, op. ai t ., p. 75, says that the custom of 
low obeisance before the throne was called sharp- i - zamin-bos during the 
Sultanate period. This was practised as early as the reign of Balban. 
30 A. N., Beveridge III, p. 56. 
31 The peacock is the vahana of Kar ttikeya , son of Siva. The earl i est 
depiction of the peacock in coins so far known is on a coin of Kumara I, 
415-445 A.D., who, being a worshipper of Kar ttikeya , issued a gold coin 
showing the god riding on the peacock on one side and the king feeding the 
peacock on the other. Ha also substituted the peacock for the Garuqa of 
the earlier silver coins. The Classi cal Age , ed. R.C. Majumdar, Bharatiya 
Vidya Bhavan, 1954. The History of the Indian Peoples,Delhi, p. 28 . 
Thi s exotic bird attracted the attention of many foreigners including 
Babar. B. N., Beveridge, p. 493. 
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The same setting appears in· the Beatty Akbar-nG!ma folio showing 
Abu~ Fa?.l presenting his work to his patron32 (pl.3.8). This was probably 
a private audience, not a public durbar~ and hence a more intimate occasion, 
yet with all the trappings of royalty. Akbar sits enthroned on the 
carpeted pavilion gesturing to AbTil Fa;l, who squats below the throne, his 
book open in his hands. The qur bearers stand on the right behind the 
throne and in the courtyard below. Facing them on the other side the 
courtiers stand in rows, hands crossed one over the other according to 
prescribed etiquette. 33 An attendant holding a stick was probably in 
f . t . . d . th d. 34 charge o ma1n a1n1ng or er 1n e procee 1ngs. 
Even the outdoor courts by now reflected this same air of organised 
formality. The stepped throne on the carpeted dais beneath several 
canopiesa was the focal point of the arrangement within the special 
enclosure bound by the sarapardah . Only the qUY' and whisk bearers stood 
32 This event is n.ot included in the Bibliotheca Indica text used by 
Beveridge . Ab~l Fall completed what are now the lst and 2nd volumes 
of his A. N. on 27 Shaban, 1004 (16 April 1596) covering the first 
30 years of Akbar's life and 17 years of his reign up to 1572 (Bev., II, 
p.545). The first volume including the history of Akbar's ancestors was 
meant to be the introduction. The 3rd vol. of A. N. , intended to be the 
second by the author (the A~n being the 3rd) was presented to Akbar 
incomplete in 1597-98, covering events up to that year. A subsequent 
addition was made by Abul Fa~l to this volume, bring the work up to 1602, 
the year before he was assassinated. Rizvi , S.A.A. - ReZigious & 
InteZZectruaZ History of the MusZims of Akbar' s Reign~ Delhi, 1975, 
p.266. The illustration is numbered fol . 176b of the Beatty ms. This 
is possibly the only other known portrait of AbJ1 Fa~l. besides the one 
in the scene of Jesuit Fathers debating before Akbar from the same ms., 
f.263b. 
33 -J-Ain , I, Blochmann, I, p.l68. 
34 Manrique mentions attendants carrying wands of gold or silver, who 
"accompanied and cleared the way for the princes and nobles who entered 
the hall". TraveZs , Hakluyt Society, 1927, II, p.l95. Finch also 
mentions porters or ushers with cudgels or sticks to keep away 
intruders . Purchas, PiZgr ims , IV,p.55. A note in ~~undy, II, p.l93, states 
that the ushers were· the ?ahib- i - ihtimam. 
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behind the throne. Other courtiers stood facing the monarch at a 
distance on the ground. Only one by one were they allowed to approach the 
lowest step to address the emperor. In the event of envoys or courtiers 
presenting gifts, the bitikchi meticu lously ~oted down all the details. 35 
The number of officials required at court had also increased. 
A significant development in court etiquette at this stage was the 
custom of touching or kissing the feet of the emperor in respectful 
greeting. Though the A~n does not mention this mode of salutation, Badatn1 
testifies to its prevalence when he describes how, at the time of taking 
leave of Akbar before joining the expedition under Man Singh against 
Maharana Pratap in 1576, he "put out his hand towards the couch to kiss 
his (i.e. Akbar's)foot 11 , Akbar withdrew it. 36 The Delhi ms. of the B.N., 
fol. 93, shows one of the sons of Ahmad AZacha about to touch the feet of 
Babar. The incident illus trated was the meet ing between Babar and Ahmad 
AZacha and his sons, Sultan satd Khan and Baba Khan Sultan near Tashkent 
in 1502. The word used in the text is Zanuzad - bending the knee. 37 
Gulbadan Begam gi ves an interesting account of etiquette and 
protoco 1 practised among Babar and his kinsmen. When -Babar arrived in 
Murgh-ab near Herat (after the death of Sultan Husain Mirza in 1506), the 
latter's son, Badi1u"zzaman M1rza, refused to bow before Babar as he was 15 
years older, but since the latter had taken Samarqa nd more than once by 
force he had precedence according to the tura (the ru l es of Chingiz Khan) 
35 Cf. V. & A. A. N., f. 117/51-52. Akbar receiving gifts near Jaunpur. 
By Nanha, MiskTna and Bhagwan. Also f . 117-75 - Rai Surjan- Hada making 
his submission outside Ranthambor fort 1568. By Makand and Shankar . 
36 Muntakhab , Tr. lowe, II, p.234 . Nizamudd1n also refers to this custom 
several times, though possibly in symbolic terms; viz., in 1582 'Azam 
~an, gov . of Hajipur)Fathpur and Patna, wa~ honoured by be i ng allowed to 
kiss the royal foot at Fathpur; in 1586 Mirza Shahrukh was also similarly 
honoured. The same year the author himself per formed this salutation. 
Tabaqap~ Tr.II, pp.554- 598, 595 , respectively. 
37 B. N. ~ (Be v. J ~p.l59, fol. 102b. 
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and therefore a compromise was reached that Bibar should bow first, 
Bad1\hzaman should then advance and then they should embrace .·38 
In three miniatures, viz. Mu~im Knan•s arrival at court from 
Jaunpur after birth of Murad in 1570, Beatty Akbar-nZima (pl.fl~), Akbar 
being greeted by his sons on his victorious return from Gujarat in 1573 
and the ambassador of Mirza Shahrukh paying homage in 1577, both from the 
Victoria and Albert Akbar-nama , show Akbar being greeted this way. In the 
latter the presence of the water-carrier (saqqa or bhishti J recalls the 
earlier dusty settings of Akbar•s court. 39 Nevertheless, strict regulat-
ions and protocol are evident in the rows of courtiers standing respectfully 
at a distance from the throne, the two princes waiting deferentially at the 
end of the terrace, the mahout on the elephant saluting, the bitikahi 
introducing the personnel of the envoy• s group with thei r gifts. 
The folio from the British t~useum Babarnama showing Babar receiving 
the envoys of Bengal reflects the fully developed court of the end of the 
16th century; the ruler enthroned in the carpeted pavilion with the qur and 
whisk bearers behind and, to one side of the throne, the courtier s standing 
38 Humayun- nama , Tr. Bev., p.87 . Also B. N .~ Bev., p.298, for Babar•s 
description of the same incident. See pl A.A., from D~1hi 11"l t-. B . N . ~ 
illustrati on of the same incident. Here the protocol is said to bend 
the knee (yukunghaiJ and advance at the same pace to meet each other at 
the appointed spot. 
39 The tradition of the ausp1c1ousness of water was an ancient Indian one. 
In this connection we have an interesting account regarding this from 
the Lodi period in the Waqfa t - i -Mushtaq7 of Sha i kh Rizqu1lah (quoted 
in Rizvi, Religious & Intellectual History~ etc., infra, p.228) . In 
the province of Awadh in Sikandar Lodi •s. reign, when a confederacy of 
local rajas rose in rebellion, the governor of the area, Miyan Mahmud 
Farmul1 Kala Pahar, rode out against them. On his victorious return to 
his capital, he was met by his nobles, the(ulamc?and a crowd of peasant 
women carrying pitchers of water on their heads. On the advice of a Hindu 
that it would be auspic i ous to greet or acknowledge the women first, the 
governor and his entourage did so, ther·eby annoying the Muslim'ula:ma ~ who 
were made to wait. Thus the custom of respecting water was adopted from 
Indian tradition by the Muslims and this in part explain s the inclusion 
of the saqqa even in co urt scenes. 
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in rows on the other side of the tiled courtyard, being introduced one by 
one along with their gifts by one of the leading nobles who was entrusted 
with this office. The lower officials and attendants wait with their emblems 
and insignias of office along the wall, while the guard at the door, after 
quest1oning and verifying, lets in only those who have the privilege to enter. 
The falconer is also present, while the royal horse waits beyond the enclosure 
with his sais. Another developed Akbar durbar is depicted in a folio of the 
Banaras Anwar- i -suhaili. The ruler sits enthroned on the jutting terrace, 
two brightly coloured and embroidered awnings stretched overhead. Three 
young attendants stand behind him while the courtiers sit40 along the edge of 
the carpeted platform bel ow, on which are also placed trays of drinks and 
refreshments. A low railing encloses the platform. On the bare ground the 
falconer, the s~is, the cheetah with its keeper and other minor attendants 
wait attentively. Even as late as the last decade of the 16th century , a 
combination of casual attitudes and movements in the periphery and colourful 
formality in the immediate area remained a characteristic of Akbar's durbars. 
The court scenes of the 17th century bear marked contrast to those of 
the preceding period. Under Jahangir they became more formal and the 
solemnity, grandeur and remoteness of the monarch increased manifold . The 
court appearances of the monarch had an air of grave serenity and immobility. 
Jahang1r's durbars may be divided into bJo types - the open-air, 
intimate occasions when only a few close, trusted associates were invited, and 
the more formal, elaborate court settings when matters of state were settled. 
One of the earlier durbar scenes showing Jahang1r enthroned, is dated 
1605. 41 He is seated in the carpeted pavilion in a garden. Maids and 
attendants serve refreshments and entertain him with music. The cloth 
whisk, the absence of a throne and the simplicity of the surroundings make 
this one of the rarer court settings . 
40 Apparently the courtiers were permitted t o sit in the royal presence 
on special occas ion s. 
41 From the co ll ect ion of the Maharajah of Jaipur, exhibited at London in 
1947-48 , published by Leigh Ashton, The Art of India & Pakistan~ London, 
1 948' p 1 . 1 31 . 
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The open-air durbars of Jahang1r are a combination of formal 
attitudes and protocol in an informal, intimate setting. We may start 
with the earliest of these - the private audience with Khusrau .and Parvez 
dated 1605 in the British Museum42 (pl.5 A), signed by Manohar. Only two 
officers and the attendant with the fly-whisk are present on this occasion. 
JahangTr is seated on a throne placed on a carpeted dais below an 
embroidered awning supported on poles, a smal l fountain in front. Though 
the costumes are still of Akbar's period, yet even at this early period 
of JahangTr's reign there is a distinct stiffness and immobility in the 
figures. Though this feature is partly due to and is connected with the 
changes in artistic style and emphasis which emerged under JahangTr, yet 
it imparts a sense of strict protocol and etiquette even in such an early 
court scene, which differs from the latest of the Akbari courts. 
In a l ater audience (pl.5B) in a garden, the same features are present 
43 in a greater degree. Here Parvez greets his father in a walled garden. 
JahangTr is again seated on a carpeted dais before an apartment. Some of 
the senior co-urtiers stand in rows quite near the emperor on either side. 
The composition is crowded but inanimate. The emperor's physical proximity 
42 The dating of· this miniature suggests that the occasion might have taken 
place soon after Jahang1r's accession when he presented to Kb_usrau a la ,lt.\... 
of rupees 'so that he might build up for himself the house of Mun'i m Khan". 
Tuzuk~ R. & B., I, p.l2. But the language does not imply that this 
presentation was made personally at an audience. I cannot find any 
other evidence of an audience with ~usrau,besides the ones where he was 
brought in chains before his father after his recapture near Lahore (Ibid, 
p.68) and again early in 1614 when JahangTr ordered Khusrau to pay his 
respects to him every day in the Dahrah garden (Ibid, p.252). This last 
occasion would be too late for the miniature where Ktusrau is· shown about 
18 years of age. 
43 Victoria and Albert Museum dated 1614, I.M.9-1925 . The incident has been 
identified as the audience JahangTr had with his son before sending him 
to the Deccan in 1609, when he was presented with special gifts. 
Tuzuk, R. & B., I, p.l56. The courtiers are mostly identified by 
inscriptions and include A~af Khan, I~imad- ud -da ul ah, Mahabat Khan, 
Raja Bhao Singh of Amber, 'AbdJr Rah'fm, Khan-i -Khanan, Khan Jahan Lodi, 
Ram Das Kachwaha, etc . The painting was-executed before 1614 as JahangTr 
is shown here without pearl earrings, and the courtiers included were not 
(contd.) 
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does not negate the gulf created by the haughtiness of his expression. 
If we recall here the expressive gestures and emotions on the faces of Akbar 
and his courtiers in the midst of all the formalities, we may realise 
how, psychologically, the tone of court etiquette had changed. 
The other class of open-air durbars presided over by JahangTr included 
those where he is depicted in a spiritual role, with shaikhs and ?ufis. 
We have at least two painted records of such occasions. The first one, in 
the Rampur collection, shows Jahangir holding court in a small enclosure, 
while .the dervishes and holy men are being feasted (pl.b.A). This was 
probably during the month of Rama?an in 1618, when he invited the shaikhs 
and dervishes of Agra to the palace to 11 ~reak their fast 11 • 44 He sits 
cross-legged (contrary to the earlier mode, of sitting back on the heels) 
on the floor of a pavilion. Several high-ranking nobles stand immobile 
in attendance on the carpet below the red canopy, while others, possibly 
of slightly lower rank, stand on the other side. In the bare courtyard 
in front, the guests, some in the customary long robes, some in shabby, 
patched clothes, s it before a piece of white cloth on which the dishes are 
to be placed, waiting for the food to be brought in. The stiff attitudes 
of the courtiers in puppet-like poses is the forerunner of the type of 
durbars which later developed in which it seemed each was acting out a set 
role. The remoteness of the sovereign even in a crowded composition is 
44 
all present at court at the time of the occasion depicted. Parv~z is 
shown here between 17-20 years of age. Thus the occasion could possibly 
be an earlier audience between him and Jahang1r soon after the latter 1 S 
access ion when Parvez, under the guardianship of A~af Khan (Mirza Ja'far 
Beg),was sent on an expedition against the Rana of Mewar . At that 
time Parvez was about 17 and was invested with special robes of honour, jewelled sword, dagger, horses and elephants. Tuzuk~ R. & B., I, p.l6. 
But this identification will have to remain an unconfirmed possibility 
at this stage. 
Tuzuk~ R. & B., II, pp.31-32. 
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suggested not so much by physical distance but by a tremendous psycho-
logical aloofness expressed through the coldness of his gaze. 
The other miniature of JahingTr distributing alms to dervishes near 
a mosque, is in the Victoria Memorial Hall, Calcutta45 (pl.~B). Here the 
emperor is seated on a high throne on a carpet in open ground, i l luminated 
by a halo, surrounded by the ?ufis and courtiers in front and attendants 
at the back and sides. A group of musicians provide religious music for the 
?ufis, one of whom seems to be overcome in a state of ecstasy . J'ahangTr 
hands out small purses of coins to the ~ufis who approach the throne to 
. th 46 rece1ve em. Yet here again, in the midst of a crowded composition, 
the rigidity of protocol and all-pervading might and glory of the monarch 
shows through. The figures of the courtiers are again stiff and frozen, 
while the emperor appears stern and unapproachab le. 47 
In two other instances we see JahangTr presiding at an open-air court 
45 In the published folio, the title reads"Jahangir distributing alms 
at the 1rouza 1 of Sal1m Chisht1,"but the architectural details of the 
mosque in the background iare-tota ll y different from the tomb at Sikri. 
Among the crowd of courtiers in front is a Jesuit priest, probably 
Father Corsi. 
46 JahangTr mentions several occasions when he distributed money to faqirs 
and dervishes with his own hand, as in 1615 at Ajmer; this could be 
the occasion illustrated, the mosque at the back resembling to some 
extent the shrine at Ajmer from a different angle.Also see pl.2."J.A . 
47 The changes in style and technique of painting introduced under Jahang1r 
must also be borne in mind when noticing these developments. Port ra iture 
as an artistic expression reached its peak in the 17th century. Mughal 
art and artists, freed from illustrating manuscripts, concentrated on 
individual scenes and situations from contemporary life, experimenting 
with psychological stud ies through portraiture. And portraiture implies 
a certain posing, conscious or otherwise, on the part of the subject. 
This naturally contributes a stiffness in attitude and formality in · 
atmosphere to the scenes depicted, specially regarding the monarch and 
his court. This factor though, does not negate the validity of the 
developments under discussion. 
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or giving audience to envoys in a garden. A folio from the Jahang~-nama 
in the Rampur Library records an incident of 1610 when Jahangir punished 
Kaukab, the son of Qamar Khan, for having an intimate relationship with a 
sannya~T. 48 Here court is held in an open gar.den; JahangTr i s seated on a 
throne beneath a canopy. The culprit stands in front, his hands tied, his 
head bowed in shame. His associates in crime appear in donkey's caps 
apparently under orders to humiliate them. An offi cer reads the charges of 
misconduct against them. One of the courtiers, possibly the father, turns 
away in shame and disgust. The b·itikahi or waqi~-nawis notes down the 
proceedings. The courtiers all appear barefooted out of res pect to the 
emperor. Though there does not seem to be any particular order among 'the 
courtiers, the formality of the occasion is unmistakable. 
The other miniature showing an open-air audience is in the State 
Museum, Berlin. It records the recepti on of Khan- i~Alam, JahangTr•s envoy 
to Shah )bbas on his return in 1619 ·with the Persian ambassador, Zamb11 
49 J h- -:" h. th d th 1 1 ' . Beg. a ang1r, on 1s rone un er e usua canopy, eans on cusn1ons, 
his favourite falcon perched on his hand. Directly in front stands the 
48 Tuzuk , R. & B. I , p. 171. Apparently, the sannyasi had been preaching 
to the culprit about un-Islamic tenets, and his words were "a ll bl asphemous 
and impious ". cAbdu·l-Lat1f, son of Naqlb Khan, and Sharif, the cousins 
of Kaukab, were also involved. Kaukab anQ Sharif were punished by being 
whipped and then imprisoned and cAbdu-1-Lat.if was given lashes in Jahang1r's 
presence. The humiliation of placing donkey's caps on their heads as 
shown in the miniature, is not mentioned. This Kaukab is again mentioned 
in the 12th year when he deserted from the Deccan army and after a series 
of adventures in the Deccan and Gujarat, he was captured and brought to 
court where he was pardoned and rewarded . 
49 Tuzuk~ R. & B. II, p. 115 . The text see!!!s to indicate that the two ,_ 
ambassadors did not appear before Jahang ir at the same ti me , Khan-i-Alam 
being received first. But_the mi niature presents both together. The 
gifts presented by Khan-i~Alam menti oned in the text, are not seen in 
the painting. 
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Persian ambassador in muslin tunic and l arge Persian turban wit~ a plume. 
C- . 
Behind him Khan-i-Alam waits respectfully, hands clasped in· front, along 
with other courtiers, standing in rows. The qUr bearers stand behind the 
throne. A tray of drinks and cups is placed near the throne. This was 
obviously a private audience where only the closest and highest-ran ked 
amirs were admitted and the full paraphernalia of the court was not involved. 
But the formality of relationships is nevertheless present. 
The more elaborate arrangements of the indoor courts o,f Jahangir, 
where affairs of state were conducted, petitions and presentations accepted 
and regulations issued, were seen in the Diwan-i-~mm or Public Audience Hall. 
The focal point was the high position of tne royal seat on the balcony above, 
which was bedecked with rich carpets, cushions and hangings. Only one or 
two attendants and the princes or the leading amirs were allowed on this 
upper bal cony. The fly-whisk bearers stood on stoo ls or stone elephants 
below, and those who wished to address the emperor were only permitted to 
stand on a stool below the balcony. The nobles and officers were positioned 
according to ranks, proximity depending upon the manqab held. A railing, 
subsequently covered with silver50 separated the highest nobles from the 
lower ranks, while a second kept out the ordinary public. To be perm i tted 
within the inner enclosure and to approach the emperor to perform tas l lm 
was a mark of grea t honour. 51 The dramatic effect of t he arrangements and 
50 Jahangir ordered the wooden railing to be covered with silver, as well 
as the staircase l eading up to thebalc ony and the two wooden elephants 
on either s ide in 1613. This was done to differentiate between the first 
and second railings. He .mentions that "125 maunds of silver in Hindustan i 
weight, equal to 880 maunds of Persia" had been used. Tuzuk , R.& B. I, p.242. 
51 Loa. cit . "In the public audience h'all there were two railings (mahjar) 
of wood. Inside the first, amlrs , ambassadors and people of honour' sat 
and no one entered this circle without an order. Within the second 
railing, which is broader than the first, the man9abtiars of inferior 
rank, ahadTs and those who had work to do are admitted. Outside this 
railing'stand the servants of the amlrs and all the peopl e who may enter 
the DTwankhana". Also Peter Mundy, Travels , Hakluyt, p.200. Also Roe, 
Journal , Ed . Foster , p.87, where he divides the assembly into "ambassadors, 
great men and strangers of quality within the innermost rail, the meaner 
men representing gentry within the first rail, the people without in a 
base court". 
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the rituals and customs involved dazzled the spectators and impressed them 
with the awesome majesty of the Great Mughal before which his subjects 
stood in respectful obedience. The spectacular show evoked Sir Thom~s 
Roe 's comparison of Jahang1r's court with a theatre and the men with 
actors on a stage. 52 
There are severa l painted records of Jahangir's durbar, two in the 
Boston Museum, one in the Keir co llection, and two in the Windsor Castle 
dLJ.:/ ecJ I G. I q 
Shahjahan-nama. The first one in BostonA(pl.7) shows JahangTr at court 
with Khurram and the young Shah S hufa~ 53 Jahangir sits in the special 
alcove above, which is hung with carpets on the walls and has a balustrade. 
The princes and a few courtiers stand on either sid~ on the balcony. In 
the carpeted enclosure below two groups of courtiers stand crowdeq on either 
side, facing each other, while an attendant stands on a stool just below the 
emperor waving a feather whisk. Among the crowd of courtiers may be seen the 
Jesuit priest, Father Corsi. 54 On the wall behind Jahangir may be seen the 
painted bust of the Virgin Mary. An elephant and a horse appear just beyond 
the railing, the mahout greeting the ruler in the customary way. JahangTr 
is shown with a halo and a total absence of expression. But on the whole, 
the scene is rather crowded, in spite of minimal movement on the part of 
the figures and the apparent rigidity of protocol. 
The other darbar scene in Boston has been i dentified by Coomaraswamy 
52 L . oc. c&t . 
53 Reproduced Coomaraswamy, Catalogue, Pt. VI, pl. 34, and Welch, Art of 
Mugha l India~ pl. 30. The latter has identified the prince as Parvez, 
but basing on comparison with other known portraits, I prefer to identi fy 
him as ~urram. In 1619, both princes were received separately at court 
on different occasions. 
54 Father Corsi was a Florentine Jesuit, but soon became a champion of 
the Portugese cause against English interests championed at court by 
Sir Thomas Roe. He was with JahangTr up to 1624, when he became chaplain 
to Mirza ~Jlqarnain. He died in 1635 and is buried at Agra. Maclagan, E., 
The Jesuits and the Great MughaZs~ London, 1932, p. 
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as the reception of Khurram at Mandu after his return from the Deccan 
in 1617. 55 JahangTr sits embracing his son in the alcove above. An 
attendant stands· behind with the royal sword. In the enclosure below, 
the courtiers ·stand respectfully with bare feet along the inner railing. 
One of them, an old man, stands on a stool below the alcove with upraised 
hands invoking blessings upon the royal family. One of the servants below 
holds up a tray bearing a dagger - probably the one presented by Jahangir 
to his son as a reward, among others, for his victory in the Deccan. 
The same incident is also depicted in the Windsor Shahjahan-nama. 
Here JahangTr is shown getting up from his seat in the alcove and embracing 
his son, 56 while below in the enclosure courtiers stand witnessing the 
affectionate re-union. Servants carry trays containing precious jewels, 
encrusted daggers, wine flasks, small caskets and boxes, part of the gifts 
presented by Khurram to his father. The elephant shown beyond the railing 
was also part of the gifts. 57 The bitikahi with notebook in hand notes 
down the proceedings. 
Another painting of aJahang1r durbar by Manohar around 1620 in the 
Keir collection58 (pl.8.A), shows some differences in the arrangements. 
55 Tuzuk,!R . & B., p. 394 . It was on this occasion that the title of 
Shah-Jahan was bestowed on Khurram. 
56 Loa. ait., 11 After he had performed the dues of salutation and kissing 
the ground, I ca lled him up into the jharOkha and with exceeding 
kindness and uncontrolled delight rose from my place and held him in 
the embrace of affection 11 • 
57 Thi s was probably the elephant called Nur-Bakht which Jahangir praises 
so highly and which he himself. mounted and drove into the palace. 
Tuzuk. R. & B. I, p.395-96. 
58 Islamia Painting and Arts of the Book~ London, 1976, Pt. V, No. 70, 
gl. 127, and colour plate 36. Skelton ha s identified the figure behind 
A?af Khan as ~urram, but his features do not resemble those of other 
well-known portraits of that prince . Also his dress is very plain 
without a single item of jewellery, which is rather unusual at this period. 
Cc.ont.d) 
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This appears to be a private audience. The throne area is covered by tent 
awnings and canopies, indicating an encampment rather than in a fort or 
palac~. The carpeted area is enclosed by a red railing and the courtiers 
and attendants stand within this area. The emperor sits on a square golden 
throne supported by carved lions with cushions and a low railing all round, 59 
his foot resting on a footstool. A canopy supported by pillars covers the 
throne . A sma11 child in long Persian tunic and turban, probably one of 
his grandsons, is presented by a noble, identified as A~af Khan. A youth 
with a fly-whisk stands behind the throne, while the others, including 
the court poet or scribe (bit ikchi), the qur bearer and the falconer, wait 
on either side of the throne. The minimal number of attendants and 
courtiers and the obvious high rank of those in attendance suggest this 
was a private audience for only a few selected courtiers. 
In the next reign the splendour and magnificence of the Mughals 
reached a peak, and this was appropriately reflected in the imperial court 
settings. The formality, rigidity and artificiality of the arrangements 
and regulations became so evident that the entire atmosphere seems charged 
with the psychological effects of the arrangements. The mona~ch is shown 
as a semi-divine figure, remote and coldly haughty, high up in his secluded 
royal alcove, s~parated from his subjects below by a wide gulf, physically 
But more importantly his position, behind A~af Khan, at a time when 
he was still the favourite of JahangTr, is incomprehensible. Cf. 
Tuzuk , I'!t~.395 '- 11 An order was given that henceforth they should 
place a chair in the paradise resembling assemblies near my throne 
for my son to sit upon. This was a special favour for my son, as it had 
never been the custom heretofore 11 • 
59 This was the throne presented by I'timad-ud-Doulah in 1619. It was made 
by Austin of Bordeaux who was given the title of Hunarmand by Janang1r. 
Tilzuk , R. & B., II, p.80. Also 11 Four Letters, Austin of BordeaUX 11 , 
Jour . FUn. Hist. Soc., Vol. LV, 1918. 
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and socially. The positioning of each person in court is minutely 
worked out and there is no scope for the slightest disarray to upset the 
carefully balanced order. 
Shahjahan's court scenes abound in the Windsor §hahjahan-nama . Most 
of these feature the same compositional arrangements. The focal po int 
was the emperor seated either on the throne, the peacock throne (pl .8-B), or in 
the special balcony along the back of the audience hall. Only a few 
attendants and occasionally one or two of the princes were permi tted up 
on the balcony. Just below the alcove, two fly-whisk bearers stood on 
stone elephants on either side while the qur bearers usually stood to the 
left of the alcove. The courtiers who were permitted to enter the audience 
hall stood in rows within the enclosure. The gaily caparisoned elephants 
and horses waited beyond the rai ling with their mahouts and sais. When 
embassies were received, their gifts were placed on t rays in the centre 
of the carpeted platform or brought in by officials. 
The illustrations in the Shahjahan-nama ms. in Windsor Castle . 
reflects an accurate picture of Shahjahan's courts (p1.9.A). The emperor 
would be seated in the central balcony above, marble,fluted pillars marking 
the area, a fine marble railing of trellis work flanking it on either side 
and in front~ The marble wall behind was embellished with pietra dura 
work, the European engravings and pictures of the JahangTr period having 
been removed in the new reign. The central portion of the wall behind was 
decorated with rich hangings and the railing in front was also covered by 
carpets for the emperor to lean on. In many of the court scenes in this 
ms:, the wall immediately below the balcony is shown painted with a chain 
of bells and symbols of peace and stability such as the lion and lamb 
sitting meekly together and dervishes praying for the prosperity of the 
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empire. 60 A square stool of marble (as in the DTwan-iSAmm in the Delhi 
Fort) was placed in the middle of a raised square platform directly below. 
Those who were granted permission to address the emperor had t o stand on 
this stool. The other compositional details continued on from the last 
reign - the division of the courtiers and their positions inside and 
outside the railing according to rank, the qUr bearers to the left of the 
monarch, etc. The space immediately in front of the emperor 1 s balcony 
was left vacant for some distance, a distinct development from the 
crowded group before the .throne in Jahang1r 1 s durbars. 
The descriptions of the courts of the mid-17th century, given by 
such foreign travellers as Bernier, Manucci and Mundy, .all speak of the 
great ostentation, show and pompous etiquette practised by the Mughals. 
Bernier describes the audience hall at Delhi as a 11 )arge and magnificent 
hall decorated with several rows of pillars, which, as well as the ceiling, 
are all painted and overlaid with gold ... The king appeared seated upon 
his throne, -at the end of the great hall in the most magn ificent attire . 
... At the foot of the throne were assembled all the Omrahs, in splendid 
apparel, upon a platform surrounded by a silver· railing and covered by a 
spacious canopy of brocade with deep fringes of gold . The pillars of the 
hall were hung with brocades of a go ld ground and flowered satin canopies 
were raised over the whole expanse of the extensive apartment fastened 
with red silken cords, from which were suspended large tassels of silk 
and gold . The floor was covered entirely with carpets of the richest 
silk of immense length and breadth 11 • 61 
60 These probably refer to the Delhi Diwan-i-Kha~~. where the blank marble 
wall below the al cove corresponds to the painted walls of the 
miniatures. Manrique, when describing the court at Lahore, mentions 
halls whose walls were covered with paintings of battles, hunting scenes 
and riding parties, and ornamented with floral motifs. Travels , II, 
Hakluyt, p. 195. 
61 Travels , Constable, p.270. 
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The meticulous order of Shahjahan's courts is brought to l ife in 
the many min iatures of this period. We can take one from the many in 
the Windsor Shahjahan-nama to illustrate this. The earliest important 
public d~rbar or jashn at Agra immediately after Shahjahan's accession, 
was the one where A~af Khan presented the princes to the emperor62 (pl R.A) . 
This was a lavish state occasion and involved all the paraphernalia of 
pomp and pageantry . The inscription along the upper part of the folio 
states that at the court of Shahjahan, the ~an Khanan was exalted by 
performing the zamin bas . The emperor, seated in the balcony, embraces one 
of the princes, Aurangzeb?, who bends forward to touch his feet. Dara 
and Shuji along with A~af Khan wait respectfully while the youngest prince 
Murad stands on the other side of his father. The former carry small 
bowls, probably containing gems, as gifts . The ceiling is hung with rich 
brocade canopies and the balustrade in front of Shahjahan is hung with 
carpets. 
Two pages stand on wooden elephants below, waving feather whisks. 
A square stool placed in the centre of a dais is intended for those who 
wi sh to address the emperor. The wall immediately below the balustrade 
bears a picture of two dervishes praying near a cenotaph hung with a chain 
of golden bells and a lamb and two lions sitting peaceably together -
symbolising the fair state of justice in the country. The qUr bearers on 
the right below the balustrate hold up colourful standards, while the 
highest-ranking nobles stand in rows on either side of the dais, hands 
crossed according to etiquette. A golden railing with a star-shaped border, 
separates the higher-ranked courtiers from the lower nobility. Two court 
62 Fol. 50v. ~ahjahan-nama : the courtiers are all identified but with 
inscriptions so minute that they cannot be read unless seen in .the 
original. This durbar i s described in detail by Mu~ammad Salih in hi s 
Shahjahan-nama~ Lahore, 2nd ed., pp.229-234. The Factory records al so 
mention this event, English Factories in India~ (Foster ) 1624-29 , p.247 , 
giving the date of the durbar as 1 March 1628. 
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poets recite verses from notebooks. 
The colour and grandeur of this court scene aptly epitomise the 
height of glory reached during the reign of Shahjahan, when regulations 
and protocol had become very rigid and the psychological impact of the 
arrangements upon the subjects was immensely awe-inspiring. 
In other loose miniatures of Shahjahan's court, the same rigid 
arrangements are reflected. One in theBodleian (Ouseley Add. 173) shows 
the emperor on the balcony facing his three sons on his left. The pages 
with the fly-whisk stand on two golden elephants below, the qilr bearers 
just below the princes within the railed enclosure. On the other side 
three courtiers wait, while a row of courtiers wait beyond the railing 
in the second enclosure waiting to be per~itted to approach nearer to present 
their salutations. 
In another folio from the same album in theBodle:;an we see the 
regal splendour specially heightened fo.r the reception of an embassy63(pl9B). 
63 The identification of the actual historical incident illustrated is 
a matter of controversy. Binyon has identified this as the durbar 
of Aurangzeb in 1661 when the Persian ambassador, Budaq Beg, was 
· received. But Percy Brown relates it to the 1628 court of Shahjahan 
when the Persian envoy and the Mughal emperor engaged in a game of 
ruses to outwit and insult each other in the matter of the mode of 
sa lutation. Binyon mentions that Aurangzeb insisted on the Mughal 
mode of placing the hand on the head as here shown instead of the 
Persian way of placing both hands on the breast; whereas Brown quotes 
Bernier in stating that the Persian envoy refused to adopt the Mughal 
mode for which Shahjahan resorted to a trick by which he attempted to 
force the envoy to kneel, but it backfired as the envoy got to know of the 
ruse and entered crawling backwards into court, ·after which there was a 
sharp exchange of sarcastic retorts. Bernier, Constable, p.l5l. In 
Ethe's catalogue of the Bodleian Library, the durbar has more strangely 
been identified as Jahanglr's. 
I am incl ined to identify this as Sh'dhjahan's durbar in view of the 
arrangements and the inclusion of painted cherubs on the ceiling which we 
know to have been present at JahangTr's court. This event having taken 
place soon after Shahjahan's accession, they were probably a carry-over 
from Jahang1r's period. Also the scene painted on the wall below the 
balcony- a lion and bull drinking together and two dervishes- is 
very similar to the scene in the Windsor Qhahjahan-nama durbars. The 
date given by Brown is slightly early for such a full development of 
this form of the typical durbars of thi s period, but this may have been 
painted a few years later representing the actual court as it was at 
the height of the Mugha l power. (c.o n -Ld..) 
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The emperor sits up on the balcony, two of his sons, possibly Dara and Shuja: 
along with a noble standing further along the balcony facing him. An 
attendant stands behind him with the fly whisk, while two young boys 
standing below on a square, low stool also wave whisks. The courtiers 
stand in a row to the right side of the richly carpeted enclosure, while 
facing them on the other side the Persian ambassador stands saluting by 
raising hand to head. Behind him are the other members of his mission, 
bearing trays of gifts. Beyond the railing other lower officials wa it with 
some horses - part of the Persian gift. The high ceiling is hung with rich 
brocade awnings with tasselled fringes. The gorgeous dresses and lavish 
display added to the dazzling spectacle. Here again, the rigidity of 
protocol and etiquette is evident in the specific positioning of the various 
people present, in their postures and attitudes and in the spatial 
relationship among themselves and between them and the emperor. 
Another durbar of Shahjahan from his later years 64 in the Bharat 
Ka la Bhavan (pl./0.~ shows a slightly different setting. Here Shahjahan is 
shown seated at a window in a verandah, the walls of which are decorated 
with floral motifs in pietra dura and slender red and gold pillars support 
cusped arches. An attendant on the carpeted floor of the verandah waves a 
fly whisk while three courtiers stand barefoot facing t he monarch. Other 
courtiers stand in rows on the bare courtyard beyond the verandah, while 
the two armed attendants stand guard on either side of the step leading to 
the verandah. Other officers holding maces on their shoulders, line up 
In a durbar scene of JahangTr in the Boston Museum, no. 14.654, a 
high ranking noble is seen greeting Jahang1r the same way by raising 
hand to head while standing erect; he is dressed in a floral printed 
jama'and has on jewellery. He is the only figure shown in full and 
the central position among the group of courtiers i ndicates he was a 
person of rank, but he does not appear to be Persian. 
64 After the death of Mumtaz Mahal in 1638, when his hair and beard 
turned c~mp l etely grey, as shown here . 
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along the red railing at a distance from the pavilion. An elephant 
and a horse greet the emperor from outside the railing. 
The composition is slightly different here, 65 the throne ba l cony 
giving way to a jharokha-type window and the positioning of most of the 
courtiers in the open bare courtyard also marks a change. 
I.n a loose folio of the §JJ.ahjahan-nama in the Freer Gallery, 66 
Shahjahan is seen entertaining a group of 2l::aikhs and su{[s (pl .\OB). The 
double page i llustration shows them seated in a row on the carpet, wi th 
trays of food placed before them. Shahjahan is shown seated not in the 
balcony above but, unusua l ly, on the carpet below~ beneath a special canopy 
supported by pillars- on the same level as his guests. 67 The entertainment 
being held at night, lighted candles on two-pronged candle-holders -
do-shakha - provide illumination. One of the §!laikhs stands near the 
emperor to address him whi l e another group of 2_ha~~ are seated behind 
Shahjahan. Dara Shukoh is seated behind ~ahjahan in front of the other 
shai~s. He is shown here as about 18 years of age and Welch suggests 
that the shaikhs were gathered on the occasion of the prince 1 S wedding 
festivities. The same gold railing with the star-sha ped border noticed 
in the Windsor ~ahjahan-nama scenes, encloses the length of the audience 
area. Two attendants stand at the entrance while two rows of armed officers 
holding maces - insignias of rank; stand at attention f lanking the entrance 
ramps. A few other attendants are seen holding up lighted candles. In 
spite of the notable absence of the usual group of courtiers and the 
6
·
5 This durbar was identified by Rai KrishnaJ.as as having taken place 
·in Mandu or Ajmer. 
66 Reproduced Gascoigne, The Great Mughals~ London, 1973, p.200, and Wel ch, 
Imperial Mughal Painting~ New York, 1978. 
67 Shahjahan was noted for his deference to Muslim religious men and it 
was during his reign that the theme of king and sufi developed as a 
new feature in Mughal art. 
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minimal presence of attendants, the formality of the regulations and 
protocol is emphasised throughout, particularly in the well-ordered, 
almost mathematically calculated scheme of ~rrangements. 
As far as the latter half of the 17th century is concerned, the 
same pattern was followed, the only change being an apparent reduction in 
ostentation at court in line with the policy of austerity adopted by 
Aurangzeb . This reduction took the form of attempts at simplicity in 
matters of dress (use of silk was forbidden on religious grounds), 
curtailing expenses by banning musical performances and other extravagences. 
But these were feeble attempts, for even Aurangz~b was shrewd enough to 
realise the political importance of the continued display of the majesty 
and splendour of the Mughal court. All the descriptions of Aurangzeb 1 S 
durbars, bespeak of the same rigid protocol, a highly refined code 
of etiquette and all the colour and magnificence of the great Mughals. 
Evolution of Mughal Imperial ·Philosophy and its 
Manifestation 
A related corollary to the above section would be an analysis of 
the gradual development of the imperial philosophy of the Mughals as 
manifested in external symbols reflected in the miniatures. 
Early in Mughal history, Humayun had introduced symbolism in 
administrative spheres and daily life. These included the division and 
attribution of the days of the week to the affairs of the three classes of 
the subjects, by taking into consideration the astrological significance 
of each day; the system of attributing 12 arrows for the 12 sub-classes of 
people and the symbolism of the number 12; the division of the affairs of 
state into four departments based on the four elements; the invention of 
the spec ial cap, taj-i-~zzat3 incorporating the auspicious number of seven; 
the selection of clothes in the colour appropriate to the day of the week 
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(black for Saturday, the day of Saturn, yellow for Sunday, from the colour 
of the Sun, etc.), the beating of drums on the first and fourteenth nights 
of each month for welcoming the Sun and Moon, etc. But maD~ of these 
practices fell into disuse due to the political turmoil of Humayun's exile 
and recapture of his throne . 
Under Akbar, symbolism in court usage may be traced anew. The 
change from pure functionalism of some of the attendants at court to more 
figurative ~nd symbolic roles, as discussed above, was an early indication 
of the new trend. The borrowing from Hindu custom of the darshan and the 
Iranian zamin-bos or sijda was a more obvious elaboration of that new 
attitude of kingshL p· According to AbiTl Fa?l it was a "light emanating 
from God. Modern language (Farsi) calls this light farr-i-izidl (the 
divine light) and the tongue of antiquity (Pahlavi) called it kiyan khura 
(the perfect halo)". 1 As in Persian literary tradition, the king and the 
throne were frequently referred to in adulatory terms. The changes were 
all connected with actual details of protocol and court organisation rather 
than with any psychological interplay. 
It was not till JahangTr's reign that certain subtle effects were 
used in a series of allegorical paintings to reflect the matured imperial 
attitudes through psychological interpretati on. This distinct group of 
miniatures was probably executed to propagate imperial philosophy as well 
as to indicate the emperor's position apropo~ his adversaries and rivals. 
Since this group was specifically designed to propound this philosophy 
in visual connotations, the artists borrowed from several artistic 
traditions to create the correct psychological impact. 
1 A~n, I, Blochmann, p.3. Ghaza11 recognised the importance of divine favour 
or farr and said, "It must therefore be recognised that this kingship and the 
divine effulgence (farr-i - izidi ) have been granted to them by God and that 
they must accordingly be obeyed, loved and followed". F. R.C. Bagl ey , 
GhazaZI ' s Book of Counsel for Kings (Nasihat al-muluk)> London, 19649 
p.45. 
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The halo had been used in pre-Muslim Indian art to indicate sanctity. 
The haloed Buddhas in Ajanta and Ellora are a conspicuous example. In 
Persian mythology the halo was used as a symbol of the gods. Mithra was 
depicted with a radiant nimbus. But in the Sassanian period, when the 
divinity of kings was an accepted belief, we find evidence of the halo 
being used as a symbol of divine glory. In a relief on a wall of the main 
-Iwan at Taq-i-Busfan from the period of Khusra.u.II the king is portrayed 
with a halo, 2 the khwarenah of the Zoroastrians. 3 
In the miniatures of the Akbar period, the halo has not yet been 
noticed. The elevated and slightly isolated positioning of the emperor 
along wfth the royal insignias sufficed to denote the special attributes of 
kingship. Though contemporary writers had early begun to refer to their 
patron in adulatory terms according to current literary idiom, yet in 
miniatures the artists had not fully translated this convention into visual 
terms. The use of the halo becomes conspicuous only in the 17th century. 
Under JahangTr the underlying significance of the halo becomes 
unmistakable and intentional. Initially the artists played upon the literal 
meaning of the emperor 1 s title- Nilr-ud- dl n - the light of religion. The 
eulogistic references to the emperor by the courtiers were given further 
justification by the adoption of such titles. The artists turned to the 
visual imagery evoked by such lofty appellations and translated literally 
into miniatures the f arr-i-izidi as a luminous ha.lo, which was intended 
to indicate the deep relationship between the sovereignty and the divine 
light. 
Whereas Akbar was practical and a man of simple tastes, JahangTr 
was more vain and loved pomp and show which justified his approval of 
2 Published Hinnells, J.F. - Persian Mythology , 1973, p.lOO and 102, and 
Hermann, G. - The I ranian Revival , 1977, p.l33 . 
3 R. N. Frye - The Heritage of Persia , 2nd edition, London, 1965, 
pp. 42, 63. 
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these flattering iconographic representations of himself. 
Jahang1r also had a streak of spirituality in him which prompted 
him to have frequent discussions with yogis, sannyasls and dervishes. 
But his vanity and love of grandeur slightly changed the tone of 
imperialism and made it more showy. The splendour at court which 
reflected the growth of this regal philosophy discussed in the earlier 
section had its counterpart in the imagery and symbolism of the imperial 
artists. 
Another important factor to be remembered here is the influence 
of European art on Mughal painting at this stage. Numerous examples of 
European art objects including paintings, etchings and engravings had 
reached JahangTr•s court through the European embassies, missionaries 
and merchants. These were mainly concerned with religious art where 
symbolism was abundantly used. These works of art were greatly admired by 
Jahangir, who urged his artists to emulate them exactly. Thus it was 
only natural that the Indian artists should adopt a few of the symbols 
and artistic devices from the European works they were asked to study. 4 
Thus the new examples of symbolism borrowed from a different artistic 
tradition and introduced into Mughal art with a d]fferent interpretation added 
a new facet to Mughal imperialism of the 17th century. The introduction 
of the halo in Mughal paintings ~ust be appreciated in this context as well . 
The halo was used for Jahangir as early as 1605 possibly. The 
portrait of JahangTr on a balcony holding a picture of Akbar, in the 
Musee Guimet, was executed, according to the inscription, when Jahanglir 
) 
was 30 years of age, by Abul Hasan, who also retouched the face later. 
Thus this minature was painted in 1599 and the halo (and portrait of Akbar) 
4 Abul Hasan, who was the author of many of the allegorical paintings, 
was quite familiar with European art and adopted many of the European 
symbols such as orb, cherubs, globe, gold crown, etc . and combined these 
with such Indian symbols as lion and lamb, sun and moon. Das, Thesis, 
infra. In a ms. of Dlwan of Hafiz, a border illustration showing angel 
kissing stirrup of Jahang1r was an early example of symbolic exaltation 
of kingship. 
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added soon after 1605. The portraits of Jahang1 r throughout his reign, 
often if not invariab ly show him with the halo. Fu rthermore, from now 
on, even the princes were also sometimes portrayed with the halo. The 
painting in the British Museum of Shahjahan, incribed in his handwriting 
as having been done in his 25th year, i.e. in 1616 while he was still 
the favourite of JahangTr, is the earliest example. But possibl y here the 
halo might have been added after Shahjahan •s accession, when he added 
the inscription. 
We have at least three other paintings of princes similarly 
distinguished. The first is the folio in the British Museum showing 
JahangTr at the weighing ceremony of Khurram, where the prince, aged 
about 12 years, is shown with a halo. The second is in the British 
Museum, dated c.1635, of Aurangzeb and Murad aged 17 and 11, respectively. 
The two are separate portraits mounted on the same page. The left-hand 
figure of Murad bears a halo . The other painting in the Keir collection 
dated c.l633, shows Dara formally dressed for a special occasion, astride· 
a horse. He is shown about 18 years of age and a radiant halo surrounds 
his head. 5 Later on in the 17th century Aurangzeb•s: sons are shown 
with the halo which by now merely connoted regal birth. 
Of the group of allegorical paintings executed in the reign of 
JahangTr, the most important from the point of view of implication is 
the one in the Freer Gallery signed by Bichitr, dated 1622-27 6 (pl.ll.A). 
5 Skelton ·has suggested that the occasion might be the marriage of Dara 
to Nadira Begum, daughter of Parvez. Islamic Painting and Arts of the 
Book~ The Keir Collection, London, 1976, p.260. Skelton states that 
the halo was unusual at this date for anyone other than the emperor 
and suggests that it was added later on or was permitted for a special 
occasion . . But the haloed portrait of Murad mentioned above indicates 
that the convention was beginning to come into force. 
6 This miniature is the subject of an analytical article by Ettinghausen, 
who has examined the symbolisms in Jahangirl painting. Ettinghausen, R. -
11 The Emperor •s Choice ... Essays in honour of Erwin Panofsky~ (De 
Artibus Opuscula, XII), pp.98-120. 
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The emperor is shown seated on a platform supported on an hour glass. 
A huge golden halo consisting of both the sun and the crescent encircles 
his head- the symbolism here again connected with the literal inter-
· pretation of his title. Two cherubs have written on the hour glass a 
prayer for the extension of the emperor 1 s life to a thousand years -as 
if to counteract the running out of the sands of tL~e. The verses above 
and below run thus: 
11 Shah Nur-ud-dfn Jahangir, son of Akbar Padshah 
He is Emperor in form and spirit through the grace of God, 
Although to all appearances kings stand before hJm 
He looks inwardly toward the dervishes (for guidance) 11 • 7 
The emperor is in the act of handing over a book8 to a bearded $ufi, who 
has been identified as Shaikh ~usain Ajmiri, head of Khwaja Muin-ud-dTn 
Chishti 1 s dargah at Ajmir. 9 Below him stand two figures meant to represent 
the Turkish Sultan and James I of England. The fourth figure seems to 
be a Hindu court attendant, holding a framed picture or mirror showing a 
7 The Translation is Ettinghausen 1 s. Supra. 
8 Jahangir was in the habit of presenting books to religious men. On 
his vi sit to Gujarat in 1617, he called the shai khs of that province 
and 11 to each of them I gave a book from my special li brary, such as the 
Tafsir-i-Kashshaf~ the Tafsfr-i-~usaini and the Rauzatu2 L-a~bab . I 
wrote on the back of the books the day of my arrival and the day of 
presentation of the books 11 • Tuzuk, R. & B., I, p.439-40. 
9 The same figure is featured in the paintings recording Jahangir 1 S 
visits to the shrine at Ajmir, one at Rampur, and two in the Prince 
of Wales Museum at Bombay. He is mentioned in the Ain , I, Blochmann, 
p.610, Akbar- nama , II, Bev., p.Sll, and in Badaun1, Muntakhab~ III, Haig, 
p.459. Doubts having been raised about his lineage, the trusteeship was 
transferred to another and Akbar banished him to Mecca and later imprisoned 
him on his return for failing to perform the newly intr-oduced prostration. 
He was fina lly released on the intercession of Ni~amuddTn Ahmed and the 
Queen Mother and given a small pittance in Bhakkar. At the end of Akbar 1 S 
reign he seems to have been living in hardship in Lahore. Muntakhab~ III, 
Haig, p.l 36-39 . His presence in this miniature seems to sugges t that he 
was reinst ated in favour and pos ition by JahangTr . But as Badauni states 
he wa s already over 70 t owards the end of Akbar 1 S reign, he could not have 
lived long under Jahang1r. 
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bowing attendant with an elephant and a horse. 10 
The iconographic meaning here, according to the verses, indicates 
the preference of Jahangir for the company of $uf[s and the values they 
represent, to that of powerful sultans and monarchs and the trappings 
of kingship. Two cherubs above his head turn away in despair at his 
choice. The artist also manages to convey the impression that though 
Jahangir appreciated and honoured . spiritual values, at the same time 
he had no doubts about his own special position as the final temporal 
authority which was his by divine right, so to speak. The political 
implications of the selection of the figures should also be noted. His 
disregard of powerful contemporary monarchs, one of whom at least appears 
to be paying homage, was a psychological ploy to convince his subjects 
of his political ascendancy over other mighty rulers. His arrogant 
attitude towards his counterparts in Iran and Turkey is here brought to 
mind . Till the fall of Qandahar, he would refer to the ~ah of Persia 
as his brother, though he would leave no doubts about his own superiority; 
but after the Mughal defeat in 1622, does not mention him at all. And 
regarding the Turkish sultan, he considered him his slave, as his 
ancestor, Timur, had humbled the Turkish ruler, Bayazid. 
10 It has been suggested that this was a self portrait of Bichitr himself 
holding up another of his works . But the inclusion of the artist in 
such an allegorical composition seems like an intrusion. On the other 
hand, this figure may represent a Hindu chieftain (who has submitted 
to the emperor) to complete the series of political counterparts of 
Jahangfr who are being made to wait or being disregarded while 
precedence is given to the fufi. A.K. Das, in his unpubl i shed thesis, 
MughaZ. Painting u13:_der ,Tahangir., London University, 1967, ha s suggested 
it could be Ibrahim Adil Shah II of Bijapur, on the basis of his facial 
features and the Deccani turban . The picture held by him, Das suggests 
was to symbolise the BijapurT ruler's homage to JahangTr . But on 
comparison with other known portraits of the Bijapur ruler, this 
identification seems unlikely. 
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The date of this work is also significant. By 1622, Jahan9lr was 
beset with political problems and frustrations. Having lost Qandahar, 
he had to face threats from his own family and trusted officers. His 
health ~lso having broken down, it seemed natural that he should turn 
· towards ?ufis and shaikhs for guidance and should ostensibly give them 
precedence over kings . But the main motivation of this work and others 
related to it was political, to express in visual terms the supremacy, 
actual or desired, of the Mughal monarch over his contemporaries in other 
countries . The fact that religious figures were used to express this 
sentiment is not of much significance here, the contempt shown towards 
the other rulers being the dominant feature. The former's role in the 
psychol~gical game was incidental, without implying any definite choice 
made by JahangTr, in spite of his known respect for and association with 
Muslim religious divines. 
There are at least two other paintings from an earlier date where 
this same theme occurs . The earlier one dated 1615-16 in the Freer 
Gallery, also signed AbTI1 ~asan, shows the right half of a court scene 
where, among the figures behind JahangTr, is one holding a mace and 
identified by an inscription as the 11 Emperor of Rum in ancient times 11 • 
The bakhshi seems to be ushering in someone or others from the missing 
left half . Here, there are no shaikhs present to indicate his preference 
for the spiritual over the material, but the assigning of a degrading 
position to the European monarch, though not his contemporary , was 
intentional, to convey a snub to others similar to him. The political 
symbolism is obvious. 
The second miniature, the left half of a double page illustration, 
c.l619-20, is in Baltimore and signed by Abul ~asan Amukhtsaz.l.l It shows a 
11 Ettinghausen, supra,- has pointed out that this was not the well-known 
Ab,..il Hasan who used his title Nadir-al-Zaman when signing his works , 
but was probably a disciple of the master bearing the same name. 
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group of shaikhs being ushered in to the royal presence which would be 
in the missing right half. Among the ~ikhs, the main figure represents 
Sa~f. Two figures standing detached from the main group represent two 
powerful rules - the Turkish ruler Bayaz1d and the Shah of Iran, being 
made to wait derogatorily, while religious leaders are being honoured 
first. The Persian ruler was included her~ as the tussle over Qandahar 
was still on and Jahang1r was able to indulge in whimsical allegory before 
the loss of the disputed city became a fait accompli. 
Jahangir's relations with Shah Abbas were graphically represented 
several times. The first example dated 1618-1622, is in the Freer Gallery 
and is signed by Nadir-uz-zaman (pl .:11-e,). It depicts a dream Jahang1r 
had about the Persian ruler. Against the backdrop of a huge halo composed 
of the sun and moon. supported by two winged cherubs, JahangTr stands 
embracing Snah Abbas, who comes submissively to him. Characteristically, 
Jahangir is shown larger than the obsequious Shah Abbas. The animals 
they stand on, the lion and the lamb, rather comically reflect their 
respective strength and territory, JahangTr's lion sprawling across the 
whole of Persia, pushing the Shah's lamb into the Mediterranean. The halo 
encompassing both increased the importance of the longed-for achievement, 
in that Jahang1r is shown to have subdued a ruler whose lineage was as 
impressive as his own. The painting was executed by AbTil Hasan for the 
Nau-ruz festival of that year. 
The second pa i nt ing again refers to the same political fantasy. 
Here JahangTr is seen entertaining Shah Abbas. They sit on a couch, each 
encircled by a halo, but JahangTr appearing larger, dressed in fu ll finery 
and obviously more important and powerfu l than his guest, whose apparel is 
plain and attitude rather deferential. A?af Khan and Khan-i~Alam, Jahangir's 
minister and ambassador, are also present. A luxurious entertainment is 
laid out on exotic di shes and utensils. To impress the royal gues t 
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Jahangir's lineage is held up in a sort of celestial garland by cherubs 
above. Here, though the verses declare the peace accruing from the 
co-existence of "two fortunate kings, shadows of God", the artist leaves 
the viewer with no misgivings about whom he is extolling: 
In another allegorical painting (pl.l2.A), Jahangir's frustrations and 
desires have been given frank expression. It belongs to . the Jahangir 
Album in the Beatty Library and was painted by Abu1 Hasan .12 It shows 
JahangTr standing on a globe shooting arrows at the head of his arch-enemy 
~n the Deccan, the Abyssinian minister of N~zam-ul-mulk, Malik Ambar. 
The head is speared on a javelin from which a dead owl droops and another 
sits with outstretched wings on the severed head. The verses inscribed 
nearby explain that the owl (the rebel) had become a creature of darkness 
after being annihilated by the arrow of the Light of Fai th (i.e. Nur-ud-
din). From the javelin to the globe a chain of bells i s hung with a pair 
of scales above, an allusion to JahangTr's chain of justice. 13 The globe, 
which is fixed on a stand, features several animals and itself is 
supported on an ox which stands on a large fish. The inscribed verse 
alongside states, 
"By the good fortune of the coming of the Shadow of God, 
the earth has become firmly fixed on the cow and the fish." 14 
On the right, a circular plate on a stand bears nine discs on which are 
12 Ms. 7, no. 15 . All the verses have been translated in Arnold & 
Wilkinson's Catalogue , I. 
l J Tuzuk , R. & B., I, p.7. 
14 According to Islamic tradition the earth is said to be supported by a 
fish through the int ermediation of the ox. The Arabic word for this 
mythical fish is Bahmut and the ox Liyunan. This information is taken 
from a note by the translatqr in the English edition of Qanun-i:Hu~yUnT, 
p.ll, where he refers to Abul ~asan Mu~ammad ibn ~bdJllah al Ki sai 's 
work Bad-ud-Duniya wa Qi?as- ul-Anbiya: R.A .S. B., ms . 612, fol. 4b. In 
Steingass ' Di ctionary the word samak is given for fish, sign of Pi sces; 
a fish on whi ch the earth is supposed to rest , hence az samak ta samak~ 
from the fish to the star. 
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inscribed JahangTr's lineage. Above this is a crown with feathers . 
Above Jahangfr's head two cherubs emerge from the clouds bearing a 
sword and bow and arrow. 
The enemy who . thwarted Jahang1r's plans in the Deccan so 
successfully and whom he could not crush during life, is . thus shown bearing 
the terrible brunt of Jahang1r's bitterness and vexations after h.is .death. 
The mood of the emperor is expressed through such elaborate use of 
symbols as to make this painting quite unique in Islamic art. It must 
have been executed towards the end of his reign, when the alliance of 
Malik Ambar with the rebellious Khurram made the situati on more difficult 
and complicated. The need for elaborate and exaggerated symbolism used 
here to vindicate Jahang1r's rather ruffled vanity and pride bespeaks a 
certain change in attitude. Politically frustrated, yet convinced of his 
own might, Jahang1r had recourse to allegory in art to translate desired 
ideals into visual situations . His imperialism was more concerned with 
outward appearances and illusory claims verging on fantasies. 
We find other manifestations of this new philosophy in artist i c 
devices, thought up by the artists no doubt, but certa.inly also approved 
by the monarch. He is sometimes shown resting his feet on a globe with a 
key hanging from his belt, implying that he held the key to the secrets 
of the spiritual and material world15 (pl .~.A). The appearance of cherubs 
and angels and the use of the halo,adopted from European art but used i n 
a different context, was meant to signify and emphasise the divine aspect 
of kingship. Even where he is shown with ?ufiS and dervishes while 
disregarding other monarchs, the artist has been careful not to minimise 
or curtail an iota of the actual magnificence and strength of the emperor. 
15 Freer Galley, No. 46.28, published Ettinghausen - Paint ings of the 
Sultans and Emperors of India~ Lalit Kala, pl . 11 ; Beatty Library , 
Arnold & Wilkinson Catalogue III, pls . 57, 61 ; Keir Collection, 
Catalogue~ Ed. Robinson, pl. 126. 
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The presence of the ?ufrs and their homage put a further stamp of 
approval upon his rule. He revered religious leaders of all classes 
and had philosophic conversations with them, but their influence on 
his imperial attitudes was minimal. His regal philosophy was more vain 
and showy than that of his father, whose keen intellect, practical 
wisdom and humility shaped his approach to kingship. 
Another factor to be remembered here is that Jahang1r was the 
first in the Mughal dynasty who consciously adopted a title after his 
accession, Aurangzeb and many among the later ~1ughals following this 
trend. Babar, Humayun and Akbar all went through their lives and careers 
with the names they were given at birth and, in spite of their political 
achievements, which each had to strive hard for, they never felt the 
psychological need to change iheir names for ostentatious reasons. 16 
But Jahangir, born into a large empire and inheriting it intact without any 
. 17 
effort, very soon evolved grandiose ideas about hi mself, his lineage and 
his destiny. Thus, 11 When I became king, it occurred to me to change my 
name, because this (i.e. Sal1m) resembled that of the Emperor of Rum. 
An inspiration from the hidden world brought into my mind that inasmuch 
as the business of kings is the controlling of the world, I should give 
myself the name of JahangTr (World-Seizer) and make my title of honour 
(laqab ) Nur-ud-dfn, inasmuch as my sitting on the throne coincided with 
the rising and shining on the earth of the great light (the Sun) ... 
Therefore I gave myself the name and appellation of Nur-ud-dfn Jahang1r 
Padshah 11 • 18 In these sentiments we can trace the shift to a more haughty 
imperiousness which became 'the keynote of Mughal kingship henceforth. 
16 Till 1579, the official documents of Akbar bore the title of 
Padshah-i-Ghazi, but this was more a literary convention than 
anything else. It was not deliberately adopted with the same 
motivation or spirit as JahangTr•s was. 
17 The intrigue round Khusrnubefore Jahang1r•s accession was a negligible 
obstacle compared to the immense political hurdles faced by his three 
predecessors. 
lB Tuzuk, R. & B., I, p.2-3. 
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By the middle of the 17th century, imperialism in its external 
forms became more all-encompassing. Shahjahan kept up and further 
enhanced the dual role of the monarchy- as the pivot of the political 
as well as the spiritual life of the people. The monarch became even 
more remote and awe-inspiring. This was frequently reflected in the 
artistic manifestations and lifestyle. The pomposity and arrogance 
showed through elaborate protocol and etiquette, ambitious political 
claims and symbolism. Shahjahan, too, was portrayed in fanciful illusory 
aspects. The theme of the emperor truly being "the lord of the world 11 -
the literal meaning of his title .- was frequently adopted for visual 
representation. Thus we have several paintings depicting him standing 
symbol ically on a globe alone or with his sons. 19 Holy men are sometimes 
added, praying for his long life and invoking blessings upon his family. 
These were members of what Jahangir had termed lashkar-i-d~ or army 
20 
of prayer. And the ever-present cherubs and angels bearing arms or 
a crown indicate the approval of the heavens. But it is true that there 
are fewer allegorical paintings in Shahjahan•s reign than in Jahang1r•s, 
unless one considers the oft-repeated theme of Shahjahan with shai~s 
and dervishes as allegorical, implying the association and combination 
of spiritual and political values. Generally speaking, though, there was 
less use of symbolism as a medium to convey the philosophy and ideals of 
this matured form of Mughal sovereignty. 
Under Aurangzeb , . this philosophy underwent a change in external 
form while retaining some of its basic characteristics. The regality, 
the structural power base, the inherited splendour and its actual 
19 Beatty ms. 7 (Royal Album) nos. 10, 16, 28; ms. llA (Separate 
Miniatures of the Mughal School) no. 12. 
20 Tuzuk , R. & B., I, p.lO. 
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connotations were al l essential features of that philosophy and were 
therefore left untouched. Only the traditional trappings were done 
away with as Aurangzeb's orthodoxy stood in the way of them. But he 
compromised enough to allow his vanity- some play. He, too, adopted a 
lofty title, allowed the use of'the halo in his portraits (pl..S~A) and 
permitted the display and grandeur required to maintain his prestige as 
a powerful monarch. Towards his adversaries he maintained the same 
hauteur, disdain and coldness. The frequent iconographic representations 
of Aurangzeb reading the Qu~an, utilised this symbolic posture to depict 
his personal philosophy of a strict orthodox kingship according to the 
tenets of Islam. 
Thus., over a century and a half, the imperi a 1 ism of the Mugha 1 s 
developed from a practical viewpoint to a more sophisticated and 
elaborate philosophy embodying symbolism, allegory, imagery and idealism. 
The changes were connected with the political developments of each 
period and attained a mature form by the middle of the 17th century. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
CEREMONIES AND FESTIVALS OBSERVED AT COURT 
The socio-~ultural patterns which developed during the 16th arid 
17th centuries through the interaction of Indian and Persian~ Hindu 
and Muslim traditions, involved many customs which were observed at 
court through ceremonies and festivities. Some of these were related 
to religion, others to celebrate particular dates or occasions. 
The main Muslim festivals were the two(.Tds - theGfd-ul-Fitr at the 
end of the month of fasting (Ramazan), on the l st of Shawwal, and the 
- . 
'fd-al-Azha, the Feast of Sacrifices, on the lOth Zu'l hijja . We have 
. . 
references to the celebration of these two festivals from the times of 
Babar onwards. He mentions the two 'ids and the feasts connected with 
them several times but only briefly and we may assume that the 
festivities connected with these consisted of special feasts and prayers. 
The prayers were held in thecidgah- the open court of the mosque, where 
the emperor attended along with the leading nobles. A loose folio, possibly 
intended for the Jahangir-nama , in the State ~,iuseum, Berlin, 1 shows Jahangir 
at the 'Idgah attending congregational prayers for(Id (plJ1B). It is dated 1610 
and JahangTr is shown aged about 40 years. 2 He sits on a rich prayer mat 
in the courtyard of the mosque which has been covered by a velvet canopy. 
Beside him on another prayer-mat, sits one of the princes . The prayers 
being over, the emperor is probably giving audience to the congregation. 
On the marble steps in front, a group of shaikhs, led by an elderly man 
in a fl ovJi ng robe, who was probably the 'imam who led the prayers, stand 
1 
.Published by KUhnel, Indische Miniaturen , pl. 2. 
2 For the year 1610, JahangTr menti ons the'Id-i-Qurban or Azha but not 
the9d- ul-Fi tr. He states that he-sacr i ficed three sheep with hi s 
own hand on that occasion, and spent the rest of the day hun t ing. 
Tuzuk , R. & B., I, p.l89. 
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facing the emperor. One of them holds a bundle of blankets or shawls, 
for distribution among the poor. By the side of the steps sit other 
elderly shaikhs , while along the wall and outside a crowd of poor people 
are kept in check by the guard. Some royal eleph·ants, qur bearers and 
drummers wait outside for the .assembly to be over. 3 
The weighing ceremony of emperors and princes on birthdays, 
anniversaries and New Year's Day was an important occasion, followed 
since the reign of Humayun. 4 It was adopted from the practice of the 
Hindu rajahs, who called it the tuZa-dah. The kings and princes were 
weighed against gold and silver, precious cloths and foodstuff which 
were later distributed among the ·poor . Akbar was weighed twice during 
the year, on his solar and lunar birthdays - 1st of Aban and 5th of 
Rajab respectively. 5 On the former occasion he was weighed against 12 
items of great value, such as gold, silver, silks, perfumes, precious metals, 
etc . , and on the lunar weighing against less valuable items. 6 Corresponding 
to the age of the emperor, an equivalent number of animals were given 
away to the people and many others set free. Nobles and man?abdars were 
honoured and promoted and· awarded gifts and robes of honour and a grand 
entertainment and feast was held in which the royal ladies took 
an active part. The items against which the king was weighed were often 
sent from the ladies' apartments. The silk cord on which knots were tied 
3 Manucci has described the festival of(id- i -Qurban. He mentions that 
the king attended the special prayers in the mosque in the morning. 
The qazi persona lly received him at the steps of the mosque . After the 
prayers and the special khufba or oration, the emperor or one of the 
princes would personally strike the first bl ow at the sacrificial camel 
which was kept ready at the steps of the mosque. Storia, II, p.349. 
4 QanUn. KhwandamTr, Tr. B. Prasad, p. 74 & 76. Detailed descriptions are 
here given for the various festivities organised to celebrate Humayun's 
birthday and anniversary of hi s accessions. 
5 Wazn- i.. shamsi and wazn- i qamari . 
6 ->~ A~n , Blochmann, I, Bk . I, p.276-77. 
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for each year of the princes or king's life- from whence the term 
saZgirih- was kept in the female apartments. Jahangir's solar weighing 
took place in the apartments of his mother, Maryam-uz-zaman1. 7 On one 
occasion at the lunar weighing part of the money used was distributed 
among women, but generally the articles used in the weighings were 
converted to cash and distributed among the fa~irs and the needy, as 
repeatedly mentioned in the Tuzuk. The princes were also weighed, but 
only once a year on their solar birthdays; ~ut JahangTr once had 
Khurram weighed on his lunar birthday as he was not in good health. 8 
During Akbar's. reign, they were weighed only against one article when 
first weighed at two years of age, but each year a new item was added. 9 
BaaJUni mentioned that the precious articles were given away to Brahmans. 
The custom continued in the 17th century under Jahang1r, Shahjahan and 
Aurangzeb, the latter finally doing away with the ceremony in 1668. 10 
~~ the 17th century this ceremony was not confined to the royal family 
alone, as even important nobles were weighed against precious articles 
as a mark af honour. This was a new development as we do not find anyprevious 
mention of persons other than the royal family being permitted to weigh 
themselves in this fashion. Jahangir had Jotik Ray, t he court astrologer, 
weighed for the accuracy of his predictions regarding the recovery from 
illness of the emperor in 1621 and earlier for the recovery of Prince 
Shuja~ Again, the physician, Ruh-ul-lah, was weighed against silver for 
having prescribed a successful remedy for Nurjahan in 1618. 11 On all 
7 Tuzuk_, R. & B. , I , pp. 78, 146. 
8 Tuzuk_, I , p. 11 5, f<.q B . 
9 -)-Ain_, I, Bl ochmann, p. 277. 
10 Mdasir-i-AZamg1:ri_, MustaidKhan, Tr . J. Sarkar, Bib. Ind. Ser. 1947, 
p.48. 
11 R<>~- B. 
Tuzuk_, Il,"pp.203 & 215, 53 . Shahjahan a.l so had some of his leading 
nobles weighed as a mark of distinction. 
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these occasions the money and silver used in weighing were offered to 
the persons being weighed as reward. JahangTr has described several times 
the weighing ceremonies of himself and his sons. 12 He would sit on the 
scales at the appointed time divined by the astrologers. The chains and 
ropes of the scales would be held firm by elderly aaaikas who offered up 
prayers for his well-being. Like his father he was weighed against 12 
items on the solar weighing. The princes were also weighed against gold 
and silver and other precious items. The articles were almost invariably 
distributed in charity among the . -nfi~<i,:J and the poor. 
We have also descriptions of this ceremony by foreign travellers, 
like Roe, Terry, Manrique, Manucci. They all speak of the grandeur of 
the occasions - the pans and the cross beam of the sca l es being of gold, 
the edges of the pans set with numerous precious stones, and the gold 
chains strengt hened with silk cords. The scales were put up either in a 
garden or public chamber or in the palace of the ·queen mother. Roe, who 
witnessed JahangTr•s solar weighing at Mandu in 1617, mentions the 
publicity given to the occasion when all the highest nobles and emissaries, 
including himself, were invited. 13 He describes the massive scales, whose 
beams and tressles were plaited v1ith gold, set with precious stones, the 
chains of gold and silk cords. The nobles sat round on carpets. The king 
was weighed against gold and silver coins, silks, brocades, spices, food 
stuffs. After the weighing it was the custom for the emperor to scatter 
fruits made of gold and silver among the crowd. A drinking party at night 
for the king and his nobl es rounded off the celebrations. 
12 Tuzuk~ I, R. & B., pp. 77, 111, 125, 146, 332; II, 68. 
13 Journal, Foster, p. 380-81. Terry, in his account, describes the 
event as having taken place in a room (Voyages , p. 395). Manrique 
follows Roe•s account of Jaha ngTr •s weighing closely in his description 
of Shahjahan•s weighing in 1641, whi ch i s based on hearsay rather than 
personal experience (Travels , II, p.200-203). 
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There are three miniatures of this ceremony, one ,of Akbar being 
weighed, from the Beatty Akbar-nama, the second of Jahangllr weighing 
~urram, in the British museum,and the third of Shahjanan being weighed 
in the Windsor Castle Sh~hjahan-nama. The first one14 (pl.J3N shows the 
ceremony being performed in the palace courtyard, with only a few nobles 
present. The scales, in this instance square, are placed on the terrace 
_suspended from a canopy; bags of gold and silver coins are placed on the 
right hand scale while the emperor is seated on the left hand one. Only 
a few courtiers stand in the courtyard in front along with the officials, 
including the falconer, the water-carrier sprinkling water on the ground 
from his leather bag, adding a touch of sanctity. Two youths stand 
behind the emperor, while two of the courtiers carry trays of gifts. 
The bearers of the royal arms stand to the left of the emperor. On the 
whole, the scene shows great simplicity and informality, unlike the 
grandeur of the occasions as suggested by Abtn Fa?l. 
The folio in the British Museum (pl.l3·B) is dated around 1615 but 
could be slightly earlier. It shows Jahangir supervising the weighing 
of Khurram, who is here shown about 12 years of age. 15 The ceremony is 
being conducted in the richly carpeted courtyard of a palace beneath a red 
awning, a garden being visible just beyond. The scales are suspended cross-
wise from a bar which is supported by gold legs. The bars and the edges 
of the square pans are all of gold and encrusted with rubies and emeralds 
and other precious stones. The scale on which KQurram is seated . is padded 
with velvet, on the other bags of money are being placed for the first 
14 Beatty, A.N.> f.245, Arnold & Wilkinson, Catalogue, pl. 33. 
15 Two weighings of Khurram are described in the Tuzuk , that on his 16th 
lunar birthday (1608) at the Urta Garden (Tuzuk , I, p.ll5) when the 
prince had been in ill health for some time; and on the 28th solar 
birthday (1619) at Fathpur (TUzuk , II~~~·.68). On both occasions he was 
weighed against the customary items. 
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weighing. An attendant brings in other bundles containing expensive 
cloth-stuffs and other items to be used for the subsequent weighings . 
On the terrace of the palace apartment a divan with rich brocade covering 
and bolster is placed. Holding the scale of Khurram steady stands 
Khan-i-Khanan, while behind him stand a row of courtiers including 
ftimadlud-daulah. The young prince is dressed in a muslin jama and 
brocade waistcoat with a full set of jewellery, befitting the occasion . 
He is also shown with a halo, similar to that of Jahang1r. On the carpet 
in front trays are laid on a white sheet containing gifts of the courtiers 
on the occasion, which include jewels, daggers, exquisite cups and 
pitchers, costly fabrics and stuffs. An official writes down in a notebook 
the exact amount of the weights, which were to be later distributed among 
the poor. The lavishness of the ceremony is reflected in the richness 
of the decorative details, the costliness of the sca les and other items 
used, the variety and quality of the gifts. And we can well imagine the 
increased ostentatious display when the emperor himself was weighed. 
Shahjahan,and Aurangzeb also for the first ten years,continued the custom 
with even more grandeur and showiness as attested to by Bernier and 
Manucci 16 (pl .14A) . 
The NaurUz festival was celebrated on the Persian New Year's day . 
It used to be celebrated even before the time of Humayun, who introduced 
certa in changes. 17 It was continued by Akbar, who caused it to be 
16 Bernier, Travels, Constable, p.270; Storia, II, p.348. 
17 KhwandamTr, Qanun~ Tr. Prasad, p. 69. Here the author's statement 
is slightly confusing regarding the change introduced by HumayUn, 
who, it is stated, "dispensed with the celebration of the old Nauruz 
as the latter day was observed by the Magi kings and the followers of 
the holy religion have regarded it as objectionable ". (In a note to 
this, the translator mentions that it was observed on the f irst day 
after the Sun had cross the vernal equinox). The author then goes 
on to state "on the 13th day, when the Sun had passed the vernal 
equinox, the officers of the royal court and the managers of the affairs 
of government used their utmost skill in making preparations for the 
celebration of the festival". 
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celebrated for 19 days in the month of Farwardin , or March. Special 
feasts and banqu~ts were organised for each day, the culmination being that 
held on the last day - the ruz-i-sharaf. Large amounts of money and gifts 
were distributed on these occasions, when the palaces were decked out 
daily. Monserrate has described how, during the Nauriiz festivities, 
the walls of the palace were decorated with silks and brocades. Special 
games and pageants were organised. At the Na~z assembly the emperor sat 
on a golden throne which was approached by a flight of steps. 19 Badauni 
refers to this occasion as the Nauruz-i-Jalati and says that according to 
custom a fancy bazaar was held, apparently on the first day, in which 
stalls were set up by the leading nobles and 11 all sorts of festivit ies 
and amusements were the order of the day11 • 20 THe ladies of the ~aram 
were al so permitted to visit the stalls from time to time. Grand banquets 
were held where musicians and singers provided entertainment. This 
festival was celebrated with greater regularity and customary grandeur in 
JahangTr's time. Throughout the 19 days, special aud iences were held where 
the nobles presented their offerings to the emperor, who accepted what 
pleased him and bestowed the rest upon the presenter. Promotions and 
rewards were granted to the nobles on these days and special banquets 
were arranged. Preparations for the festivities usuall y started two or 
three months ahead . Special canopies, pavilions of cloth of gold 
encrusted with gems were erected and carpets laid in an open courtyard 
with all the lavishness at the disposal of the Mughal court which so 
dazzled Roe, who mistook the meaning of the name as the festival of nine 
18 
"It commences on the day when the Sun in his splendour moves to Aries 
and lasts ti ll the nineteenth day of Faruardm." Afn, Blochmann, p.286. 
This corresponds to March. AbTil Fa~ l, in both the A'ln and the A . N._, 
mentions that the celebrations of Nauruz consisted of feasts and giving 
away of presents throughout the 19 days. 
19 Commentary_,Hoyland & Bannerjee, p.l74-75 . 
20 MUntakhab , II, Lowe, p.310, 331 & 348-349. Earlier, p. 268 , he wrongly 
says that the sun was worshipped on that day and that Akbar was induced 
to adopt that festival for t he celebration of his accession, to pay 
homage to the sun. 
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days. He describes how the king sat upon a special throne beneath a 
pavilion supported by silver pillars beneath a canopy fringed with pearls 
and gold fruits. Khurram also had a pavilion to one side. The nobles and 
officers had al so erected rich tents on all sides, wherein were laid the 
gifts which were to be presented before the king. 21 The emperor was also 
weighed on one of the days of the Nauruz festiva l and a grand assembly 
was held on the last day, which was the ruz-i-~~araf~ i.e., the day of 
the sun's cu lmination, when the emperor ceremonially sat on the throne 
and again distributed gi fts and awarded promotions. 
Manrique witnessed the preparati on s for the Nauruz at Lahore in 
1641 and has described22 how the buildings were illuminated with tiny 
lamps, and decked with coloured flags and banners. Special processions of 
gai ly caparisoned elephants and horses with their riders in rich formal 
dresses carrying their full complement of ·arms added to the spectacular 
display . The hi ghest nobles , along with all the officials and attendants, 
were gathered, each in his proper place, in the great audience hall which 
was decorated by rich hangings of brocade amidst a profusion of gemstones. 
Manucci mentions that during the first year of Aurangzeb's reign, the king 
would take his seat on the peacock throne on this day, while all the other 
thrones wer~ also placed on either side; but this was exempted when the 
celebrations took place in camp. 23 The Nauruz was abolished from the next 
year, i.e. 1659. 24 
Of the many durbar scenes, none is identified so far as being held 
on the occasion of the Naw>uz fe.stivities. 
During the reign of JahangTr, the festival of Ab-pat$?: used to .be 
21 Roe, JournaZ~ p. 125-26. The festival described was the one in March 
1616 in Ajmer. 
22 TraveZs~ Hakluyt, II, 194-96. 
23 Storia~ II, p.348-49. 
24 ·1- · • <-- 1 ...,.. -: T S k 14 Maas&r-&-~ ~amg&r&~ r. ar ar , p. . 
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celebrated. 25 The Tuzuk mentions this festival twice, once on the 14th 
of Khurdad, 1023 A.H. (June 1614) and again on the 13th T7r, 1024 A.H. 
(July 1615). 26 He also calls it Gulab-pash~ (sprinkling of rose water) and 
mentions that it was an old custom which previously was called Ab-pa£b~. 
A grand assembly or durbar was held and the main feature of the celebration 
was sprinkling rose water upon each other. 
We have a miniature in the Rampur Library27 depicting one of these 
assemblies of Ab-pashi (plJ4B). It is dated c.l615 as JahangTr and many 
of his courtiers are shown wearing pearl earrings, and is signed by 
Govardhan. It was probably executed for the JahangTr-nama. The assembly 
was arranged in an open courtyard, Jah~ngTr ~eated on a square throne 
with a brocade canopy edged with an interlacing of pearls . Two large 
bolsters of brocade are at his back. The throne is placed on a richly 
carpeted platform and the wall behind bears pictures of Europeans. In 
front of the stool below the throne four narrow-necked pitchers are placep 
on a tray, probably containing rose-water. Attendants stand behind the 
throne, while the leading nobles stand on the left, facing the emperor. 
Among them tw~ of the figures appear to be A?af Khan and I~imad2ud-daulah, 
but all these portraits were obviously taken from tracings and put in here, 
thus resulting in disproportionate positioning of each figure. One of the 
nobles offers something on a small dish, which, from the gesture of JahangTr , 
25 It seems to have been an old Persian festival to commemo rate the rains 
which ended a severe d~ought and famine. Tuzuk~ p.295, f.n., quoting 
the Bahar-i-~jam. But it also may have been Indian in origin, as the 
summer months in the North Indian plains are very hot and dry, the ra ins 
bringing welcome relief; also, the celebrations shown have some similarity 
to holT. But, whereas JahangTr invariably explains the meaning of all 
Indi an customs, in this instance he is silent, thereby indicating possibly 
a non-Indian origin. 
26 Tuzuk , I, R. & B., pp.265 & 295. 
27 Reproduced in Brown, Fronti sp iece. 
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seems to be rose-water which he appears to be sprinkling on the noble. 
Musicians are also present on the occasion and they include a group of 
women, some with the dhoZ and tambourine, others clapping and singing. 
A man holding a lute on his shoulder stands among the row of courtiers 
on the other side, two of whom are identified with inscriptions which 
are too blurred in the reproduction to be legible. The court reporter, 
the bit?:kchi, notes down the proceedi"ngs. Another courtier appears to be 
pouring out some water from a pitcher in order to sprinkle over the people. 
A saqqa with his leather bags and wearing a cap resembling the HumayunT 
Taj-i-'izzat is .also present, in connection with the significance of the 
occasion when water featured prominently and to add a note of auspiciousness 
since water was a symbo l of purity in Indian tradition. 
Two other fest i vals were celebrated in the Mughal court during 
Akbar and JahangTr 1 S times which ~'/ere purely Hindu - the hoZ[ and di uJa.Zi . 
Ab'Jl Fa?l describes the di waZi as an ancient custom among the Hindus when 
reverence was shown to the cow. Akbar adopted this rite and on the day 
of diwaZi , several cows were decked out and paraded before him. 28 Jahanglr 
describes the DiwaZi as a special festival for the Vaishya or the mercanti .le 
caste, when lamps were lit and people visited each other and participated 
in gambling. 29 On the diwaZi of 1614 JahangTr ordered games (of a gambli ng 
nature?) to be held in his presence for three nights, in which the 
d f th 1 t · . t d 3° F. k d 1 . ht d h . atten ants o e pa ace par 1c1pa e . 1rewor s an 1g e tore es 
and lamps were prominent features of the festivities. 
HoZI was primarily celebrated through squirting coloured water on each 
other in merriment and holding drinking parties. JahangTr himself 
28 - -!tin, Bk. I, no. 81, Blochmann, p.226. 
29 Tuzul<.~ R. & B., I, p.245. 
30 Ibid , p.268. 
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participated in hoZi festivities organised in the haram. 31 A folio 
in the dahan~i~ album in the Beatty Library32 shows the emperor i n 
the ladies 1 apartments during hoZ[ (pl.r5A). He is shown taking part in 
the squirting of coloured water through spray guns. The female attendants 
as well as the royal ladies all share~in the fun with abandon, which took 
place in the courtyard of the ~aram apartments where rich carpets were 
laid out with trays of drinks and refreshments. 
Another Hindu festival celebrated particularly by Akbar and Jahangir 
was the rakhi-bandham ceremony which meant tying or binding silk cord or 
threads round the wrist. Akbar had adopted this custom and Bad~Uni 
states, 11 he had jewelled stri ngs · tied on his wrists by way of a blessing. 
The chiefs and nobles adopted the same practice in imitation of hi m .... · 
It became the current custom a 1 so to wear the rakh1: on the wri st1.133 
Jahang1r also testifies to this practice of his fath er on whose arms the 
nobles used to tie strings of rubies and pearls and other precious gems. 
He says Akbar disliked it when it was carried to excess and put a stop to 
it. But he himself seems to have taken a liking to it and in the eighth 
year of his reign (1613), he ordered that the Hindu Amirs and Brahmans 
(meaning pundits?) should fasten rakhrs on his arms. 34 
These Hindu ceremonies probably fe ll into disuse at court after 
JahangTr 1s death as Shahjahan, and more particularly Aurangzeb, did away 
with many non-Islamic customs and rites. 
The Shab-i-Barat was celebrated on the 14th Shahan , the 8th month 
of the Hijri calendar, to commemorate the souls of the dead. Jahangi r 
personally directed that buildings were to be decorated with small lanterns 
31 Jahangi r, in hi s account of the Hindu castes, says the hoZ:[ was the 
festival day of the Sudras, which fell on a Thursday. 
32 Published Arnold & Wilkinson, Catalogue~ pl. 56. 
33 Muntakhab , Lowe , II, p.269. 
34 . Tuzuk , R. & B., I, p.246 . 
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and lamps of different colours and a display of fireworks be arranged. On 
one such ~ccasion he ordered that boats were to be thus decorated and 
brought in procession along the r iver by the palace for him to enjoy 
the sight. 35 Several late 17th century miniatures show the display of 
fireworks on Shab- i - barat. 36 Two folios in the Teheran Muraqqa~ show ladies 
of the 1aram enjoying fireworks on the balcony of their apartments. They 
hold lighted firecrackers in their hands while the night sky is lit by 
exploding fireworks and boats illuminated by lamps are seen dimly i.n the 
river running alongside. 
An important part of all festivities connected with marriages, 
accessions, victory celebrations, was the grand procession of cavalry, 
elephants, musicians and dancers passing along the thoroughfares and 
wi.nding up before the jharokha, where the emperor would be seated to 
accept the salutations of the populace. It was usually a dazzling spectacle 
which has been aptly recorded by Manohar in a folio at Rampur (pUS~. It 
was probably intended for the Jahangir-nama . 37 Only part of the procession 
is shown but even that gives a fair idea of the splendour and gaiety 
involved. Two elepharits occupy the central position. They are richly 
decked with brocade coverlets,jewelled belts and gold bells, their mahouts 
astride while two other riders hold aloft the royal standards bearing the 
35 Ibid , R. & B., II, pp.22 & 94. 
36 Published Hajek, op.cit., pls. 40 & 49. The inscripti on on the latter 
describes the lady as Nadira Banu, wife of Dara Shukoh. Also one in 
Br. Mus., c.l675. Also Gayer-Anderson coll ., Aust. National Li brary, 
nos. P2ll & P93, Br. Mus. 1920-9-17-0292. 
37 Percy Brown has dated it c. l 605, which would be too early if it was 
intended for the copy of the Memoirs. On other grou nds, too, this 
date appears to be too early - the musicians are shown wearing pearl 
earrings, a custom introduced by JahangTr in 1614; The composition of 
the miniature seems appropriate for a royal copy of the Memoirs , and 
a date 1615-20 would be more suitable . 
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emblems of the lion and sun and the s1mur~ or phoenix and a dragon of 
Chinese origin. On either side of these a row of trumpeteers and 
drummers on horseback are preceded by a row of officials carrying 
banners (Jdanda or ~lam) and the royal guns sheathed in cloth covers. 
Behind the elephants come two groups of musicians and singers, curiously 
walking backwards in the procession so as to face the jharokha before 
which they are probably passing. Among the upper group of men, some 
carry instruments like the vlna and mandolin (rubab), while others clap 
in time to the songs. All of them are formally dressed in muslin jam~ 
brocade patkas and pearl earrings and necklaces . A figure to the front 
of the group, with a note book in his hand, was the court poet who would 
recite at intervals specially composed verses. Lower down, the second 
group of musicians consists main ly of women playing the dhoZ and the 
awaj (an hourglass-shaped drum). They are singing and dancing in praise of 
the monarch. Most of them are dressed in the Rajput skirt and l arge 
dupatta , but a few wear the turban and the pi ll -box hat. An attendant 
armed with a stick at the upper edge of the procession keeps order among 
the crowd of commoners gathering to watch the proceed ings while a group 
of buffoons clowning around at the side of the marchers keep the onlookers 
amused. The composition of this painting, though slightly confusing with 
the two groups facing either way, conveys to the viewer the fu ll impact 
of the colourful spectacle. 
There are other miniatures depicting such processions to celebrate 
special events such as the one in the Indian Museum,38 and in the Windsor 
38 Percy Brown has identified the occasion as celebrations connected with 
the marriage of Kburram, and dated it c.l610. But the length of the 
jam~ , the printed and striped material of the qabds, the style of the 
turbans with the wide band instead of the narrow tight coils of 
JahangTr ' s period, the full-length sk irts of the women and the floral 
architectural motifs on the wall panels at the back, seem to indicate 
a Shahjahan period date for this miniature. 
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Shahjahan-nama (pl.lhA), all of which feature the gaily caparisoned 
elephants and horses with their riders, the rows of officials marching 
along sedately with their respective arms and groups of musicians 
and singers, both male and female, proclaiming the praises of their king. 
These processions, when passing inside the palace-gates, as in the one in 
the Indian Museum, would be heralded by the musicians of the naubat-khana 
(the musicians' gallery) above the gates. In one folio of the Shahjahan-
nama showing a procession, some men walking behind the -elephants carry 
wands of flowers - phuZ-chhari - used at weddings to strike members of the 
• 
groom's party in mock hostility. Sometimes servants bearing trays of 
presents were also part of the procession and a special dais was erected 
within the main festival area to display these gifts . (plJbA). 
An important part of court ceremonial in the 17th century was the 
system of presentation of gifts or na~r to the emperor on any and every 
_occasion. This was also called pe§bkash39 and was an old custom which had 
gained wide prevalence even during the Sultanate period. In every 
description of or reference to a durbar, this custom is mentioned, with 
details of the gifts offered. Whenever anyone was first introduced at 
court, it was obligatory, even compulsory, for him to offer a present 
appropriate to his rank and .position. No one could hope to gain admittance 
to court without a gift. On special occasions like birthdays, anniversaries, 
victories, accession and religious festivals, or even when returning to 
court after an administrative assignment, the nobles personally offered their 
gifts. If the offerings were not made at the specified times, special 
permission had to be sought for a belated presentation. There was absolutely 
39 K.M. Ahraf , Life and Conditions~ etc. p. 77, describes all the presents 
during the Sultanate period. as na~r, whereas Athar Ali, Mughal Nobility 
under Aurangzeb~ p. 143-44, makes a distinction between the two. He 
says pe§hkash was the more expensive present of the princes and higher 
nobles offered on special occas ions which were demanded by court 
etiquette; while na~r seems to have been a gift of nominal value 
presented voluntarily on occasions of personal satisfaction or happiness 
to the giver. 
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no breach of this custom. The presents varied from precious gems, jewels, 
daggers and swords, horses and elephants, to any rare curio of fine 
craftsmanship, even rare birds and animals . For Jahangir even European 
works of art formed suitable gifts. Whenever any petition was made to the 
emperor, it had to be preceded by a gift impressive enough to place the 
petitioner in a favourable position. After the offering was made, the 
emperor inspected each item, accepted what pleased him, and returned the 
rest. These presents were a sort of investment, as the emperor would 
afterwards bestow on the giver awards and gifts in the form of cash, 
robes of honour, jewelled ornaments and arms, horses and elephants or 
jagirs and titles of distinction. Thus the nobles, in their own interest, 
would vie with each other, in spending extravagantly on these pe£bka~ or 
na~r . The custom became so widely prevalent that it is frequently 
mentioned by the travellers. The system was such as to lend itself easily 
to abuse when the nobles avidly adopted it . It then very quickly took 
on the form of bribery in order to transact even routine matters of 
business as the frequent and bitter complaints of the English factors 
testify. 40 
40 English Faator.ies in India>Reports (1624-29), p.247f. Letter of factors 
at Agra to the President and Council at Surat dated 2nd March, 1628. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES AND SECTS 
A wave of religious consciousness and quest for reality aroused 
by the SufiS and the Bhaktas, swept India in the 15th and 16th centuries. 
The religious personalities of this period, irrespective of ideological 
affiliations, occupied a special place in society. The great esteem 
awarded them 'by every section of the populace is recorded in the numerous 
contemporary paintings of the period. The Mughal artists included this 
aspect of their surroundings within their scope in a very natural way. 
Since they themselves had such an intimate association with these person-
alities, they have portrayed them with infinite sympathy and insight. The 
theme of ruler and saint and their relationship was a favourite one in the 
17th century. 
Before going into the detailed description of the various types of 
saints, ascetics and reformers depicted, it would be interesting to note 
the depth of religious feeling in some of the Mughal rulers. 
Babar, a born · fighter, adventurer and leader of men, had a rare 
mixture of qualities - artistic and spiritual. His keen sense of refine-
ment, love of scholarly pursuits, respect of and devotion to men of l earning -
all these were a result of inherited family traditions. His father,'Umar 
Shaikh Mirza, and maternal grandfather, Yunus Khan, were closely associated 
with the Naqshbandiyya saint, KhwajacUbaidD11ah AQrari (1404-1491) 1, the 
former being his disciple. ' Abul Fa~l records that the name Zah1rifdd1n 
KhwajacUbaidDllah 11 str ictl y followed the tradition of Khwaja Bahif-u~­
dtn Naqshband and by taking a keen interest in contemporary political 
affairs, opened new vistas of popularity for the (NaqshbandT) Si l si la11 • 
Rizvi, Muslim Revi val ist Movement inN. India~Agra, 1965, p.l76 . 
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Muhammad was personally selected by the sJ..int for the eldest son of'Umar 
. 
Shaikh, "but as this weighty appellation with its majesty and sublimity was 
not readily pronounceable or current on the tongues of the Turks, the name 
of Babar was also given to him." The teachings of the saint conti~ued to 
inspire Babar in moments of stress and crisis. 2 The sons and grandsons of 
the saint also received honour and esteem from him. 3 
Babar himself, during the course of his active life, never lost that 
reverence for religious teachers and tried to abide by the tenets of Islam. 
But his son was the greater mystic and clearly displayed his Sufistic 
leanings. Humayun inherited the speculative philosophy and ideals which had 
inspired his ancestor, the saint Shaikh Abmad of Jam. 4 Though lacking in 
the political insight and statesmanship of Babar, Humayun possessed the 
spiritual qualities and sensitivity which had characterised his father. 
His te-mporary flirtation with Sh ii sm during his exile in Persia was possibly 
due to his catholicity of mind. His deep interest in astrology and occultism 
and belief in omens5 presupposed a contemplative turn of mind which 
encouraged in him the development of a Sufic philosophy. 
The deep spiritual make-up of Akbar's personality enabled the usheri ng 
2 B.N.~ Beveridge, p.l32. 
3 Rizvi, supra, p.l79-80. 
4 He was born in 1049-50 A.D. in a village in TurshTz in Kuhistan, and was 
a contemporary of al GhazalT. After 12 years of solitude and ascetic 
exercises in the hills where he withdrew at the age of 22, he settled 
in the mountains of ·Kuhistan . Later he moved to the vil lage of Jam, 
where he built a khanqah and mosque . He travelled widely in eastern 
Persia. He died in his khanqah in 1141 and was buried outsi~e the village. 
His grave later became the centre of a compl ex of buildings including a 
mosque and a khanqah cal l ed Turbat-i- Shaikh-i-Jam. He was al so known by 
the nickname of Za.nda P.I"l. Encyc . of IsZam~l, A-B, London-Leiden, 1960, 
p.283. Humayun visited his tomb in 1544 and put up an inscription there . 
A.N.~ I, p.52-53. Hamida Banu was another of the Shaikh's descendants. 
5 Vi de, his constant consultation with soothsayers and taking auguries from 
events . KhwandamTr, Qanum, Tr . B. Prasad, 1940, p.23-28. 
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in of an age of remarkable toleration. The spirit of rational thinking 
and breadth of vision ·urged him on to a deeper understanding of the beliefs 
and attitudes of the different religious communities of the times. Because 
of his extreme clarity of vision and acute mental grasp, the period of 
Akbar saw the emergence of an atmosphere of mutual understanding, in which 
various creeds and sects could co-exist in peace. 
From his earliest days, Akbar had come into contact with saints and 
shaikhs . The earliest such incident may be said to have been his visit 
at the age of nine to Baba Bilas, a saint of Ghazni. He v1as sent there in 
1551 and spent six months. He is said to have visited the saint several . 
times. 6 There is a 17th century painting recording one such visit in the 
Beatty Library7 (pl.lt.B). We next hear of his visit to the shrine of Khwa'ja 
Mu'in.-u11-d1n Chishti 8 at Ajmer, 1562. He repeated this pilgri mage several 
times9 during his life, someti ~es even on foot. 10 His great reverence for 
another renolf.med Chishti saint, Shaikh Sa llin of Sikri 11 is well known. He 
6 A.N.~ I, Beveridge, p. 597. 
7 Ms. 11, no. 26, Arnold, Catalogue~ pl. 89. Though executed in the early 
17th century, the details of costume are of the Humayun period. 
8 The founder of the Chishti order of ?ufiS in India. He was born in 
c.ll41 A.D. in Sijistan and initiated by. Shaitb_ U~man Harwat~1. He arrived 
in India shortly after the defeat of PrithvT Raj in 1192 A.D. and settled 
in Ajmer in 1206. He died in 1236. 
9 According to BadKuni, nine times, the last being in 987 A.H./1579, after 
the issue of the ma~Aar declaring the superiority of the.Infam-i-~d[Z over 
the rmtjtahid. 
10 A. N., II, Beveridge, pp.476-77, 510-511, 537. The V. & A. A.N. includes 
an illustration of one of these visits, f. 23/ 11 7. 
11 He was descended from Shaikh Farid Ganj-i-Shakr, the disciple and successor 
of Khwaja Qutb-Jd-dTn Bakhtyar KakT. He was born in Del hi in 1479-80, but 
was brought to Sikri at an early age. Later he went on pilgrimage to 
Mecca and stayed in the Arab 1 ands ·for three years. He made another 
extended trip there of about ten years and returned to Si kri in his old 
age . He died in 1572. Rizvi and Flynn, FatJ:;Pur-Sikri~ 1975, p.l2. . 
Akbar sought his blessings for a son and Sal 1m was born soon after. A 
folio in the Jahangir Album in Berlin shows an imaginary meeting between 
~aikh Sal1m and the prince. Kuhnel and Goetz, Indian Book Pain~ing~ 
pl. 14. 
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also honoured the sqint Shqikh Danyal, by naming his third son after him. 12 
His restlessness and ~nquisitive mind urged him on to associate with 
the followers of other creeds. This sense of enquiry gradually strength-
ened into a sincere desire to learn and understand the ways and customs of 
other religions. Thus it was natural that he should welcome the company 
of y~gis~ sadhus~ dervishes, Jesuit missionaries, Parif priests and Jain 
monks. JahangTr says, "My father always associated with the learned of 
every creed and religion, specially with pundits and the learned of India". 
Again, "The professors of various faiths had room in the broad expanse of 
his incomparable sway11 • 13 The theological discussions in which represent-
atives of these classes were invited gave him opportunities to come into 
contact with their various theories and philosophies. 
His successor, with a mixture of Rajput and Mughal blood, was not so 
much a firm believer as a man inclined to let things be as they were . He 
conformed to the existing Muslim convictions without being puritanical about 
them; at the same time he kept himself open to other beliefs, not with the 
same catholicity of his father but with a deep sense of curiosity. While 
he was not averse to conversing with pundits on matters of belief14 and 
visiting more than once reputed sannyasTs and disputing philosophy with 
them, being highly impressed by their knowledge15 , at the same time he did 
not hesitate to severely punish sectarian leaders on trumped-up charges of 
16 political treachery. Like his father he continued to show respect to saints 
12 A.N., II, Beveridge, p.543-44; Badiuni, II, Lowe, p. 143-44. 
13 TUzuk , I, Beveridge, pp.33 & 37 . Monserrate states that yogis were 
invited inside the palace on the occasion of NauriUz. Commentary, p.l75. 
14 Tuzuk , I, R. & B. , p.32 . 
. 
15 Vide his association with Gosa~n Jadrup. Ibid I, pp. 355, 359, II, 49, 
52, 104-5, 108. 
16 His treatment of the Sikh Guru, Arjun, for ostensibly helping the 
rebellious prince Khusrau .Ibi d I, pp. 72-73. 
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and shaikhs by visiting their hermitages and shrines. He bored his ears to 
mark his discipleship of Khwaja Mu~n-Jd-dfn17 , whose shrine he visited 
several times, once even on foot. A miniature in Rampur records one of 
these visits. Endowments of Madad-i-ma~sh lands and grants of money v1ere 
continually made to pious and learned men. 18 
It was in JahangTr's reign that religious figures began to feature 
prominently as an artistic theme. Even though such themes are to be found 
in some paintings of the Akbar period, these were mostly records of 
particular incidents in the lives of the emperors of princes or other great 
~en - a result of endeavours confined to illustrating manuscripts, whereas 
under JahangTr the association of prince and hermit began to appeal 
increasingly as an artistic theme. This may also be explained as due to 
his .wide patronage and encouragement to the artists to execute individual 
themes and portrait studies rather than as a specific result of his 
spiritual leanings. 
Shahjahan, again born of a Rajput mother19 , inherited more from his 
Muslim forefathers. His sympathies with Islamic convention led to his 
closer intimacy with the leaders of his own sect. His great regard for 
shaikbs and'uramas has been frequently recorded by the artists. 20 
17 
"Inasmuch as I was inwardly an ear-bored slave of the Khwaja· and was 
indebted to him for my existence, I should openly make holes in my ears 
and be enrolled among his ear-marked slaves. On Thursday 12th ShahrTwar 
(1614 A.D.) I made holes in my ears and drew into each a shining pearl". 
Tuzuk~ I, p. 267, R +B. 
18 Madad-i-m~sh grants were made by both Akbar and JahangTr to the Shaiva 
establishment of the Jog1s of Jakhbar. Goswamy, B.N. and Grewal, J.S., 
The Mughals and the Jogis of Jakhbar~ Simla, 1967. 
19 Ja~at Gos~n, daughter of the Mota Raja. Tuzuk, I, R. & B., p.l9. 
20 Shahjahan visiting a holy man, possibly Mulla Sbah, Br. Mus. Add. 1372; 
another in the Br. Mus. of Shahjahan and his sons visiting the hermitage 
of Miyan M1r; giving audience to a group of<{ulconas, FreerGallery 
( p l.lOB) . 
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Among his sons two displayed remarkably divergent mentalities where 
religious views were concerned. Dara Shukoh was imbued with that same 
eclecticism and broadness of vision which had characterised Akbar and 
JahangTr. He was a leading example of that group of discerning 
intellectuals endowed with a keen sense of understanding and mysticism 
who were able to grasp the essentials of different philosophical systems 
and truly benefit from them. While he was sufficiently impressed by 
Hindu philosophy at the same time he deeply revered the ?ufls and saints 
of Islam whose lives he recorded in his Saflnat-al-Auliya. His Majma!JZ_ 
Bahrain (The Mingling of the Two Oceans) was an attempt to make a 
comparative study of Hindu and Muslim philosophies. 
Aurangzeb on the other hand, reverted back to a strict and orthodox 
interpretation of the Shar76 . Besides being a shrewd politician and strict 
administrator he had a streak of intense piety in him. This factor 
increased during his long life and many of his portraits in old age showed 
him with the tasbi~ (rosary) in his hand or reading the Qu~n. This was 
the typical iconographic representation of Aurangzeb during his latter years. 
Hindu Mendicants, Ascetics and Reformers 
From the very earliest period, the Mughal rulers evinced a keen 
interest in the religious life of the people they had overpowered. The 
earliest evidence of such interest is found in Babar 's visit to the ashram 
of a group of ascetics at Gur-Kh~ttrT in 1519. 21 The name is a corruption 
of the term Gorakhsetra. 22 Their custom of piercing their ears earned 
them the epithet of Kahphata yog1s . In a painting of this visit in the 
British Museu~ ms. of the Babar- nama23 (pl J7A) these yog[s are depicted 
21 B.N. 3 Beveridge, p. 394. Akbar also paid a visit t o this hermitage in 
l 588 . A. N. ~ I I I, p . 5 28 . 
22 Briggs, G.W., Gorakhnath and the KCfnphat~ Yogis~ Delhi, reprint, 1973, 
p. 98. 
23 Wellesz wrongly identi f ied another folio from the same ms . showing Babar 
visiting some ascetics· at their hermitage , as his visit to Gur-K!]~Ur1. ' ) 
c_ CC> f1...-lc!.- , 
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scantily clad in loin cloths and loose stitched robes with· a horn 
whistle slung from their necks, and dark pierced earrings. Their heads 
are shaven, a cloth tied round some of their heads. Some of them wear 
a kind of collar. One of the novices is shown shaving off the head of 
another. This tallies with Babar•s description of the place where ••there 
is let lie an enormous quantity of the hair of the -head and beard 11 • Some 
of the novices are shown busy kneading dough or repairing their robes. 
One of the leaders sits on a rug while pots and pitchers lie scattered in 
the open courtyard. The shrinei with their dark narrow doorways seem to 
fit Babar•s description of 11 a smallish abode, after the fashion of a 
hermitage, rather confined and dark 11 • 
Yogrs or ascetics are frequently represented in the miniatures of 
the 16th and 17th centuries. They are also mentioned invariably by the 
foreign travellers and missionaries. 24 We can· recall the description of a 
Nathpanth[yogY of the mid-16th century as mentioned by Jaisi in his 
25 . Padmavat. When the Rajput King Ratansen, out of love for the yet unseen 
Padmavatr, decided to become a yogi in order to win her affections, he 
11 reduced his person to a clod of earth, smearing it with ashes. He was 
provided with a string girdle (mekhat), horn whistle (singhTor singhnad), 
ring, the gorakhdhandha (a puzzle of iron rings and rods about 3ft. long), 
kl d t h I h. . 26 . d h. rudraksha nee ace, an cru c . n 1s ears were earr1ngs , roun 1s 
They are also Gorakhnath[s but with l ong matted hair, different from those 
described by Babar. Another folio from a different B.N. ms. in the 
V. & A. Museum, IM260-1913, also records this visit. · 
24 Compare the accounts of Fitch (Foster), p.l9, Bernier, pp.316-320, 
Thevenot, pp.93-94, Della Vale, I, pp.99-100. 
25 Trans. A.G. Shirreff, Royal Asiatic Society, Bengal, 1944, p.88-89. 
26 T.C. Das Gupta, Aspects of Bengali Society from Old Bengali Literature~ 
Cal cutta, 1935,has al~o mentioned that kundaZs or copper earrings 
were invariably a part of the outfit of yogi s. Wherever there is mention 
in old Bengali l i terature of kings taking on the life of an ascetic, 
such earrings are included . The author has quoted lines from Govinda 
Chandrer cit and al so from ManasamangaZ of Ba~ s1das , both 17th century 
works , for these references . These earrings were probably the same 
as the dark types worn by the kanphata y~g1s . 
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neck a rosary, in his hand a drinking bowl, on his shoulder a tiger's 
skin, on his feet were wooden clogs and he had an umbrella over his head. 
He carried a begging bowl and had put on red attire''. The description 
given here fits aGora&Jnctthiand Jaisi himself mentions that Ratansen 
was following the prescribed modes of that order. Clogs and umbrella 
would not normally be part of a yogr's costume, but are here obviously 
included to indicate the royal identity of the yag?:. 
The most frequently depicted ascetics are the bare-bodied, emaciated 
sadhus practising severe austerities and feats of physical endurance. They 
practised these with the view of attaining extreme self-control and 
developing utmost indifference to physical pain, thus bringing the body 
under total subjugation of the will. This, they believed, was necessary 
in order to achieve ultimate union with the Supreme Being. Voluntarily 
subjecting themselves to tortuous physical hardships continuously, 
produced in them remarkable levels of endurance and patience which aroused 
feelings of great respect and awe in the l.ay populace. When they were not 
travelling they lived in isolated areas, in rude thatched huts with the 
barest minimum of essentials. They presented a terribly unkempt appearance, 
their bodies covered with dust or ashes, long matted hair left loose or 
tied in a knot27 , and beard, beads and amulets round their necks and wrists, 
caste or sectarian marks on their foreheads. Since they had abjured all 
material luxuries and comforts their only possessions were the begging bowl, 
staff and a few utensils. Another item was an arm or chin rest, possibly 
used as an aid in meditation. 28 They constantly practised different types 
of bodily penance and yogic postures. We have two illustrated manuscripts 
from the end of the 16th century on yoga philosophy and practices - the 
27 Oman, J. Campbell, The Mystics~ Ascetics and Sai nts of India~ London, 
1903, when describing 19th century yogis, differentiates between those 
with long matted hair worn loose- the bhowr"ib.hs - and those with hair 
tied in a knot, ia.t adhii.r<is . 
28 Boston, Catalogue , pl . Lxiv . V. & A. IS229, 1951 ; Br . Mus., 1920-9-
17-0277; 1941-7-12-05. Oman calls these bai raguns (pLl~~ 
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Jog Va8hisht and Bahr-u1-~yat, both in the Beatty Library. They describe 
the various postures ~ractised by the ascetics, who in both belong to 
the Natha cult and wear the prominent dark earrings. In these and other 
illustrations of ascetics, they appear in various postures, most of whose 
names we find in the yogic texts, such as padmasan~ garblUisan~ sabhasan~ 
si~hasan, etc. Others included sitting or standing for long periods with 
one or both arms held rigidly above the head, wh ile staring at a fixed 
point such as the nose, the naval or the sun. As a result of this their 
arms grew stiff from disuse, and the nails grew through their closed fists, 
penetrating the flesh. 29 Bernier describes them thus- 11 I have seen several 
who held one and some who held both a~ms perpetually above the head, the 
nails of their hands being twisted and longer than my lttle finger with 
which · I measured them. Their arms are so sma 11 and thin as the arms of persons 
who die in a decline, because in so forced a position they receive not 
sufficient nourishment nor can they be lowered, the muscles having become 
contracted and the articulations dry and stiff 11 • 30 As a result they became 
helpless cripples, sometimes regaining the use of their limbs through 
massage. Among other penances practised were weighing down the body with 
h . h . 31 h . . d d d d f t f. eavy 1ron c a1ns , ang1ng ups1 e own suspen e rom a ree over a 1re, 
stand~ng continuously on one leg, being buried alive in a grave for a few 
days, maintaining vows of silence, etc . 
. We have three illustrations of yogiS and sannyasis who fought at 
Thaneswar in the presence of Akbar in 1567. 32 Akbar became interested in the 
29 See p 1 .18 , A ..,. B · 
30 TraveZs , p. 316-317. Also Thevenot, p. 93, Careri, p.258 . 
31 Plate L II,published by Brown, from the collection of Baron Rothschild, 
Paris, shows a group of ascetics, one of whom has heavy chains wrapped 
round his body. It is dated 1650. 
32 A.N., II, Beveridge, pp. 422-24 . The illustrations occur in the V. & A. 
A . N.~ 61-62/117, the Patna ms. of the Tarlkh-i-~ndan-i-Timuriya, f .322a, 
and a loose folio from another A. N. ms. dated 1605-10, from the 
Kevorkian Fund, sold at Sotheby 's, April 1978. 
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dispute when the PU:r>1: sannyasis complained to him at Ambala against the 
usurption by the Kurs of the land near the tank they traditionally 
occupied. He gave permission for a combat between them and when the 
PU:t>rB \'Jere being outnumbered he deputed some soldiers v1ho "understand 
fighting with stones", to assist them. The outcome was that the Kurs 
were totally defeated, many slain. The illustrations show the yogis 
to be of the Gorakhnathi order, with shaven heads and dark earrings, shawls 
and loin cloths , while the sannyasis appear with matted hair, beads round 
necks, wrists and arms, loin cloths or dhotis, with yellow marks on their 
foreheads. 
The sectarian affiliation of the yogiS in the numerous paintings 
in which they appear is difficult to ascertain in most cases on the basis 
of appearance only. The exception here i s the Kanphata yog[s , who are 
easily recognisable by their distinctive dark earrings, their bluish 
complexions and horn whistle slung round their necks .(pl ]gB) . In other ca-
ses distinguishing features such as yellow marks on forehead, colour of 
their robes and types of penances performed are not sufficient indicators 
of their exact sectarian identiti es. 
The ascetics and mend icants had a type of l oose organisation~ thP 
nucleus of which was the guru or leader. His disciples or chelas went 
through the period of initiation and novitiate by practising complete and 
utter devotion, obedience and service to his preceptor from whom he learnt 
the secrets of divine knowledge in an implicitly sl ow and painful process. 
This relationship was very simi lar to that between pTr and murTd in 
Islamic mysticism. The period of learning and discipline was so long that 
those who felt a calling for such a spiritual life, preferably attached 
themselves as qhelas to the guru at an early age. Thus in the illustration 
we see young boys in attendance upon the leader of a parti cular group whom 
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they accompanied throughout their travels and ha.rdships. 33 Thus in every 
group the leader was the focal point around which the others revolved and 
who laid down the rules of conduct. They often travelled together, visiting 
l f 'l . 34 p aces o p1 gr1mage. During these trips some of the more devout 
practised the penance of proceeding all the way to the destination by 
35 
measuring their bodies along the ground. Whenever they stopped at a 
place for a few days the guru sent out a few of his disciples to go out 
begging alms for the group. This was later distributed among the group. 36 
A Jahang1r period painting in the British Museum37 of a group of 
ascetics, is very informative about their coherence as a body. They are 
shown in a clearing before some caves. The leader, wearing an animal skin 
as a loin cloth, beads on his arms and wrists, a shoulder girdle, sits 
cross-legged on a tiger skin, his left arm on an arm-rest. He accepts a 
bowl from a disciple. Beside him on the ground is planted a trident and a 
fire smokes in front. Two other disciples wait near him in attendance. 
The others in the group are busy with the various processes of cooking, some 
pounding grain in a bowl, others sifting the powdered grain through a cloth. 
Pots of various shapes and sizes are scattered all round. The disciples 
are mostly shaven-headed and scantily clad, with beads round wrists, ankles, 
arms, necks, but without the dark .earrings of the Kanphata sect. They all 
possess a small bundle and a club for pounding grain. 
Another class of ascetics were hermits who achieved fame for their 
piety, sanctity and knowledge. They were highly honoured by aristocracy 
33 Boston, Cat alogue , pl. 138; Br. Mus. 1941-7-12-05, Bodleian, ms. Douce 
Or. c.4. 
34 
"These fo_q7)·;: ordinarily travel in troops each of v1hich has its chief 
or supervisor" and they "join together in numbers to go on pilgrimage 
to the principal pagodas and to the public bathings". Tavernier, II, 
p. 196. 
35 Thevenot, p.94-95. 
36 Tavernier, I, p.8l-82. 
37 No. 1920-9-17-0277. 
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as well as the common people and were often visited by nobles and princes 
or were invited to the palace for theological discussions on special 
occas i ons. 38 Monserrate mentions that during the march against M1rza Hakim, 
Akbar paid homage to the memory of the saint Baranath with 11 barefeet and 
loosened hair 11 • 39 Reference may here be made to JahangTr's close 
association with Gosifn Jadrup, who impressed the emperor so much that he 
made a point to meet him whenever he was in the vicinity of the hermit's 
cave and held philosophical discussion with him. We may quote the Tuzuk 
here to show Jahang'fr' s great respect for the sannyasi . 11 I was desirous 
of sending for and seeing him. In the end, thinking of the trouble it 
would give him, I did not send for him. When I arrived in the neighbourhood 
l of the city, I alighted from the boat and went 8 kos on foot to see hi m11 • 
Again, 11 I conversed with him for six ghCX!:Z:S ; he spoke well so much so as to 
k t • • II 40 ma e a grea 1mpress1on on me He also states that even Akbar had met 
the hermit and .. always remembered him wen': There are several illustrations 
of Jadrup, two with Jahan9lr . Of these the best is in the Musee Guimet. 41 
Another painting in the National Library, Canberra, depicts an ascetic who 
has been identified as Jadrup, being visited by Jahangrr at Ujjain, though 
the central figure of the emperor in front of the sannyasi has been removed 
and the space painted over. 42 Another painting of Akbar with Jadrup is in 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
Badiuni, Lowe II, p.334; Monserrate, p. 175. 
Ibid , p. 115-16. 
Tuzuk~ I, R. & B., p.355-56. 
Sudha Bose, 11 A Mugha1 Prince and a Hindu Hermit 11 , Concorde , Calcutta, 
1945, n.I , has published this and another which bears a signature 
reading Kunwar Dhan Singh. Both of these have been reproduced by 
Abdullah Chaghatai, 11 Jahangfr's Interviews with Gosa'ln JadrU'p 11 , 
Islamic Culture~ 1962, p.ll9-l28, where the signature on t he second 
painting has been read as Govardhan. 
Rizvi, S. A.A . , 11 Mugha l Paintings in the Australian National Library'', 
Hemisphere~ March 1970. 
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43 the Fogg Museum, Cambridge, Mass. In all these, t he hermit is shown 
as a shaven-headed, skeletal, scantily-cl ad figure. 
An interesting aspect of Hindu religious life was that spiritual, 
calling was not confined to men on ly, but was open to all women who had the 
strength of character to give up the ease and comfort of a shel tered life 
and who felt the deep ur.ge for spiritual m·editation and exercise. Female 
ascetics were as highly regarded as ma l es and attracted equally impressive 
groups of disciples and devotees around them. They lived in isolal~o~ or 
in groups in a~hrams , dedicating their lives to penances, study and 
austerities. Thus we see fema l e yoglnis in their humble huts, being visited 
by aristocratic ladies, sometimes even by men , who respectfully bring them 
offerings. They are usually depicted dressed in orange or yellow robes, 
their hair left loose or tightly knotted up, yellow sect marks on the 
forehead, strings of rudraksha or tuZsT beads round their nec k and wr i sts. 
These were Saiv i te yogi niS. They are often shown listening to music played 
by discip les or visiting devotees; 44 listening to devotional music may have 
been a part of their daily ritual. In one painting45 the ritual of worship 
by these yoglniS is detailed. Three women, all dressed in the orange robes 
their sect, are seated before a small Zingam, the phallic emblem of Siva, 
placed beneath a tree . The main yogini with long flowing hair holds out 
both hands a sma 11 bowl of offerings of rice and sugar balls towards the 
43 Published in Iyer, K. Bharata, Art & Thought~ London, 1947, pl . 18 . 
44 Br. Mus. 1941-10-10.05; Bodleian, Ous. Add. 167, 170, Douce Or. b.3. 
These are mostly late 17th and 18th century works, this theme being 
very popular in the period. 
45 In the Australian National Library, Canberra; Rizvi 's article, supra. 
The go 1 den brown hair of a 11 three yoglnis is a curi o·us and unusua 1 
feature of this miniature. One of the women is shown seated with her 
knees tied in the habuwat posture, which is rather unusual for Hindu 
ascetics. 
of 
in 
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Zingam which has been decorated with garlands and before which a small l amp 
burns. A bundle lies beside them and in the distance another group of 
ascetics are seen huddled round a fire. 
Another important group which emerged in the 15th, 16th and 17th 
centuries were the reformers and thinkers. As mentioned earlier, this was 
the period of an upheaval in the religious emotions of both Muslims and Hindus. 
There were signs, faint at first but strengthening, of an awareness of the 
need for reform, re-interpretation and re-statement of basic principles and 
ideals among all sects and creeds. This feeling was further fostered and 
encouraged by the liberal atmosphere and enlightened thinking of the Mughals. 
Thus reformers and religious thinkers became another significant aspect of 
the Indian social scene and a further source of inspiration for the artists. 
A very important miniature46 , from the Shahjahan period, shows the 
major Hindu reformers of medieval India (pl.JqA). The series of portraits may not 
be authentic yet are significant as being good representative types. Each 
is identified by an inscription and the appearances of each help to identify 
the classes of Hindu .mendicants who became their fo llowers. The figures are 
divided into two groups. The ones on the left are all, except one, Vai~nava 
reformers and followers of Ramanand, the leading Vaishnava reformer of the 
15th century, who preached the worship of Ram through the vernacular and 
condemned caste distinctions. The figures include Rii Das, 47 a leather 
worker and disciple of Ramanand, wearing a l arge shawl covering the body, a 
dhoti, a round cap with ear flaps with a band round it, beads round the neck 
and tiZak mark on the forehead; PTpa, a Rajput ruler who gave up power and 
46 V. & A. Museum, formerly i n the Spencer Churchill Collection. The main 
su bject of th~ pa inting is the sama~of dervishes. The Hindu figures 
form a frieze along the lower part. 
47 Also known as RavTdas or Ro hi Das; he gained fame as one of the greatest 
bhagats (saints) of Vaishnavism of the 15th century and is renowned al l 
over North India and as far south as the Maratha country for his fusion of 
religious sentiment with the vernacular l iterature. One of his most 
famous disc ipl es was MTra Bi1, the Rajput princess. Walker, Benjamin -
Hindu World~ London, 1968, p.273. 
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wealth after becoming a disciple of the Vaishnavcileader; the only visible 
part of hi m shows him wearing a cap with a cloth draped over it and a shawl 
over his tunic. Namdev, 48 another disciple from the Maratha country, 
originally a tailor, is shown wearing a circular cap with ear flaps covering 
the hair entirely, a sleeveless tunic, a large shawl marked with running 
dots or stitches, t ulsiand rudraksha beads round neck. He does not have 
any marks on the forehead. The next figure is Sain, a barber, who wrote 
hymns in imitation of Ramana nd and did men ial services for holy men. He is 
shown in a long-sleeved robe tied on the left under the armpit, a shawl, a 
circular cap with a turban cloth tied round it, a piece of dark thread draped 
diagonally over the chest and beads round the neck. He also appears to have 
on small dark earrings and bears the tilak mark. Next to him is Kama l, the 
son of KabTr and founder of one of the twelve branches of the KabirpanthTs . 
He wears a long, loose patchwork, stitched robe, a tight-fitting circular 
cap, the thread worn diagonally, and his forehead is faintly marked with a 
tilak. Next to him is the typical iconographic portrait of KabTr, 49 the 
most famous disciple of Ramanand, who was the reputed ·son of a Muslim weaver 
and vehemently spoke out against the exclusiveness of the caste system and 
preached a li bera l approach towards various religions and creeds. He appears 
bare bodied, in a long skirt, square cap and beads round neck and wrists. He 
also bears the tilak marks. His position and facial features are exactly the 
same as in many of his other reputed portraits,50 all of which must have been 
48
-He is said to have lived in the 13th or 14th century. His dev'otional 
writings in Marath1 aQd Hindi make him one of the earliest leaders of 
the VaishnavJrevival. Most of his followers belonged to the lower 
castes. Ibid, p.ll5. 
49 He was reputedly the adopted son of a Muslim weaver. His biographical 
dates are not very certain, scholars placing him variously in the 14th 
or 15th centures, one date given being 1440- 151 8. Wa lker, Hindu World , 
p.506. His phil osophy was pantheistic and he condemned both the idol-
practice of Hindu s as well as the arroganc e of Muslim theo logi ans . 
Westco tt, G.H . - Kablr and the Kab~r Panth[s~ Calcutta, 1953 . 
50 Archeological Museum, Red Fort, Oel.hi, British Museum. 
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executed from the same model. Behind is a figure inscribed as Aughar. 
This may be the leader or a representative of this Saivite sect who 
consumed meat and alcoholic drinks. They were influenced by the teachings 
of Kabir. The bearded figure here shown has a robe of printed material 
with long, loose sleeves, a cap of the same material and the sacred thread 
draped over his shoulders. 
The first two and possibly three figures of the second group, are 
- 51 Saivite reformers. The first one is Pir MachhendTci (or Matsyendranath), 
the guru of Gorakhnath, 52 who is next to him. Both are attired similarly 
in long, loose robes, round skull caps, horn-whistles,ci~ghnad slung round 
neck, rudraksha beads round the wrists; Gora1bnath, of course, has on the 
prominent dark earrings of his sect. 53 Beside him is the thin, stooped 
figure of Jadrup, t'he ascetic who so impressed Janang1r. He wears only a 
loin cloth and his head is shaved. His ear lobes are pierced and elongated 
due to some physical penance, though he wears no earrings. The next 
figure is that of Lal Swaffil or Baba Lal, who had settled near Sirhind in 
Punjab and was the founder of a minor order, the Baba LaZTs. There his 
hermitage attracted a large number of disciples including Dara ShuK6h, who 
visited him several times in 1649. 54 He appears a tal l, gaunt man with 
51 Also known as t~inanath, allegedly the first human guru to whom the 
esoteric doctrines of the Natha sect were revealed by a stratagem, 
which so enraged Parvat1, the wife of Siva, that she banished hi m to 
the kingdom of women, Uddiyana, from where he was rescued by Gora khnath, 
his disciple. Walker, Hindu WorZd~ p.5l. He is said to be the --
guardian diety of Nepal. Briggs, op .cit., p.23l. 
52 The peri~d of Gorakhnath is very uncertain. But a date not later than 
the llth century is genera lly agreed upon. Briggs, oy.cit ., pp.249-50. 
53 The Gorakhnathi yog[s~ though, as described earlier, appea r quite 
differently attired, their shaven heads and dark earrings being quite 
prominent features. 
54 The conversations between Dara and Baba Lal in the course of seven 
interviews have been recorded by two Hindus in Dara's service, in a work 
entitled Nadiru'~-Nikat . Rizvi~ Mus lim Revival ist Movement~ p.354-56. 
Wilson, H.H.,"Sketch of the Religious Sect of the Hindus", Asiatic 
Researchers, 1832, v. 17, p.294-98. 
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sharp features, wearing a long sleeved tunic like a jama~ tied on -the 
left and a circular cap. The last figure in the group is unidentifiable 
because of the illegible inscription. 55 From appearance, he looks like a 
Rajput noble, in a dhoti, turban and a thin orhnl draped round his bare 
chest. A sort of amulet hangs round his neck, while pearl earrings, dark 
bangles and a thin dagger tucked into his waist cloth, complete his attire. 
None of the figures in the second group bear any sectarian marks on the 
forehead. This series of portraits is a valuable histor ial record of this 
new factor in Hindu society. 56 
Th is miniature is an important one for possible identification of 
at least some of the ascetics so frequently depicted in the 17th century. 
Among these the Kanphata or Gorakhnathis and the _Kab[rpanthis in their 
patched robes are easi ly recognisable and most popular for the artists. The 
other sadhus and sannyasis are more difficult to identify on the basis of 
their appearances only, without further information. 
The painting is important from another point too. This group be ing 
a part of another painting whose ma in subject is a group of Muslim mystics, 
it clearly shows the close relationship and association of ideas and 
atti-tudes of these two distinct yet allied aspects of mystic ph ilosophy, 
significant enough to appeal to the artist. One may even venture to 
suggest on the basis of this painting and others like it57 where both 
Muslim and Hindu saints are depicted together, an intimate, mutua l under-
standing, sympathy and respect possibly grew between the more l i beral and 
rational sections of the populace on the common plane. 
55 Binyon has read it as Pir Panth Swami, but this is doubtfu l. 
56 See also portrait of Malukdas and his pupil RamsnehT in Mehta, N.C., 
Studies i n Indian Painting~ pl. 49 . Malukdas was a late follower of the 
preachings of ·Ramanand and the founder of an eclectic order in Aurangzeb's 
reign, preaching monothe ism. He was also a poet and reputed to perform 
miracles. He died in 1682 and was succeeded by hi s nephew, RamsnehT. 
The latter is shown with tilak marks on his forehead and a j ewelled turban 
as part of his attire. 
57 Br. Mus. nos. 1941-7-12-05, 1920-9-17-030; Banaras, no. 5405; also 
Hajek, op. cit., pl :.8 - from the Gl:llSfla n Album. 
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In another mid-17th century paint ing58 this aspect has been 
reflected aptly (plJqB). The main subject is the shelter of an aged Hindu 
ascetic beneath a tree. He is seated before a fire with his rosary in 
his hands, his gaunt body showing the rigours of his life. A young 
disc~ple, nearly nude like his gurU, is seated on the other side of the fire 
along wi th a Muslim faqir, with his knees tied in the habuwat posture . 59 
In the background, a nobleman and his attendants are seen preparing to 
cross a creek to visit the ascetic. Along the hashiya are portraits of 
eight other holy men, some Muslim dervishes and sufiS, some Hindu mendicants 
and ascetics. The ·former are distinguishable by their turbans, long gowns 
and notebooks, the latter by their scantily-clad, emaciated appearances. 
One man, probably a disciple of some dervish, is shown singing and playing a 
musica.l . instrument60 - music being an integral part of mys ticism. 
These miniatures typify remarkably well the close harmony and 
communion between sadhus 3 yogrs3 suflS and dervishes. The artists managed 
with deep insight to integrate the two divergent streams of the same mystic 
philosophy in works of remarkable beauty. Of course, it is quite obvious 
that such themes were idealised representations of the major religious 
figures; yet, it would be wrong to doubt the symbolic connection between 
the paintings and these implications, though the moti vation may have been 
artificial in some cases. 
58 Musee Guimet, no. AA7170. 
59 
"A mode of sitting with the legs and thighs contracted and the hands 
folded round the knees" - Steingass. Sometimes, instead of the hands, 
a rope, cord or girdle was tied round the body and the drawn up knees :This-
posture was said to help in deep meditation and concentration. It is 
frequently seen in the miniatures taken up by elderly men, saints or 
sadhus3 or even menials and village folk. In some late 17th century 
paintings, aristocratic ladies are also seen i n this posture. 
60 It is an oval cusped string instrument with a very short handle, held 
upright between the toes and played by a bow. The same instrument is 
seen in another miniature in the Br. Mus., but does not occur in the 
other scenes of courts and palaces. It could be a type of sareng~ or 
kam?fncha. 
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Muslim Saints, Mystics and t;Zama 
The special and peculiar relationship between prince and religious 
preceptor was wonderfully exploited by the artists who revelled in portraying 
the two disparate characters in close affinity and association. Even 
individual or group portraits of these figures merited the attention of 
the artists- a factor natural in a society where political power lay 
predominantly with the Mus lims and where a strain of spirituality and 
devotion ran through most of the members of the ruling dynasty. 
For convenience of treatment, the Muslim religious class may be 
grouped under these heads - the uZama or the teachers, scholars and 
theologians, and the 9ufi mystics, dervishes and faqirs . 
The members of the ~Zama were respected persons often holding 
important administrative positions. But' besides those holding official 
posts, a large number of shaikhs and muZZas were renowned for their learn ing 
and piety and as an important part of Muslim society, exerted considerable 
influence on the socio-cultural outl ook of the people. • I Then close and 
continued association with the ruling dynasty is explicitly brought out by 
the artists who recorded the numerous visits of emperors and princes to the 
humble dwellings of these figures. The frequency of these visits gives 
a clear indication of the mental character of the Mughals - a deep respect 
for knowledge and philosophy and an inherent religious bent of mind which 
pre-supposed a keen intellect and penetrating insight . 
These visits are the subject of various paintings of the 17th century 
when this was a popular artistic theme. He have a painting of Parvez, with 
a scholar, British Museum; another of a prince with a shaikh (pl.2oA) Dara 
Shukoh Album, India Office Library; Shahjahan visiting a muZZa, possibly 
Mulla Shah, in the British Museum; another of Shahjahan and his sons 
visiting Miyan Mfr in the same collection. In most of these, the Muslim 
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scholars are shown dressed in full-length robes with long wide sleeves 
(in which they tucked their hands), shawl s and turbans<.p1.'li~?-4A,~.s ince these 
scholars were often entrusted with the early education of children, we 
also see them in the role of teachers, imparting instruction to young 
pupils 61 (pl.2o~ , many of them from aristocratic families. Thus notebooks 
and texts are seen scattered round. The scenes from manuscripts like Laila-
Majnun and Akhlaq- i-Na~iri showing children studying in madrasa.s are 
interesting in this' context. The classes are sho~m usually held in the open 
courtyard, where the pupils sit b·efore the muUCI with their books open on 
the r i hla (book-rest) . The mullas usually sat in the habUwat posture, 
explained earli er. 
A very important part of the life of these men was the theological and 
philosophical discussions frequently held amongst them. One such typical 
gathering is shown in a loose painted folio in the Indian Museum, Calcutta. 62 
A group of bearded theolog i ans sit at night on the terrace of a thatched hut. 
Several books lie in front of them. A singl e covered candle provides the 
illumination . The chief mulla, a very old man, li stens to the arguments of 
one of the group . An emaciated man, bare-bodied, covered in a shawl, possibly 
a wandering beggar taking shelter for the ni ght, or a chela , sits dozing, 
huddl ed on one side. The peaceful countryside round the group lends an 
atmosphere of serenity for the quiet intellectual gathering. 
The shaikhs were also in charge of the shrines and tombs of noted pTrs 
which became identified as centres of theological learning and dis cipline . 
61 Briti sh Museum, no . 1920-9-17-035, 
· 167, Dara ShukOh Album, I.O . L. 
1920-9-17-0272(1); Bodleian, Ous. Add. 
62 Other scenes of shaikhs and mullas gathered in philosophic discussions are 
in the Bodleian, Douce Oral, fo l . 34; Boston, Catalogue , p1.68; Victoria 
and Al bert Mu s . 0383-1885; Banaras , nos . 695, 5405; Nat. Mu s . Delhi, 
no. 5 2 .33~ Mu see Guimet, nos . 7164 , 247l .(pU.1A-'2.3B). 
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Thus the shaikhs attached to the shrines of Khwaja, MJin-u~-d1n at Ajmer, 
Shaikh Sa l1m at Sikri, and Shaikh Nizam-Jd-d1n at Delhi, offered 
-- -- . 
important services to soc i ety. 
A miniature from the Ardeshir col lection now at Prince of Wales 
Museum, Bombay (see pl.'l2A) shows Ja·hangir entertaining some dervishes 
attached to the shrine at Ajmer. 63 The latter are seated on the terrace 
below the throne, where they are being served by attendants. That the 
emperor saw fit to personally supervise the occasion, indicates the respect 
he felt for and the importance he attached to these religious groups. 
Another detached folio from the Jahang7r-nama sold at Sotheby's, 64 shows 
Jahangir meeting some elderly dervishes in a garden. One of them appears 
to be dancing and clapping in ecstasy, while one of the others addresses 
the emperor respectfully. A huge pot on a stove on one side seems to be 
the one Jaha ng1r ordered for the shrine at Ajmer in 1613. 65 
Another painting in the Victoria Memorial, Calcutta, shows JahangTr 
personally distributing alms at a dargah~ which could be the one at Aj mer, 
here possibly viewed from a different angle (pl.58B) . 
In Muslim religious tradition as in Hindu, the regulations for 
education and training encouraged an early start, when young minds could 
be moulded and utter devotion and obedience to the pir could be obtained 
from the murid. Consequently we have here the same special relationship 
as between the guru and ~eZa. In paintings of shaikhs and dervishes we 
often find young boys in attendance. 66 The latter not onl y learned the 
63 Thi s was probably the occas ion wh en Jahan9lr vi sited Ajmer in 161 3, the 
fir st ti me after hi s accession, and ordered t~e poor and the dervishes 
of the area to be feasted in his presenc e. TRzuk~ I, R. & B ~ , p. 256. 
64 CataZogue~ 26th March , 1973. 
65 Tuzuk~ Zoe . cit. 
66 Ms . of SidTs GuZistan~ in Walters Art Gallery, pub. Ett inghausen, 
Paintings of SuZtans and Emperors of India~ Lalit Ka l a Akademi, New 
Del hi, 1961, pl.l O. Al so folio in Bombay (pl.llB), shaikhs waiti ng 
to greet Jahang1r at Ajmer by Manohar , c. l 615 , t he young boy s tanding 
behind the group of elderly divines with books in hand and the staff of 
the dervish. 
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principles and codes of Muslim philosophy but also attained divine 
blessings by personal devotion and service to their preceptors. 
There are many contemporary or idealised portraits of'Utama and 
shaikhs, living or dead, such as Miyan Mir, 67 and Mulla Shah, 68 the pre-
ceptors of Dara Shukoh, Shah Bari of Shahjananabad, 69 and ~ailh ~usain 
Jami. 70 The close association ot Shahjahan and Dara with Mul ra Shah 
and Miyan MTr has been the subject of various contemporary paintings. 
These include one i n the British Museum of ~ahjahan, along with his 
sons, vi siting the hermitage of Miyan Mfr, who is shown as an emaciated 
man, stooped with age, with white hair and beard, dressed in a long robe, 
rosary in hi s lap. Another painting also in the Bri tish Museum showing 
67 Miyan M1r, the Qadiriyya saint, was born in 1531-32, his ancestors 
hailing from Siwistan in Sind. He became the disciple of Shaikh Khizr 
at an early age and practised penances and studied sufistic theology. 
At the beginning of Akbar's reign he moved to Lahore, where he studied 
under Maulana SadJilah. Except for a short period, he lived at Lahore 
all his life. The fame of his piety reached Jahang1r in 16.20 and the 
p[r was persuaded to visit the imperial camp and the emperor was deeply 
impressed by his saintliness. (Tuzuk , II, p.ll9). Shahjahan also 
visited him in Lahore twice. (Sakinat u!Z-Autiya; pp.46-50) . . Quoted in 
Rizvi, History of Sufism~ II, unpublished manuscript, p. 103. He died 
in 1635 and was buried at Lahore. He condemned the suf[ custom of 
wearing a patched cloak as this attracted attention and _ publicity to them. 
He himself always dressed in a turban and coat of coarse cotton. 
Rizvi, ibid, p. 107. 
68 He was the most prominent of Miyan M1r's disciples and the direct pYr of 
Dara Shukoh. He was born in 1584 at a village in Badakhshan. After 
initial education, he migrated to Balkh for further training . From there 
he came to Srinagar where he stayed for three years. During this period 
he increasingly became interested in mysticism. He arrived in Lahore 
in 1614-15 and became a mur[d of Miyan Mir. He spent the rest of his 
life, partly in Lahore, partly in Srinagar. Dara and Jahanara both 
became his disciples in 1639-40. The t1ulla was invited by Sha hjahan to 
visit him at Lahore and at the palace of Srinagar. They also frequently 
visited him at his kflanqah. He died in 1661 at Lahore. 
69 Br. Mus. no. 1921-1-11-01. He, too, acted as a mentor to Dara. He 
refused to divulge his rea l name or order. He died in 1652. Riz vi, 
op. cit .. ~ p. 14 2 . 
70 In Musee Guimet, signed Govardhan. The Shaikh was a Naq~bandi saint 
who had prophesied to Sa l 1m that he would succeed his father and asked 
pardon for one of his colleagues. After JahangTr's accession, he and 
his disciples were richly rewarded. Tuzuk~ I, R. & B., pp.30, 46, 72. 
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Shahjahan visiting an elderly shaikh in his humble dwelling in the 
countryside, with a fort faintly visible in the distance, possibly 
depicts one of the emperor's visits to Mulla Shah at Lahore. Another 
miniature shows Dara with the two sai nt/1 (pl.'l3A). Other contemporary 
portraits of the two sa ints together are in the Bodleian ms. Ouseley Add. 
167, Bharat Kala Bhavan, Banaras, Johnson Collection, India Office Library. 
By the 16th-17th century the influence of Sufistic .philosophy and 
principles had penetrated deeply into the fabric of Indian life. Dervishes 
were familiar figures around the cities and countryside and notices of 
various aspects of their life have been included by artists in their work. 
A miniature in Banaras, entitled the House of Shaikh Phul , 72 by 
Bishndas (pl.25), focusses upon the importance and influence of religious 
figures upon the social life of the urban population. The scene is the 
residence of the Muslim sa int in a neighbourhood of Agra. The thin semi-
nude figure of the sai nt, busy repairing the verandah of the house, quite 
oblivious of the interest generated in him by the onlookers, i s the central 
point of the composition . The other members of the household, devotees and 
di sciples, are shown astir with their morning duties. One of them stands 
respectfully behind the saint, waiting to be noticed, while a young boy in a 
loin-cloth holds out a basin of water to the shaikh for hi s morning ablutions. 
At one corner of the terrace, another disciple i s busy washing, while further 
back, another sits hunched up against the early morning chi ll. Just below 
the terrace, a group of shaikhs and muZZas in their long robes, carrying books, 
are brought to the saint's house by a well-dressed young man who points 
out the saint to them. In tile open road and side-a 11 ey by the house, other 
71 Sold at Sotheby's, Catalogue~ 26th March, 1973. 
72 ~a ikh Phul, whose real name was BahlUl , was the elder brother of Shailh 
Muhammad Ghaus ShattarT. He was involved in the conflicts between 
Humayun and Hindal. He wa s sent by Humayun to induce Hindal to give up 
hi s treacherous designs and to join in the effort s against Sher Shah. 
But Hindal, on t he advi ce of hi s rebellious troops, executed t he sa int 
to prove his di sassociati on from HumayUn in 1658. A. N., I, Bev., p.337-
38 ; Baaauni, M. T.~ Ranking, p. 459 . 
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onlookers have also gathered, along with the various functionaries 
serving an urban neighbourhood. These include the sweeper busy sweeping 
the road with his short straw broom, the milkman with his pot of milk 
balanced on his head, the saqqa or water-carrier with his water bag, the 
sweet- seller bearing his box of wares on his shoulder. Along the side 
alley two devotees are seen proceeding towards the house, bearing some 
offerings while a sma ll boy with a dish of refreshments greets the saint 
from a di stance, obvious ly having been sent by the group of women standing 
behind. To all this interest and activity, the semi-nude figure of the 
saint appears total ly oblivious. He, like his brother, lived a life of 
austerity and penances like an ascetic and was renowned and highly respected 
by their contemporaries. 73 Though this painting was executed about a 
century later, his saintliness was sti ll remembered and the importance of 
the presence of a mystic faqTr in the life of an urban neighbourhood 
is well epitomized here. 
Religious figur.es being favourite subjects in the 17th century, 
numerous paintings are extant of ghaikhs, dervishes, f aq[rs belonging to 
various sufistic orders and si Zsi Zahs (see pl~~~. They are portrayed 
either individually, or in groups in the midst of philosophic discussions, 
being visited by members of the nobility or royalty, in harmonious 
companionship with Hindu ascetics and mendicants or in the midst of 
religious ecstasy in a sama'gathering. The last was a significant part of 
the spiritual exercises practised by sufi mystics. The ecstatic trance or 
hal symbolised for them "the only means by which the soul can directly 
communicate and become united with God". 74 This was achieved by ?ufrs 
13 . Muntakhab> III, Haig, p.7. Rizvi, Muslim Revivalist Movements> etc. 
p. 64. 
74 Ni chol son, R.A . -The Mystics of Islam> London, 1963, p. 20 . 
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of certain orders, mainly the ~ishtiyyas> through mus i c, singing and 
d · 75 th h ' 7-~ t. 1 t. th f G d anc1ng, or roug ~LN· - con 1nuous y repea 1ng e names o o or 
a religious formula. Ghazalf explained the process thus - "The dancing 
is a reference to the circling of the spirit round the cycle of exist i ng 
things on account of receiving the effects of the unvei l ings and revelations; 
and this is the state of the agnostic . The whirling is a reference to the 
spirits standing with Allah in its inner nature (sirr ) and being (wUJLzd ); 
the circling of its look and thought and its penetrating the rank of 
existing things; and this is the state of the assured one . And his 
leaping up is a reference to his being drawn from the human station to the 
unitive stat ion". 76 
The artists of the 17th century recorded these musical gatherings 
of the ?ufis - the rapture and fervour of their religi ous dancing and 
music. Of the many illustrations of this subject, the one in t he Victoria 
and Albert Museum, earlier referred to, which also contains a frieze of 
Hindu saints, typically por trays such a scene (pl.V~N. In an open court-
yard before some European style buildings some elderl y, bea rded dervishes, 
clad in long, loose robes, whirl and dance with upraised arms in exaggerated 
poses, to music provided by several young disciples playing on t he daft and 
tambfira?7 Three other ?ufrs stand near them, singing and urg ing them on. 
75 
"The earlier form of seeking ecstasy was through mus ic and dance" . 
Tr immingham, J .S . , The Sufi Order in I s lam> Oxford , 1971 , p. 195. 
76 Bawariq- dZJiZm , Ed. & Trans. by Robson, J. - Two Tracts on Listening to 
Music> London , 1938, p.99-1 00. Cf. Hu j wiri, "When t he heart t hrobs and 
rapture grows intense and the agitation of ecstasy is mani fest ed and 
conventional forms are gone, this is not dancing, nor bodi ly i ndul gence, 
but a dissolution of the soul". Ka§.hf- zll-P~.ahjUb, quoted in Nicholson, 
op. cit.> p.65. 
77 See Appendix B~ on musical instruments. 
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One or two of the dancers are shown overcome by their exertions, 78 being 
attended by young boys. The ecstasy and rapture, through which a momentary 
glimpse of the ultimate reality was experienced, is almost alive in the 
faces of the dancing figures and seems to vibrate throughout the group. 
Others stand at a distance watching the performance. Other paintings of 
such sama'assemblies are in the British Museum ms. of Dlwan of Hafiz, ms. of 
Sa~f•s GuZistan in Walters Art Gallery, both dated c.l610, Bharat Kala 
Bhavan, Banaras (pl.l.'A), Bodleian Douce Or. b.3, State Museum Berlin (pl.2..'-~· 
That devotional music was an important item of mystical exercise, is 
suggested by the many scenes in which ~ufi divines are shmm being entertained 
to music by their disciples or devotees . A typical one in the Beatty 
collection shows an aged dervish seated beneath a tree in the habUwat 
posture, 1 istening to a young man playing on the tambfu>a (pl.1-7A). Others, 
in the British Museum, Victoria & Albert Museum, Musee Guimet, Bod leian, 
Douce Or. a.l. all portray the same air of deep spirituality and meditation 
achieved with the help of music. 
The close rapprochement between the Hindu and Muslim mystics which 
was symbolised by the overlapping of Bhakti and Vaishnavite philosophy 
and the Sufic beliefs and ideals had become deep-rooted in the soil, as a 
result of several centuries of assimilation on the social and cultural plane. 
This had created an atmosphere \>lhich gave birth to thinkers like KabTr, 
whose followers had no distinct identities as Muslims or Hindus, but rather, 
freely believed in the common principles of both . Thus, a separate group of 
mystics quite distinct from the scholarly~ulamas and shaikhs on the one 
hand and the ?ufi dervishes on the other, had emerged, whose religious 
78 The loss of sensation was often the result of this type of samac 
exercises as also the ?(-ikr. 11 0ften, though not_invari ably , fana7 is 
accompanied by loss of sensation. Sari a'l Saqati, a famous 9U.f[ of the 
3rd century A. H., expressed the opinion that if a man in this sta te 
were struck on the face with a sword, he would not fee l the blow 11 • 
Nicholson, op. ci t ., p.61. He goes on to relate the incident about the 
amputation of Abul Khayr J1 Aqta•s foot while he was praying and hence 
unconsc ious. 
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identities it is difficult to ascertain, but who were a distinct element 
in society. The representatives of this ambiguous group frequently appear 
in the paintings of suf{s and mystic/9 {pl.l7A). A popular composition was 
the central theme being a group of ?uflS or ~aikhs gathered in discussion, 
while various types of ascetics and faqrrs were introduced either in the 
main group itself or individually in the hashiya. These figures bear the 
appearance of wandering mendicants and minstrels, inspired by devotional 
theism, and not concerned with traditional, orthodox conventions. They are 
shown dressed variously in knee-length skirt, patched robes, or short 
trousers, and jama; turban, or cloth cap, and carry books, staff, a morchaZ 
(peacock's feather whisk), or a short broom. Some of them appear to be singing 
while playing musical instruments. Many of them sit in the habuwat posture, 
their knees tied by a piece of cloth. Their religious and sectarian 
identities seem vague from external appearances, since they were neither 
avowed Muslims or Hindus in the conventional sense, but their brotherhood 
of the ·same mystical beliefs, shines through. 
This close communion between Hindu and Muslim mysticism is beautifully 
brought out in bto miniatures in the Musee Guimet, one of which is reproduced 
in pl.1CfB.. It shows the humble shelter of a bare-bodied hermit beside a 
stream, where, along with his disciples, a Muslim faqlr is also seen seated. 
In the distance a group of people are seen fording the stream to visit the 
ascetic. Along the hashiya are featured representatives of faqrrs and 
ascetics, both Muslim and Hindu, grouped together in total harmony. Another 
miniature in the same collection also features faqTrs and ascetics in the 
hashiya of a painting of a group of ?uflS and ascetics in a hermitage. 
79 Beatty Library, ms. 7, Royal Albums, several folios, Musee Guimet, 
no . AA7170; also Bodleian, ms . Douce Or. a.l. 
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Other Religious Groups at Court 
The other religious communities also c~me into direct contact with 
the Mughal court through their leaders and representatives. They all 
constituted and contributed to the socio-cultural environment and their 
presence was frequent and familiar enough to be noted and commented on by 
artists. 
The religious debates in the 7had~tl{han~had started as early as 
1575. In his attempts to clarify confusion existing in his mind regarding 
religion and philosophy, Akbar had initially started religious debates _among 
the MuslimcUlama. But the bitter animosities among them80 thoroughly 
disillusioned him and gradually representatives of other sects and creeds 
were invited to the religious debates. 81 Their arguments on philosophic 
and intellectual problems convinced Akbar of the futility of clinging 
blindly to narrow sectarian beliefs and principles without any rational 
understanding of the basics, to the exclusion of all other systems and 
philosophies. 
The Christians at the Mughal court were an important group both from 
the political and sociological standpoint . The Jesuit missionaries from 
the Portugese colony of Goa were in constant contact with the royal family 
from the last quarter of the 16th century to the end of the 17th and this 
forms an interesting chapter in the social history of the period. The 
presence of the Fathers at court in close proximity and attendance on the 
80 
"The differences among the<::uzama of whom one would pronounce a thing 
as unlawful,and another, by some process of argument, would pronounce 
the very same thing lawful, became to His Majesty another cause of 
unbelief" . Muntakhab, LovJe, II, p.267 . 
81 Badauni says, "In a word crowds of learned men from all nations and sages 
of various religions and sects came to the court and was honoured with 
private conversations" . Muntakhab _, II, Lowe, p. 263. 
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emperor reflected their importance in the contemporary soci a 1 sc..e1l.e. 
The first contact of Ak.bar with Christianity had occurred during his 
campaign in Surat in 1573, when he received a deputation from the Portugese 
Viceroy at Goa . In 1577 the Christian commandant of Satgoon in Bengal 
arrived at court and impressed the emperor greatly by hi s conduct. Through 
him, another priest, Julian Pereira, was persuaded to come to court in 1578 
to explain Christian principles to him. But aware of his inability to 
satisfactorily answer subtle points of philosophy, Pereira suggested that 
the missionaries from the Jesuit College at Goa would be better equipped for 
the task. Thu s a royal request82 was sent to the Viceroy, Archbishop and 
the Fathers at Goa for some priests who could explain the Gospel to him. As 
a result of this, the first Jesuit Mission arrived at Fathpur early in 158o,83 
and thus began the cl ose association between the Mughals and the Jesuits 
which lasted mo re than a century. 
There are several paintings featuring the missionaries as an integral 
component of the durbar. 84 Of these, the most well-known is from t he Beatty 
Akbar-nama, depi cti ng members of the First Mis sion debating thecUlama before 
Akbar (pl.2 .. 7B). The inscription above states that one of the two figures is 
"Padre Rodolf, one of the Nazarene sages", i.e . Father Rudolf Aquaviva,85 
82 MacLagan, E. - The Jesui t s and the Great Mughals~ London, 1932, p.24, for 
translation of farman containing the request. 
83 
"Learned monks, also, from Europe, who are called Padre, and have an 
infallible head ca lled Papa who is able to change religious ordinances 
as he may deem admissible for the moment and to whose authority kings 
must submit, brouqht the Gospel and advanced proofs for the Trinity". 
Munta!{hab~ I I , L O\~S ) p. 267. 
84 Beatty, A.N.~ f. 263b; folio in Leningrad Album showing priest at 
court during accession celebrations in 1605; Jain Vijnaptipatra; 
Boston Museum; Victoria Memorial Ca l cutta .~1.s&B). 
85 He was the younger son of the Duke of Atri , and nephew of Claude Aquaviva, 
who l ater became the General of the Soc iety of Jesus . He possessed great 
sai ntliness and purity of character and was utterly dedicated to hi s 
chosen path. He took charge of the mi ssion when only 30 years of age. 
After hi s return to Go~, he was sent to Salsette, where he was murdered 
by a local mob. He was beatified after his death. (MacLagan, p.25). 
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leader of the Mission. The other figure must be either Father Monserrate 
or Francis Henriquez, the other two members of the Mission.g6 
In the folio, the two priests are shown on a small terrace along with 
other Muslim divines, before Akbar. This was obviously not theciDadat 
K_hana, but a private gathering of scholars and ecclesiastics before the 
emperor. The Fathers are shown dressed in the long, dark habits of their 
order and tall flat caps typical of Armenian priests. 87 Abu1 Fa~l describes 
the scene thus; "One night the assembly in the C"rbadat Khana was increasing 
in the light of truth. Padri Radif, one of the Nazarene sages who was 
singular for his understanding and ability, was making points in that 
feast of intelligence. Some of the untruthful bigots came forward in a 
blundering way to answer him". 88 The author himself can be seen· seated 
immediately right of Akbar and the two priests seated calmly on his right, 
grouped, so to speak, against the contending mullahs , who gesticulate 
strongly in support of their arguments. The two young boys may have been 
Danyal and Murad, the latter having already started taking lessons in the 
Portugese language and in Christian morals from Father Monserrate. 89 
The Jesuits continued to reside at court during the entire reign of 
Jahangfr. They had always received friendship and patronage from him even 
while he was prince, when as the Fathers claimed, he "had frequently made 
public profession of his attachment to the faith they preached". But as 
86 Antonio Monserrate was a Spaniard and arrived in India in 1574. During 
his stay at court he was closely associated with Akbar and Abrrl Fa?l. 
He was entrusted with the education of Murad. He accompanied Akbar on 
his march against Wirza Hakim. He stayed in the ~1ughal territories 
till 1582. He died in Salsette in 1600. Henriquez was a Persian by 
birth and a convert from Islam. He was the official interpreter to 
the Mission. Maclagan, p.l48-9. 
87 These resemble the Turkish fez. Maclagan compares it with the lambskin 
cap commonly worn in Persia. 
88 A. N.~ Beveridge, III, p.368. 
89 
"His Majesty . . . ordered Prince Murad to take a few lessons in Christianity 
under good auspi ces" . MuntaJ.0ab , II, Lo\>Je, p.267. Monserrate 1 s 
Commentar y has many references to the high intellectual abilities of 
thi s prince and the cordial relationship between teacher and pupil . 
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they soon found out, these were mere gestures, lacking sincerity and 
conviction. After JahangTr•s accession, the cordiality shown to them 
was strengthened and the Fathers enjoyed a better position at court. The 
fact that they were able to supply JahangTr with specimens of European art -
copies of religious paintings, engravings, etchings, etc. -endeared them 
to him even more. From their point of view, the emperor's keen interest 
in their activities was wel l worth exploiting and encouraging in any way. 
In return, they had 11 the somewhat monotonous honour of attending daily at 
the King•s audiences .. , 90 and thus became a part of court society. 
Jahangir was so deeply interested in the Fathers that they were very 
hopeful of converting the emperor. The informal religious discussions 
continued for some time in the presence of JahangTr at Agra91 . The emperor 
evinced keen interest in the Christian way of life, though ••he was in no 
real sense a seeker after the truth .. , as his father had been. Special 
allowances were granted to the pri~sts and permission was given for the 
building of churches and cemeteries. The sons of Danyal were allowed to 
be baptised92 amidst joyous public celebrations. But in spite of all this, 
11 the study of religious problems ~J.Jas with him (JahangTr) nothing more than 
a hobby... Since he lacked the deep spiritual instincts which had guided his 
father, religion meant less to him, and he died in the same faith he was 
born in, thoroughly thwarting the hopeful aspirations of the Fathers. 
In at least two paintings of Jahang~r·s audiences, a Jesuit priest 
figures among the courtiers. The first one, in Boston93 (pl.7) shows an 
audience chamber (Diwan-i-Kha~<! or 'Amm.). Among the courtiers standing below 
90 Payne, C.H., Jahangir and t he Jesuits~ Introduction, p.xviii. 
91 Payne, ibid~ pp .49, ff.62 . 
92 for motives which may have been political. Maclagan, p.72 ; also Roe, 
ed . Foster, p.277, Taverni er, I, p,270 : 
93 Coomaraswamy, Catalogue~ pl. xxiv. 
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the royal balcony is a clean-shaven thin figure dressed in the black cloak 
and cap of the Jesuits. The second one in the Victoria Memorial, Calcutta 
(pl •. b~, shows JahangTr distributing alms at a shrine. Among the officials 
crowding round, the same Jesuit priest is present. He was probably Father 
Corsi 94 who attended Jahangir 1 s court during the major part of his reign, 
accompanying him on al l his travels. The scene of the accession durbar of 
JahangTr· in the Leningrad .1\lbum also shows a Jesuit priest among the courtiers. 
In an early 17th century court scene, possibly of SalTm at Allahabad, in the 
Johnson collection, a Jesuit priest and a European holding a book are 
present along with other courtiers, in the open courtyard before the throne. 
The occasion seems to be the presentation of a book to the prince and the 
usual attendants of the Akbar period are shown, including the keepers of 
the royal c..heetahs. 
The position of the Jesuits worsened gradually under ~ahjahan and 
definitely deteriorated under Aurangzeb. The conflict with the Portugese 
in Bengal and the orthodoxy of Aurangzeb were greatly responsible for the 
changed situation. Though the Missions continued and the Fathers carried 
on their proselytising activities among the local populace, their personal 
association with the Mughal court began to decrease. 95 
Dara Shukoh 1 s prominent eclectic leanings prompted him to take an interest 
in Christian beliefs. Severa l of the Fathers were included in his house-
hold and he was on specia l terms with Father Busi, who 11 had original ly 
94 Though born in Florence, after his arrival in India, as a member of 
the Jesuit order, Father Corsi soon became a champion of the Portugese 
cause aga inst English interests, which were so ably handled by Thomas 
Rne. He was with Jahang1r up to 1624, when he became chaplain to 
Mirza ZJlqarnain. He died in 1635 and was buried at Agra. t~aclagan, 
p.76. 
95 11 The time had gone by when the Jesuits might exercise a right of access 
to the sovereign and they had to be content with a certain amount of 
patronage from persons near the throne 11 • Maclagan, p.ll3. 
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been sent to meet Dara 1 s known :·interest in scientific questions, and he 
became very intimate with the prince, receiving from him special tokens 
of respect and affection" 96 
During the last fifty years of the 17th century the Jesuits did not 
receive any encouragement from the monarch, and except for minor evangel-
·ising efforts here and there, they soon lost that privileged position and 
coul d no longer be co.unted a part of the Mughal court. Consequently they 
gradually cease to appear in the min1atures as a component of that society. 
The next group we must consider were the ParsTs . The extent of the 
Zoroastrian influence on Akbar and his adoption of some of the rituals and 
observances of that faith are more or less well-known. Though it is 
doubtful if Parsis ever constituted a sizeable element in the Mughal court, 
the fact that an important delegation from that sect was invited to court 
and treated with great respect, makes them a part of that select group of 
non-t~uslims ~1ho were at court in the last quarter of the 16th century. 
Akbar had ·met the Pars1 priest, Dastur Meherj1 Rana, as early as 1573, 
during his campaign in Surat, when he was first introduced to the 
principles of Zoroastrianism. Being impressed by the scholarship of the 
elderlymobed he invited the Dastur later on to come to court to part-
icipate in the . religious debates, then in progress. The Nausari priests 
led by Dastur Meherji arrived at Fathpur in 1577-78 and stayed ti l l 1579. 
Bada'uni states, "Fire-worshippers also came from Nausari in Gujerat, 
proclaimed the religion of Zardusht as the true one and declared reverence 
to fire to be superior to every other kind of worship. They also attracted 
the emperor's regard and taught him the peculiar terms, the ordinances, the 
rites and ceremonies of the Kianians". 97 The Dastur's explanation of 
96 Ibid , p.ll6. Busi was a Flemish who arrived in 1647 and stayed till 
his death at Delhi in 1667. 
97 M. T.~ II, Lowe, p.268, See also Modi, J.J. "TheParsTs at the Court of 
Akbar", originally publi shed J . R.A . S. (Bombay), 1903, vol. xxi, 
reprinted in Contribut ions on Akbar and the Parsrs~ Ed. B.P. 
Ambasthya, Patna, 1976 , p.6. 
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Zoroastrian philosophy made a deep impact upon Akbar, who adopted some of 
the Parsi rites - such as reverence for the fire and the sun, the rising 
of the court at the time of lighting the lamps. 98 Akbar was already 
influenced by the sun and fire worship of Hindus through the rituals 
practised in the haram by the Rajput princesses. The'"I shraqi" philosophy 
which also extolled the virtues and principles of light and darkness, as 
explained by Abrrl Fazl, also inclined him towards reverencing light. Thus 
it was as a further extension of these beliefs that Akbar adopted the ParsT 
rites. 
He is also said to have put on the sacred shirt and thread (the sudreh 
d .... ) 99 f th p ... . . th . . t f . . d . 1 an kust~ o e ars1s 1n e same sp1r1 o cur1os1ty an as a soc1a 
gesture as when he marked his forehead like a Hindu and tied the rakhi on 
his wrist, or hung the image of the Virgin Mary round his neck. 
A grant of 200 brghas of land was made to the Dastur as madad- i -mdash. 
This was later increased to 300 bighas when after his death it passed to his 
son, Dastur Kaiqubad, who also visited Akbar's court in 1591 or 1595. 100 
In one painting formerly in the Ardeshir Collection, sold at Sotheby's 
in 1973, 101 (pl.l&A) of an open air religious debate before Akbar, one of 
98 Rizvi, Religious and Intellectual History~ p.l30. 
99 Modi, ibid , p.80-82, 177. Also idem~ Religious Cer emonies and Customs 
of the Parsis~ 1937. Also Duchesne-Guillemin, Jacques, Symbols and 
Va lues in Zoroastrianism~ New York, 1966, pp.50-56, for the symbolic 
values of the kus t ?: and sudreh. 11 The shirt (sudreh ) should be white, 
a symbol of innocence, but above all, a symbol of religion~ 
100 This additional grant of 100 b[ghas was made to Dastur Kaiqabad in a 
f arman dated 1595. Modi, Parsis at the court of Akbar~ p.38. 
101 Catalogue~ 26th March, 1973. The same painting was reproduced in Father 
Heras, 11 Three Mughal Paintings on Akbar's Religious Discussions 11 , J . R. A . S .~ 
Bombay, N.$. vol . III, where they were sa id at the time to bel ong to the 
Bharata Itihasa Samsadhaka Mandala, Poona. This is the only pictorial 
evidence so far known of the Parsis at court. 
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the figures seated directly before the emperor and Sa11m on the raised dais, 
has been identified as Dastur Kaiqubad. 102 He is shown as an elderly 
bearded man in a long, white, wide-sleeved robe and a plain white turban 
on his head. Presence of four lights in the form of candles and torches 
during the daytime discussion, suggests ParsT influence. 10G 
There were other contacts of Akbar with Parsis during the remainder of 
his reign. He had invited Dastur Ardeshir, a ParsT scholar of Kirman in 
P . t h l . th ·1 t . f P . 1 . l Ofl I b ers1a, o e p 1n e comp1 a 1on o a ers1an ex1con. t may e 
·possible that it was Dastur Meherj1 who suggested to Akbar that he should 
send for a l earned ParsT from Persia to help in the work. 105 Dastur 
Ardesh1r arrived in India in 1593 and stayed till 1597. 106 Akbar must 
have taken advantage of his presence to further increase his knowledge of 
Zoroastrian philosophy. He was also in touch with DastUr A~ar Ka iwan, 
head of the Abadian sect of Iran. Though the latter respectfully excused 
himself from going to court, he sent the emperor a book containing his 
philosophy. 107 
102 Though in the text of the article, supra, by Father Heras, he is 
identified as Dastur Meherji Rana, the fact that Salim is shown as 
a young man, and not a child, which he was at the time of Meherj1's 
visit, led the author to correct his identification to that of 
Kaiqubad. At the time of the latter's visit Salim was more than 
20 years old. 
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"To light a candle is to commemorate the (rising of the) sun ". 
Akbar, %In, III, ~everidge, p. 393. 
104 It was started late in Akbar's reign but was completed under Jahangir 
and entitled Farhang- i - Jahangrrr. Its author was MTr Jamalud~in Inju. 
105 Modi, "Notes of Anquetil due Perron on King Akbar and DastUr MeherjT 
Rana", Contributions~ etc., op. ait. , ed . Ambasthya, p.9-10. According 
to the French traveller, Akbar wrote to Shah Abbas requesting him to 
send the DastiTr. 
106 Modi, Parsis at the Court ofAl<har~ Ambasthya, p.25. 
107 Commissariat, M.S. History of Gujarat~ II, p.227. Also Rizvi 
Religious and Intellectual History~ op.ait . p.l30 . 
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Another important religious group at the Mughal court whose presence 
and influence was widely felt, were the Jains, Their contact with the 
Mughal dynasty started early in Akbar's reign. The first Jain scholar so 
far known to have been honoured at court, was Padmasundara, It/hose work 
Akbarshahisringara Darpana was written under the direct patronage of Akbar. 108 
On Jain religious ceremonies, debates were held at court wh~n Jain scholars 
were present. On one such occasion, the winner, 5adhukirti, was conferred 
the title "Vadindra". 109 Jain scholars were present during the religious 
discussions in the 5oadat Khana during 1578-79. 110 
In 1582 Akbar invited to Fathpur, Hiravijaya Suri, the leader of the 
Tapagaohha sect, through the governor of Gujarat, ShihabJddin ADmad Khan. 
On arrival at court he had a discussion with AbUl Fa~l, who was greatly 
impressed by his learning. During his stay at court of more than two years, 
he gained a reputation for his saintliness, piety and wisdom, and was 
awarded the title of Jagat Guru, or World Preceptor. 111 AbJl Fa~l included 
him in the list of the first class of scholars 11who understood the mysteries 
of both worlds~ 112 When pressed to accept a gift, the Jain scholar 
requested and obtained certain concessions for his community such as 
prohibition of animal slaughter during the Jain festivals, setting caged '·birds 
and prisoners free, and serious implementation of the orders abolishing the 
Jizya' and the pilgrim tax in Gujarat and Kathiawar. After the saint's death 
108 The scholar was awarded gifts by the emperor on his success at literary 
debates. Krishnamurti, R., 11 Jains at the Court of Akbar," Jour. of 
Indian His tory> val. 23, 1944, pp.l37-143. Akbar referred to him as 
"his dear friend", when mentioning him to Hiravijaya Suri and offered the 
latter his scriptures, which he had preserved. Hlra-Saubhagya Kavya , 
Ch.l4, verses 91-94, quoted in Desai, M.D. "Jaina Priests at the Court 
of Akbar", Jour. Guj. Res . Soo., 1942, V,4, p.l3. 
1 09 Ibid' p. 1 5. 
110 A. N.> Beveridge, III, p.265. 
111 Mitra, K., "Jain Influence at the Mughal Court", Proo. Indian Hist . 
Congress> Calcutta, 1939, p. 1062. 
112 He spelt the name as HarTj1 Sur. Ain> I, Blochmann, p.608. 
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a piece of land was granted to the Jains for the erection of a stupa in 
his memory. 
Hiravijaya returned to Gujarat in 1586 and was replaced at court by 
Shantichandra, who wrote. a panegyric on Akbar entitled Krpara~a Kosa. 113 . 
He was succeeded by Bhanuchandra, who, along with his pupil Siddhic~~ndra, 
remained at court till Akbar•s death and had considerable influence upon him. 
They obtained rights to build temples in various cities. ·According to Jain 
sources, Bhanuchandra is said to have instructed Abul Fazl in philosophical 
studies and composed a set of a thousand names of the sun and recited them 
to Akbar. It is further claimed that he and his pupil had some role in the 
education of the emperor•s sons and grandsons. 114 Ab~ Fazl included his 
. 
name and that of his pupil Vijaya Sen Sari ·among the fifth class of scholars 
11 Who understood sciences based on testimony (manquZ )11 • 115 His other pupil, 
Siddhichandra, was also highly respected by Akbar, and according to his 
prose works , was given the title Khu~-fahm by Akbar. Bhanuch~ndra himself 
was awarded the title Upadhyaya by HTravijaya at the instance of Akbar. 
In 1591 another renowned Jain teacher, Jinachandra Suri of the 
Kharatara Gaaaha sect, was invited to court, at Lahore. He and his associates 
accompanied Akbar to Kashmir, where, at their instance, fishing was prohibited 
at all the lakes . The title Yugapradhana was conferred on Jinachandra. 116 
Under JahangTr the association with the Jain priests continued. 
Jinachandra and Bhanuchandra both influenced him in some ways. The former 
was instrumental in prevailing upon him to withdraw an order exiling all 
113 Krishnamurty, op.ait., p. 139. He al so obtained concessions from Akbar. 
114 Bhanuahandraaharita~ quoted in Krishnamurty, op.ait . 
11 5 Ain, I, Blochmann, p. 611, 
116 Other Jain priests whose names are associated with Akbar were 
Jinas i~h a , Harasara and Jayasoma. Krishnamurty, op. cit . 
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k ( ) ft . . d t . l . ...117 ( k) Jain mon s sewras a er an 1nc1 en 1nvo v1ng a Darsan~ or mon 
whose misconduct had annoyed JahangTr greatly. The Jain community at Agra 
prevailed upon Jinar.handra to intercede at court on their behalf. As a 
lt J i t d f d Of movement . ll8 J' h d 1 '1 resu a ns were gran e ree om 1naf an ra s pup1 
Jinasi~ha, and another Jain saint named Vijayadeva sari, were also highly 
respected by Jahangfr and according to Jain sources, both were awarded 
honorific titles. 119 
Several other Jain leaders of repute visited JahangTr's court, such as 
Vivekharsha, Jayanand, Parmanand, who were granted several farmans awarding 
them concessions. These included freedom of wo~ship without molestation, 
grants of land for construction of temples and memorials, prohibition of 
animal slaughter during Jain holidays, etc. 120 JahangTr also invited Jain 
scholars while he was at Mandu (1617) to debate on the points of differences 
which had arisen among themselves and tried to reconcile the two rival 
121 groups. There is only one mention of the Jains in the Tuzuk and that, too, 
in a bitter strain, concerning the death of Mansingh Sewra, which is 
described differently in the Jain sources. After 1618 there is no further 
evidence either in the Tuzuk or in Jain literature of any further contact 
beb1een Jah'dngTr and the Ja ins. 
~ahjahan's contact with the Jains seems to have been confined to 
~antidas JawaharT, 122 . the jewel-magnate and banker of Ahmeda.bad, who was 
117 The word here probably means a follower of the faith and not a member 
of the Darsaniya sect who, from the time of Akbar, vowed to have a glimpse 
(i.e. darshan ) of the king daily before taking their mea ls. 
11 8 Mitra, K., "Jahang1r's relations \'lith the Jains", Indian Historical 
Quarterly~ Vol. 21, 1945, pp.44-48. The incident is mentioned in the 
Bhanu~handra~harita and other contemporary Jain literature . 
119 Mitra, ibid. Vijayadeva was conferred the Viruddha ( or title ) of 
Mahatapa. See also Commissariat, op.cit., pp .262, 264. 
12° Commissariat, p. 264-65 . The author has given a de t ailed account of 
farmans issued by JahangTr to various Jain leaders over the course of 
13 years till 1618. 
121 Tuzuk , I, R. & B., pp.437-38. 
122 Details about the life and career of Shantidas are to be found in a 
Sanskrit poetical work ~intamani prasasti~ composed in 1640 by one 
(c..e'rltd.) 
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a highly influential and powerful courtier, This wealthy merchant was an 
important factor in the Jain community, He had been awarded the title of 
Nagarseth of Ahmedabad due to his charitable and munificent activities. He 
also had close connections with the imperial court as court jeweller during 
the reigns of JahangTr and Shahjahan. During the war of. succession, a sum 
of five and a half lakh rupees was given by Manikchand,. son of Sha:ntidas, 
as loan to t~urad Baksh. This amount was later ordered to be repayed out of 
the revenues of certain parganahs , through a farman issued by Murad, which 
l t f . d b A -b ft h. . 123 H ff. . ll was a er con 1rme y urangze a er 1s access1on. e was o 1c1a y 
regarded as the head of. the Jain community and as such was granted several 
farmans confirming concessions to the community and their rights of custody 
124• 
over their temples and other places of worship. · After Aurangzeb emerged 
as the successful contender, he took care to appease the powerful Jain 
financier by confirming to him the concessions and grants previdusly awarded 
as well as recognising him as the "cream of the nobles" who had attended him 
at court; through him he conveyed to the Jains (i.e . Gujarat community) his 
desires for peace and justice. But besides these political overtures to the 
Jains, Aurangzeb did not show any particular consideration to them as a social 
group . 
As regards pictorial representation of Jains, an important painting in 
the form of an illustrated Vijnapitipatra is extant (pl.'l'IA), dated 1610 , 
depicting the presentation of Jahangfr's farman enforcing ahiTsa during the 
holy days of the Paryush~a festival. A Vijnaptipatra was an annua l letter 
Vidya-saubh<agya. It is a eulogy of the temple of Chintamani-Parswanath 
erected at Ahmedabad by Shantidas and his brother. 
123 Ali Muhammad Khan., Mitat-i-Alynad{, Tr. M.F. · Lokhandvala, Baroda, 
1965, p.210-213. 
124 Commissariat, op. cit . pp. 144-46, for list of f armans and their contents. 
Also idem, Studies in the History of Gujarat~ Bombay, 1935, pp. 64-75, and 
MughaZ Imperial Farmans in Gujarat, 1935, pp.53-76 for a fuller account of 
Shantidas and his connections with the Mughal co urt, 
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of solicitation sent by the Jain sanghs during this festival to their 
chief aaharya "conveying to him their greetings, asking for the forgive-
ness of their sins, recounting any meritorious deeds performed by them 
during the year that had ended and inviting the guru to spend the ahat urmas 
or monsoon with them''. 125 It was generally a pictorial document in the 
form of a long scroll, profusely illustrated with scenes related to the 
town of issue or subject matter. 
This particular letter was addressed to Vijayasena Suri, the head of 
the Tapagaaaha in Saurashtra. 126 It was se·nt by the Jain congregation at 
Agra and conveyed, besides the usual greetings, the information that the 
royal orders regarding prohibition of animal slaughter was observed for 
twelve days in the environs of Delhi, Mewat, Ranthambar, etc . , which was a 
unique honour for the community. It· went on to state that two further 
farmans were issued during the durbar at the request of Vivekharsha and 
Udayharsha. Ustad Salivahana is mentioned as the royal painter who 
illustrated the document. This valuable record of Jain priests and nuns 
gives important information regarding this sect. 
The illustration is in the form of a large scroll consisting of three 
sections. The first section shows the actual durbar which, according to the 
text of the letter, the artist painted as he actually witnessed it. This 
indicates that court artists attended durbars to record events just as news-
writers did. The last section may not have been personally witnessed by the 
125 Commi ssariat, History of Gujarat, op. cit., p.258. This practice of 
sending annual letters was pecular to the Jain Swetambara community 
belonging to the Tapagaaeha sect whose aahar yas were connected mos t ly 
with Gujarat and Kathiawar. 
126 Reproduced Mehta, N.C., Studies in Indian Painting> Bombay, 1926; 
Commissariat, ibid , Pramod Chandra, "Ustad Salivahana and the Development 
of Popular Mughal Art", La"lit KaZa., Oct. 1960. 
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artist but it may safely be assumed that he based his portraits on actual 
Jain monks and nuns living at the time ~n Agra. The Jarman which was 
originally granted by Akbar) was presented to JahangTr for confirmation by 
Raja Ramdas Kachwc9ha, a high-ranking Rajput noble, and the Jain monk 
Vivekharsha. The latter, dressed in the white garments of the Swetambara 
sect, stands below the throne, hands raised in solicitation. Other courtiers, 
Muslim and Hindu, stand about in the enclosed courtyard and beyond . One 
figure standing beyortd the railing appears to be~ Jesuit priest dressed in 
black cloak over a long robe and typical Jesuit cap. Pramod Chandra127 has 
identified him as Father Corsi whose other portr~its resemble this one. 
This illustration thus shows the simultaneous presence at court of represent-
atives of the two religious communities who had such a deep impact upon the 
Mughal rulers. The other European figure behind him could be William 
Hawkins, who was at court at this time, posing as the English ambassador and 
claiming to have access to the inner enclosure. 
The second section shows the proclamation of the farman in the public 
bazaar in the presence of the two Jain sadhus. Between the conventiona lised 
rows of shops, l abelled bajar, the two Jain monks are shown, one of them 
carrying the Jarman , followed by laymen. Lower down, the town crier is seen 
announcing the contents of the Jarman. 
The last section in three panels shows the delivery of the Jarman to 
. (?\.,')..q~). 
Vijaya Suri at Saurashtra~ The uppermost panel shows the acharya seated on 
a small stool . within the precincts of a pavilion, listening to the Jarman 
c.pl...3oA) 
read out by Vivekharsha,Awhile another monk and a soldier (a~di ) 128 with the 
127 Article, supra. Father Xavier was also at court at the time, but he 
was a much older man than shown in the i llustration. The other Jesuit, 
Father Pinheiro, was mostly at Gujarat after JahangTr's accession. 
128 Ahadis were individually recruited for service directly under the 
emperor, to whom alone they were responsible and thus did not have 
to furnish any contingent. Ain, I, Blochmann, p.20. 
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case for the farman on his head, wait behind. The monks are dressed in 
white pieces of unsewn cloth wrapped round their bodies and are shaven-
headed. The second monk holds some bundles and a couple of walking sticks. 
~~ In the next panel~a group pf laymen dressed in long jamds sit around 
listening to two monks explaining or preaching . One of the laymen also 
seems to be reciting from a sheet in his hand. The next panel shows three 
nuns129 seated facing three lay-sisters standing in front, a plate of 
offerings between them and the sign of the swastika - an auspicious Jain 
symbol - on the ground. The latter are dressed in typical Rajput costume 
and jewellery. One of them appears to be scattering rice. The nuns are 
covered from head to foot in white garments and are elderly. 
The last panel shows a young man dancing to the accompaniment of 
e. 
music played by four men and three women. This is mea~t to signify the j oy 
within the community at the granting of the farman. 
This document is a very valuable contemporary record of Jain 
ecclesiastics and bears a special significance -in reflecting t he close 
association betwen the Jains and the Mughals. There is a portrait of a 
Jain sage in Banaras dated 1595, by Madho, an Akhari ar t ist (pl2~B). He 
wears a knee-length white dho~i and a large white shawl draped round his 
bare body, his head shaven, holding a small pot in one hand and a notebook 
in the other, a short straw broom under his arm and carrying a long staff. 
The ear lobes are prolonged as a result of physical penance to prove his 
renunciation of worldly luxuries. An almost exact copy of this was sold at 
Sotheby's in 1967. 130 
129 Women were admitted into the Jain ecclesiastical order ma inly among the 
SWetambara sects. Some Swetambara t exts even contain instructions for 
nuns . Buhler, J.G., The Indian Sect of the Jains . Tr. Burgess, 
Calcutta, 1963, p. 3. Nuns were a~ong the four tTrthas or orders of 
the Jain community besides the munis or monks, and sravaka and sravrka , 
l aymen and laywomen. Stevenson, Sinclair, The Heart of Jainism~ O.U.P., 
1915 , p. 66 . . 
130 Catalogue~ 6th Dec. 1967. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
LOWER SECTIONS OF URBAN SOCIETY 
Labourers - Classes, Gradation, Organisation 
The subject of building activity occurs frequently among the 
paintings of the period, and these offer valuable information about the 
building industry - about stages and processes of construction and 
classification and organisation of labourers. 
There was a distinct specialisation of certain professional skills 
which were utilised in the various stages of construction. We may clearly 
understand these stages if we examine one or two well-known miniatures on 
the subject, such as Akbar inspecting the buildings of Fathpur-Sikri 1 
(pl.3\N. This particular painting clearly shows the types of specialised 
professions required in the building industry. A modestly dressed man 
standing knee-deep in mortar, which has been mixed with a shovel, loads 
it on to the basin of an ordinary labourer, who along with the others, 
carries it up a plank to the mason or sang-tarash. . Other labourers carry 
up the cut and dressed stone blocks in shallow basins on their heads. A 
woman is engaged in mak ing stone chips, 2 with a mallet, while another sifts 
sand or gravel in a circular sieve; nearby another labourer prepares to use 
a square sieve attached to two long poles for larger amounts. This obviously 
needed two men on either side. In the foregound stone masons are busy 
chiselling and engraving large blocks of stone. The leading mason 
1 From the A. N. ms., Vic. & Alb. Mus . , 1896-86/117. Fathpur-Sikr i or 
Fathabad later changed to Fathpur (A. N., II, Beveridge, p. 531), \'las 
started in 1571 to mark the birth of the longed-for heir-apparent, 
SalTm, and also to honour the saint,Sha.ikh Sali'in ChTshtT, whose blessings 
had resulted in the attainment -of the cherished desire. 
2 Such workers were known as SurkhT-kob . Afn, I, Blochmann, p. 235-36. 
It ·is interesting to note that even today the term surkhr still denotes 
the powder produced from ground bricks and often used in the construction 
of buildings and roads. 
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sits on the half-completed wa ll , building it up with the bricks and 
mortar being carried up to him , In the background~ the emperor Akbar, 
shaded by the sayaban - the heart-shaped standard used as a sunshade -
inspects the work of a stone-mason or chiseller working on the stone 
steps of a completed building, while- the supervising architect or e~gineer 
explains the progress of the work to him, a group of officials and 
courtiers looking on at the busy scene before them. Bullocks carrying 
raw material enter the scene in the background. 3 
It is important to note here that the stones for the imperial 
buildings were quarried and cut in measured blocks away from the construct-
ion sites, where they were brought for final finishing and dressing before 
being fitted in place. The reasons for this prefabrication are explained 
thus by Monserrate - "In order to prevent himself being deafened by the 
noise of the tools with which stones are shaped and beams and other 
timbers are cut, he had everything cleverly fashioned elsewhere in 
accordance with the exact plan of the build ing and then brought to the 
spot and there fitted and fa~tened together". 4 Thus the building could 
progress without causing too much disturbance to the court. This painting 
shows that such deafening activity was not permitted while the monarch 
was visiting the site. 
In. another painting from an unidentified manuscript in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, dated c.l600, showing the construction of a fort br 
palace, a special type ·of saw is seen being used to splice large planks of 
wood. It required three men to use it, one standing above and two pulling 
it from below. These carpenters were known as arra-kash. Small axes or 
3 Boats and bul lock-carts were the usual conveyances for transporting 
construction materials. Vic .. & Alb. Mus. IM2B-52. 
4 Commentary~ pp. 200-201. 
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hatchets were used to chop smaller blocks. A special water-carrier -
abkash - was present on the site to supply water for mortar and other 
-
building stages. Wooden scaffolding was used to support workers and their 
materi.als. 5 The names of various types of professional workers are given 
_,_ no. 87. 6 in Ain, I, 
Thus, the various stages in the building process consisted of 
making and firing bricks in a kiln, 7.mixing the mortar, shifting sand and 
gravel, cementing the bricks and blocks of cut stones, wetting the freshly 
erected structures. Carpentry, masonry tile and latticework, engraving and 
polishing were also closely connected with the construction industry: 
In an earlier painting showing the building of a wall against Gog 
8 
and Magog, we get some information about the process of melting and shaping 
iron ore. Small blocks or lumps of iron ore were placed in the fire which 
was lit in a sort of low covered kiln with a small opening in front and 
holes at the sides and top for air. The hot metal pieces were then taken 
out by tongs and beaten into the required shape and size on a block. 
Brass also seems to have been melted in the same manner, leaving it in the 
fire longer and pouring it out before it could solidify. A large shallow pan 
in front of the kiln may have contained water in which the hot metal pieces 
were cooled. 
5 Vic. & Alb. Mus. IM2B-51. Also !595-1965, Other paintings of 
construction sites include a folio in Beatty A . N. ~ a loose folio in Banaras 
showing construction of Fathpur, another from the Teheran ms. of Jam~~ut­
T01Jii:r[kJJ (pl.3l~), a loose folio in Lahore Museum, building a stone 
elephant for a fort gate . (pl ;32A). 
6 Blochmann, p. 235. 
7 Ain~ op. cit.~ mentions three kinds of bricks - burnt, half-burnt and 
unburnt. All were used for building purposes. 
8 From Br. Mus. ms. Add. 5600- a ms. of the Shah.-'t'l~"t'f'.,.a., '>' early 17th 
century. Gog and Magog (YaJUJ wa MajUj) were two peoples who belong to the 
outstanding figures of Biblical and Mus lim eschatology. Both Biblical and 
Arab sources connect these peopl es with the north-east of the ancient world 
who will burst forth in the Las t Days devastating the world till they are 
themselves destroyed in the Land of Israel. There is allusion to them in 
(contd.) 
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Besides the specialised workers connected with buildings, there 
were ordinary unskilled labourers who carried loads, ran errands and 
generally helped out . There were different labourers for such works as 
digging wells, cleaning tanks, 9 cutting glass and bamboo, for thatching, etc. 
The labour force also inc luded women and children who usually belonged to 
the low-caste tribes of Rajputana. 10 
There seems to have been a system of gradation i n the organisation 
of the ·labourers. The masons and bricklayers always appear better dressed 
in jam~ ixar and shoes; the carpenters and tile-makers seem to have been 
in the middle of the hierarchy; and the unskilled labourers being the 
lowest grade, almost invariably appear barebodied, with only a short dhoti 
or loin-cloth or short trouser,s (pl.31B). But it is to be noted that even 
the most menial workers wore some sort of headgear. Appearing bareheaded 
in public even while doing hard physical work was obviously one of the 
social taboos. Above these specialised workers were placed overseers or 
superintendents who were in charge of th.eir particular field of work and 
group of workers. Finally, above all was the architect or engineer who 
belonged to the official class and .often held a man~ab. 11 Abu1 Fa~l 
mentions that the superintendents and treasurers of each department 
the Q~an in Suras XXI and XVIII. In the latter is explained how 
Alexander, on being approached by the peoples living between two 
mountains who feared the devastation of Gog and Magog, agreed to build a 
wall between them and the latter. H.A.R. Gibb and J.H. Kramer, Shorter 
Encyclopaedia of Islam~ Lei den, 1961 . On iron smel t ing see another 
painting from same ms . , f. 280b, reproduced in Goetz, Bilderatlas , etc., 
op.cit., pl. 33, no. 88 (pl..32~. 
9 Known as chah- kan and Ghota-khur respectively. 1ln~ I, Blochmann, p. 235. 
10 Vic. & Alb. Mus. IS2-1896, 95-1965, IM2B-51; Teheran ms. Jam~~ut-Tawar[&b~ 
pub. J. Marek, pl. 29 (pl3tB), Beatty ms. A . N.~ fol. 153b (Arnol d, pl.24). 
11 As for example, Qasim Khan, Mir Barr wa Ba~r - the superintendent of the 
fort of Agra (A.N.~ Beveridge, II, p.373); Khwaja Jahan, Dost MuQammed 
of Kabul, father-in-law of JahangTr and superintendent of his bu ildings 
(Thomas Roe, Embassy , Ed. Foster, 1926, p.403); Fazil Khan, DTwan-r-
Buyutat in Jahang1r's reign, was an AmTr of the rank of 1000; Itibar Khan, 
who supervised the building of a Shir ijajj[ wall around the fort of Agra 
in 1659; Ihtimam ~ctn, da-ro~a of buildings during Aurangzeb's time. 
(Ma~s~r-i-~lamgrri~ J. Sarker, p.l5). Ali, Athar- Mughal Nobility 
under Aurangzeb~ p. 211. 
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belonged to the corps of A~d~ and therefore were directly responsible 
to the emperor. These latter always appear on the scene rather well -
dressed in shalwar~ takauchiye£., qabci; far{[~ dupatta~ shoes, etc. 
There were gradations of workers not only according to the status of 
their professional skills, but· also according to their workmanship. Abul 
Fazl mentions the different rates of wages of the first, second and third 
class of each type of workers . 12 This evidence further strengthens the 
argument that there was a distinct stratification of the labour classes. 
Domestic Staff, Minor Officials and other Professionals employed 
at Court .. 
The menial staff employed in the royal and aristocratic households 
were also an important section of Mughal urban society. Their financial 
situation and position depended on the households they were attached to. 
For appointment in the royal household those who were house-born (~anazad), 
and whose forefathers were already in imperial service, were usually given 
preference. But this did not exclude the appointment of others with 
experience or skil l who were introduced through patrons. 
There are interesting portraits of various types of domestic staff 
13 
and professional tradesmen - such as washermen, gardeners, ordinary 
servants, water-carriers ( bhisht~), cooks etc. There are portraits of 
cooks making kababs (skewered meat) over an open fire in border of 
c;:-painting of Shcth Abbas I and Khan Alam, by Bi shn Das in Boston Museum, 
Coomaraswamy 1 s Catalogue , Pt. VI, pl. XXXV ; and in the Jahanglr Album, 
Berlin, fol. 24a; also Br. Mus. ms . Babar-nama~ ff. 252b, 253a, 257a. It 
is interesting to note how the cooks had to cover their mouths lest their 
breath defiled the royal dishes (pl33A). 
12 -r. Ain, I, Blochmann, p. 235-36. 
13 Coomaraswamy, Catalogue~ pl. XXVI . 
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The A~n mentions the various stages of cooking and . serving . 
Master of the kitchen was the Mir BakaWaZ . Separate clerks and 
accountants were appointed for this department . During cooking and serving, 
the cook and his assistants covered their mouths and rolled up their sleeves 
and trousers . After each dish was cooked, it was tasted by the superint-
endents and then served in gold and silver dishes, covered in red cloths 
and sealed in the presence of the BakawaZ. A list of the contents and the 
dishes was also sent in to the inner apartments, where it was checked by 
the servants attending directly on the emperor . The procession of the 
servants carrying the dishes was accompanied by mace bearers1; 
There are good descriptive illustrations of gardeners at work in 
some of the Babar-nama folios. Here an interesting point to be noted is 
i..11.. 1:1'"\.d.:~<l.. , 
that these gardeners, even when shown working ~ appear to be Persian or 
Central Asian, wearing trousers and jama~ whereas the Indian gardener would 
most likely appear in loin cloth or dhoti . Also the implements used include 
both the long-handled triangular Persian spade as well as the short-handled 
square Indian spades 15 (plS7B). 
It is significant that the presence of the bhi~ti on formal 
occasions such as the coronation of Akbar and the weighi ng ceremony of 
Akbar (BeattY., A. N.pk1A}3 A) and at the eel ebl~ations of the 
14 A?n;c Blochmann, p.60-61 . Jam~~ut-Tawar~kh ms., Teheran, Marek, op.cit., 
pl. I ; Goetz, BiZderatZas~ etc . , pl. V, no. 13. It seems that maids 
also prepared food inside the haram on some occasi ons, as seen in one 
painting in Goetz, BiZderatZas~ etc., pl. 4, no . ll, t hough t he sources 
do not mention anything about this. See Monserrate, Commentary; p. l99, 
for procedure of serving dishes from the kitchen to the royal table. 
15 Br . Mus . ms . B . N . ~ ff.l 80b, 173b; also see page from Moscow ms. B.N., 
reproduced Gascoigne, The Great Mughals ~ p.39 . For compar ison of these 
spades we may recall the illustration of gardeners f rom the Br. Mu s. 
Kbamsa of Ni?ami, published Binyon, The Poems of Ni~ami~ London, pls. 
5 & 6; also no. J .26-l in the Johnson Album, of a youth digging (Cat . 
of Persian Paintings in the India Offi ce Libr ary , B.YJ. Robinson , 
London, 1976, p. 71) . 
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festival of Ab-pa§_h7 at the court of Jahangllr (Rampur Library, plJtA) 
seems to indicate that there was some symbolic significance attached to 
this post or occupation in the reigns of these emperors. This had some 
connections with the Indian notion of water being pure and auspicious and 
thus the presence of water and the water carrier added a note of sanctity 
to the occasions. Here we may refer to Roe's account (Foster, pp. 284-
286) for a description of a royal -procession of Jahangir's wives and sons 
near Ajmer, 1616, during which the bhishtis kept sprinkling water on the 
way between carriages and horses and elephants to settle the dust. In the 
case of JahangTr's celebrations of Ab-pashi , since the very nature and origin 
of the occasion was connected with water, the presence of the bhisht1 may 
have been required only symbolically. 
An interesting painting of a group of servants in the Beatty 
collection and another in the Wantage Bequest, Victoria and Albert ' · 
Museum (pl.33~ gives a deep insight into the life of these minor servants. 
They, too, had their own amusements and recreations - in these instances 
music and gathering round to chat or listen to someone perform were easy 
ways to while away the time. That various types of the lower social 
orders - water-carrier , parrot-keeper, archer, minstrel, even. a faqir -
could sit amicably together speaks favourably of the cordial relationship 
existing among t~is class. These two paintings also bring out the clear 
divisions among this order - the minstrels showing a better appearance than 
the scantily-clad servants or the rudely dressed water-carrier, parrot-
keeper and archer. Those who worked in the field, such as gardeners, or who 
undertook physical work in the course of their duties, such as cooks, 
washermen, water-carriers and menial servants, were definitely far inferior 
in rank and status to those whose main work consisted of personal service 
and attendance upon various members of the household. The latter were 
chosen from better backgrounds, entrusted with responsibilities often 
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connected with matters of confidence, and enjoyed better privileges 
and position than the former. They also appear better dressed, carrying 
some sort of arms, ·such as daggers and swords . (while the former dress 
like the lowest class of labourers) . They are also invariably part' of the 
formal court scenes, as~ well as all others depicting ~ctivities of the 
monarch and courtiers. Among these may be included the fly-whisk 
(chaurl) bearer, the armour and standard bearers16 (p1.34A~)the gate-
keepers, guards, 17 those carrying presents and serving refreshments, etc. 
The fly-whisk was usually made of feathers of yaks' tails or peacocks. 
Sometimes only a piece of cloth sufficed. 18 The fact that only the very 
rich and powerful could afford to employ a separate attendant for this 
purpose must have contributed to the association of the 9amara (the Hindi 
word chauri being a derivative of the Sanskrit original) with royal ty or 
divinity. Some of the European travellers have described the chauri as 
a fly'-whisk as well as an insignia of grandeur. 19 
16 See portrait of Akbar (call. of M. Cartier, Paris}, P. Brown, op.cit., 
pl. XXVI; also Beatty ms.7, several folios, Heeramaneck Coll., Los 
Angeles County Mus. Border contains portrait of court attendants -
sword-bearers, shield-bearers, all dressed forma lly. 
17 The khidmatiyyas~ Ain~ I, Blochmann, p. 261-62. 
18 Beatty ms . A.N.~ f.263v, l76v; Windsor Castle ms . Shahjahan-nama~ 
fol. 50v; Br . Mus. B.N., ff.35b, 44a, 163a. This instrument seems to 
have had, besides its practi cal uses , a symbolica l significance of 
soverei gnty, dating back to ancient t radition, as even in ancient , 
Indian art and literature we find mention of this in connection with 
royalty or divinity, viz. Maha"hharata~ Bk. II, Ch. XII and Katha Sarit 
Sagara~ LI X, Ch.42 - reference to 9amara, the Sanskrit word for yak ' s 
tail pl umes; Indian Sculpture~ text by M.M. Doneck, Londo n, 1963, pl.92-
Bas-relief fr om Goli -man carrying fly-whisk, Amaravat1 School, last 
period, 3rd-4th cen. A.D.; pl . 32, king surrounded by ~ttendants 
includ ing umbrella and fly-whisk bearers; Masterpieces of Indian Sculpture~ 
Rustam J. Mehta, Bombay, 1968, pl . 33- 9amaradharinr - from Ako la, 
c. 7th cen. A.D.; the well-known sculpture from Didarganj, Patna, of the 
yakshi with the fly-whisk, middle of the 2nd cen. B.C . 
19 DeUa vane Travels~ Hak. Soc., II, p.280; Manrique, II, p. 165. 
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Even the hunting officials were part of this slightly better pr iv-
ileged contingent. The hunting offi cia ls were all under t he M[r £aikar -
M f H t · 20 Th . d t . th h t ff. . l aster o un 1ng. ere was aga1n a gra a 1on among e un o 1c1a s 
according to positions of responsibility and rank. Hunting scenes were 
popular subjects for the artists and there are almost continuous records of 
this favourite pastime of all the emperors in the paintings21 (plS.35;3t..A) 
These scenes give us a clear picture of all the varied formalities and para-
phernalia of a royal hunt. The sight of the officials, arms bearers, 
beaters, 22 preceding the royal contingent travelling on horseback or 
elephants must have been an impressive one . The hunt officials included 
the superintendent of the hunting department - the Mlr· Shikar - the 
officials in charge of the hunting equipment, those in charge of the 
animals. 23 These l~tter posts, though minor, were important as the 
officials were responsible for the welfare, training and performance of 
these animals, for which they were rewarded or fined accordingl Y, . In this, 
as in other departments, the highest officer was usuall y a hi gh-ranking 
20 See iin~ I, Blochmann, p.292ff. Pari Beg was Mir Shikar of JahangTr . 
He accompanied KhancAlam on his embassy to Persia ( Tuzuk~ R. & B., II, 
p. 107). 
21 Br. Mus. B.N.~ ff .283b, 284a, 305b, 347b; Vic. & Alb. Mus. A.N. no. 21, 
IM2B-84, 1896, IS24/ll7 ; Br . Mus. Add. 22, 363; Beatty Ms. A.N. f . l55b , 
ms. 11, nos . 27 & 28; Art Gallery, N.S .W., EPI, 1968; Indian Museum; 
Wind. Castle Sh~hjahan-nama, nos. 28, 43. 
22 Called Qarawals ~ iin~ I, Blochmann, p. 292, 300. 
23 See A~n, I, Blochmann, p. 292-308, op.ait. ~ for detailed information 
about methods of hunting, ani mals used, officials and their wages. 
The animals used included cheetahs, elephants, greyhounds, deer , 
falcons etc. The keepers of the cheetahs were ca lled dariya . There 
is a portrait of a horse-keeper ( s~{s ) in the Boston Mus., no. 17, 
1352 (Coomaraswamy, Catalogue ~ pl. CXIX) and also in the Jahang1r Album, 
Berlin (pl.3~B). There are two other portraits of a keeper leading a 
black buck and a keeper with a lion in the Wantage Bequest, Vic . & Alb. 
Mus., reproduced inS. Clark, 30 Indian Drawings,etc. 
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noble24 and promotion was possible through diligence and loyalty. An 
interesting featur~ of these hunting expeditions was that the entire 
court along with its varied attendants and functionaries, accompanied the 
emperor even on these private occasions. Thus the arms-bearers, standard-
bearers and a whole troop of officials all feature in these scenes. 25 It 
may not be out of pl ace here to visualise such an event. The emperor, 
in formal attire, either on horseback or on elephant, was closely 
followed by the arms and standard-bearers, while preceding him the 
ordinary beaters (qarawaZs ) holding rods or crude weapons, marched 
. 
ahead to round up the animals. Other hunting animals such as cheetahs, 
greyhounds and falcons were carried or led by their respective keepers -
the cheetah, collared and chained, often blindfolded, 26 was usually 
carried with great pomp in small whee l ed carts (Chau- doZs ) drawn by 
horses or oxen (p1.~7A) . On the ground other hunt officials with arms 
in hand kept a watchful eye on the proceedings, ready to intervene and 
24 As, for example, Sayyid A~mad of Barha, keeper of khasscheetahs in 
Akbar•s reign, who was a Do-Hazarr {A~n, I, Blochmann:·p. 300, 447). 
Another of Akbar• s huntsmen was Haji Jamal Baloch, whose son, Subhan 
Qu11 served Jahang1r in the same capac ity (TUzuk , R. & B. II, p. 27-8). 
We know the names of two of Jahang1r•s best huntsmen, Sikandar MJln and 
ImamWirdi ( TUzuk~ II, pp. 182, 192) , but they probably held only minor 
ranks. A page in JahangTr Album, State Library, Berlin, fol . 15b, 
shows portraits of hunters and their equipment . Goetz & Kuhnel, 
op. cit., pl. 27 , though these appear in Persian costumes, kuZahdar 
turbans and tunics. 
25 Beatty ms. A.N.~ f.155b (Arnold, pl. 25); Br. Mus. B.N.~ ff. 283b, 
284a . 
26 ) Beatty ms. A.N.~ f.l55b (Arnold, pl. 25 ; V. & A. A.N.~ 24/117. 
Careri testifies to the fondness of the Indians for hunting and 
states that they used 11 dogs and tame leopards for this purpose; they 
are also fond of hunting birds with arrows ... Travels~ Sen, p. 246. 
A!n, I, Blochmann, p.299ff. 
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help if the prey became enraged and the situation got out of hand. 
Still others busied themselves in skinning and dressing the game already 
killed. A special ·officer was res~onsible for keeping a record of the 
results of the hunt. Bes ides the minor officials whose services were 
immediately required, a few high ranking courtiers and close associates 
of the emperor were also customarily present on these occasions. On-
lookers who had no immediate business there, were kept at a distance by 
armed guards. When the hunt was conducted in an enclosed space (qamargah) 
more officials and servants were required to ring the enclosure and control 
the animals . The two well known illustrations of qamargah hunts in the 
Br. Mus. Babar-nama and the Vic. & Alb. Akbar-nama may well worth bear 
describing (pl.3S). In both,the central circular area is enclosed by a 
fence of twigs, branches and shrubs, the gate being guarded by a hunt 
official. The animals are driven into the enclosure by attendants with 
branches or twigs, on foot, horseback, or even bullock cart . 
The emperor riding in the centre, chooses his prey and cuts it down. 
The weapons normally used are bow and arrow or .sword, though a few of the 
attendants are shown carrying rifles. Th e slaughtered animals are taken 
to one corner of the enclosure to be skinned and dressed. The royal arms-
bearers are also present inside, while the crowd of l ower offic ials and 
attendants wait beyond the fence. Bullocks bring loads of branches to 
repair the fence wherever it gets damaged in the melee. Both the scenes 
are full of the drama, excitement and thrill generated on these occasions. 
The Akbar-nama folio has two added features; a central enclosed tent 
area for the ladies who wished to witness the hunt and share in the 
excitement; the other is the punishment of a traitor in the background 
within the fence, by making him ride backward on a donkey hol ding its tail. 
These royal hunt scenes, in perfect conformity with the colour and 
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pageantry of Mughal India, attracted and kindled the imagination of 
the artists throughout the period under review. 27 
It may be noted here that hunting with the cheetah was most popular 
in Akbar•s time, but slightly less so in JahangTr•s reign and gradually 
ceasing under ~ahjahan and Aurangzeb. It was also practicall y absent 
in Babar•s period, as is evidenced by the absence of cheetahs in the 
hunt scenes in the Babar-nama. A folio in the Beatty Akbar-n~a shows 
Akbar supervising the trapping of cheetahs. Deep trenches were dug in 
the ground which were covered by foliage. The animal thus trapped was 
lifted in slings and immediately placed in wooden cages and transported 
to the keepers for training as hunting animals. 
Bird-catching or trapping is illustrated in the Babar-nama manu-
scripts (pl~7B). A shield of woven leaves was used for protection and 
camouflage, while a large net spread on the ground with a bait, was used 
to draw in and trap the birds. 
The royal falconer was an important officer in the hunting 
department as he features prominently not only in hunting scenes but 
also in durbar and travel scenes. His importance is explained by the 
popularity among the aristocratic class of hunting with fa l cons . 28 
According to Monserrate 11 The Mughals were not fond of hawking. It 
is regarded as a mark of royal dignity for the king to be accompanied 
27 Cf . Oas, Asoka, 11 Mughal Royal Hunt in Miniature Pa i nting••, Indi an 
Mus eum Bulletin~ vo l. 2, No. 1 , 1967, p. 19. Skelton, Ro bert, 11 Two 
Mughal Lion Hunts 11 , Vic . & Alb . Mus eum Year Book., vol. 1, 1969, 
pp.33-48. 
28 See Ain, I, Blochmann, p. 304-306, for information on falcons and 
their keepers. 
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on the march by fowlers carrying many birds on their wrists 11 • 29 From 
the numerous paintings of falconers it seems that falconry was quite 
popular up to the mid-17th century. 3° From Aurangzeb's reign onwards we 
find fewer appearances of this figure in the paintings, indicating either 
a loss of popularity of the sport or of rank of this officer. Or, more 
likely, it could have fallen a prey to Aurangzeb's economising measures, 
in line with his policy of austerity at court. 
Yet another professional group frequently present at court were 
the astrologers and soothsayers. Their presence was required at almost 
every stage of the emperor's life as well as of family members and high 
officials. From casting of horoscopes to foretelling the future, and 
calculating auspicious moments for important actions and events, to predict-
ing the recovery of lost items and foreseeing calamities, deaths, illnes~es 
or military defeats, the duties of the astrologer were all-encompassing. 
How important his position was in the daily occurrences at court can be 
gauged by the frequent mention of Jotik Ray, the court astrologer of 
Jahangir, in the Tuzuk . He was rewarded several times for the accuracy 
of his predictions. It has been suggested that the Hindu figure among the 
group of astrologers in the royal birth scene in the Boston Mu seum31 may 
be Jotik Ray (pl~s~. 
The astrologer is most frequently seen in scenes of . royal births, 
where casting ·of the horoscope of the infant was an important part of the 
birth celebrations. Services of both Hindu and Muslim astrologers were 
utilised. Astrological tables were studied carefully and calculations made 
29 ColrU71entary., Hoyland and Bannerjee,' p.78. Cf. Xin., I, Blochmann, p.305 , 
11 His Majesty from motives of generosity and from a wish to add splendour 
to his court, is fond of hunting with falcons, though superficial 
observers think that merely hunting is his object 11 • When out hawking, 
two small drums were attached to the saddle, which were tapped slightly 
by a whip to recall the falcon to its perch on the falconer's gloved hand. 
30 There are many portraits of falconers - vide JahangTr Album, State 
Library, Berlin, f.6a, KU hnel & Goetz,?L. tb ; Jami'-ut-T(lh)ar"ikh., Teheran, 
~1arek, op. cit . ., pls. 16, 25, 23; Br. Mus. B.N . ., ff.35b , l 63a, 418a, 520a; 
Beatty ms. A. N . ., ff.l76b, 49b, l47b, 268b. There i s a portrait of Mirza 
AbJ1 Ha~an (~?af Khan), Br. Mus . Add.l 880l, holding a falcon. 
31 Coomaraswamy, Catalogue., pls. 3, 4; Welch, AMI , pl. 26. 
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with the help of the disc containing the Zodiac symbols. 
A good study of a Muslim astrologer with his instruments is 
included in the ha£fliya of a page of calligraphy by Mir~li in the Jahang1r 
Album in Teheran32 (pl~8N. He is dressed in a long robe, turban and 
shawl and sporting a beard. Before him lies an open book, pen and ink-
stand, a sand-filled hour-glass and on a stand a wheel depicting the Zodiac 
symbols. He holds up in his left hand a circlet marked on the rim with the 
Zodiac signs which include a fish, a bul l, a ram, two human figures joined, 
a crab, a ti ger, two girls, a spider, a bare-bodied man with a bow and 
arrow, a deer, a half-figure of a woman(?) . It would be interesting 
to compare these symbols with those used in the Hindu system, noting how 
they varied from country to country, reflecting the culture of each region. 
Another painting in the Musee Guimet, Paris, signed Basawan, from 
the early Akbar period, c.l570-80, shows astrologers trying to cast the 
horoscope of a young prince. The chief amongst them holds up the circular 
disc, while a book, scroll, quills, ink-pots, a pair of scissors, an 
hour glass, a shallow bowl and a pitcher, lie in front of him. The others 
appear busy consulting books. 
Professional Tradesmen, Craftsmen and Artisa ns. 
This section of society formed the basis of the imperial workshops 
or karkhanas. This term in the context of the Mughal administration, has 
a wide connotation. Under its umbrella-like organisation was gathered 
together a manifold range of activities, trades and skills, all motivated 
by, directed at and connected with, supplying the royal household with its 
numerous requirements of every kind, necessary as well as luxury items . 
Such wid ely diverse act ivit ies as minting, textile-manufacturing, 
32 Published by Hajek, Lubor, Indian Miniatures~ pl . 18. 
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making arms, painting, calligraphy, tapestry, v1orking with precious gems 
etc., were all carried on within this department. 33 The skilled 
artisans and craftsmen were recruited directly by the government and 
organised according to their talents and trades in different sections. 34 
These artisans carried on their trades strictly within their families, each 
family being known by their trade. Intermarriage between trades was not 
encouraged. Though the workers were artists (of varying degrees of talent) 
in their respective fields, they were regarded and treated rather as 
specialised craftsmen and officials of the government, with distinct duties, 
responsibilities and ranks, or, in other words, merely salaried servants 
of the state, no better privileged than the other class of servants 
discussed earlier. Of course, those who were really talented were able 
to attain royal appreciation in the form of rewards and promotions, 35 
more easily than ordinary craftsmen. But generally they were not accorded 
that privileged position and special respect normally due to the exponents 
33 See Bernier, TraveZs> Constable, 1891, pp. 258-59, who describes it as 
a workshop for artisans - 11 In one hall embroiderers are busily 
employed, superintended by a master. In another you see the goldsmiths, 
in a third painters , in a fourth varnishers in lacquer work; in a 
fifth joiners, turners , tailors and shoemakers; in a sixth manufacturers 
of silk, brocade and those fine muslins of which are made turbans, 
girdles with golden flowers and drawers worn by females so delicately 
fine as to wear out in one night". l~onserrate described the k?ir'JW,O.na as 
11 Studios and work rooms for the finer and more reputable arts". 
(Commentary> Hoyl and and Bannerjee, p. 201). He also mentions diverse 
types of _crafts carried on there. 
34 See )i~{n , I, nos . 5, 21, 22, 35, 20, 34, etc., Bk. I for descriptions of 
organisation and workings of the various departments within the kiirkhana. 
Bernier, TraveZs> p. 259. 
35 For example, Ashraf Khan, Mlr Munshi, the calligraphist, was a 
commander of two thousand, Md. Husain of Kashmir was awarded the title 
of ZarrinqaZam. Jf{n , I, Blochmann, pp. 107-109. Maktub Khan, super-
intendent of Kutub Khana (library) was promoted to a rank of 1500 and 
sa'rda, superintendent of the gol dsmith department, was honoured with 
the title of 8~-badaZ Khan . TUzuk , R. & B., II, p. 22 & 197; also 
ibid I, pp. 200-201, reward and increment given to a seal-maker who 
had made a remarkable seal. 
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of the finer arts, common in other societies . Abu'! Fa?.l makes it clear 
that this department was just another employment authority, holding out 
job opportunities to artists, and the fact that many "man[Jabdifrs and 
36 
a~ad-[s were appointed in this department" definitely proves that these 
people, in spite of their talents and skills, were an important part 
of the overall bureaucratic system. 
Among the skilled artisans and craftsmen who have been portrayed 
frequently in paintings are jewellers, armourers, engravers, gem-cutters, 
enamellers, etc. (plS.38BjY!~These workers were highly specialised and their 
pay depended on the amount and quality of work produced. They were 
recruited directly by the state and those among them who had proven 
performances and reputations were appointed as superintendents or master 
craftsmen in their particular . fields. Though these craftsmen rarely 
feature as the main subject in the painters• eyes, nevertheless they do 
appear incidentally in the border illustrations or as part of a bigger 
composite scene. Thus we have a very interesting portrait of a diamond-
cutter, in a page from ·Jahang1r•s album in the Imperial Library, Teheran37 
(pl :4oN. Though this was definitely hi·ghly skilled work the worker is 
obviously a very low paid employee, as is evident from his appearance. 
More interesting are the instruments involved in the diamond-cutting 
process - a sort of lathe with three upright slabs through which are 
passed three rods, the gem being held against the end of the uppermost 
rod. The rods are manipulated by the help of a curved handle. Thevenot•s 
description of the method of cutting diamonds mentions first sawing a 
wedge and then hammering gently to split the stone. 38 The machine in the 
painting could be the special diamond-cutting saw. It is evident that 
36 
-:r.- I Bl ~-< 115 A-z..n_, , oc,.mann, p. . 
37 Reproduced in enlarged detail in Hajek, Lubor - Indian Miniature s_, 
London, 1960, pl. 16. 
38 Travels_, op.cit. _, p. 138. Tavernier also mentions a diamond-cutting 
wheel which seems to be different from the one in the 1llustration. 
Travels_, II, p. 58-59. 
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this type of work was very important in view of the fact that the Mughals 
had an endless demand for a great quantity and variety of precious stones 
for purposes of ornamentation, collection and granting gifts. Thus 
jewellers were a class of artisans who fulfilled a very important function 
in Mughal society. 39 In the portrait of a jeweller and his assistant in 
Beatty Ms. 7 displaying their wares on trays and in the jewel-box with 
compartments beside them (pl.~qA), the jewellers are depicted better 
dressed than the diamond-cutter discussed above, the difference being 
obviously due to the more elevated social status of those jewel merchants 
who directly negotiated with their customers as compared with those who 
worked on the raw stones . 
Armourers were necessarily in constant demand in the military based 
aristocracy of the Mughal administration. Apart from the utilitarian 
aspects, ornamentation and show in arms used by the Mughals had reached 
such an extent that the making of arms had attained al mo st the status of 
an art. Consequently those skilled artisans who .produced noteworthy 
specimens of their work were amply rewarded and their names were included 
among the select body of workers recruited and maintained in the royal 
ateliers. There i s an interesting painting in the Royal Album, Beatty 
40 Library (pl.O&B) of an armourer displaying various types of arms - ornamental 
as well as practical - to a prospective buyer, who, with notebook in hand, 
39 Manucci says that owing to the constant purchases made of precious 
stones, the 11goldsmiths are almost continuously busy with the making 
of ornaments 11 • Storia , Irvine, II, p. 339 . Tavernier has an 
interesting account of young boys aged 10 - 16 who bought and sold 
diamonds in Bijapur and were as skilled at discerning the quality of 
the gems as experienced merchants. Travels)Iop. cit . ~ pp. 61-62. 
40 Arnold, Catalogue~ pl. 71. Monserrate includes the manufacture of 
arms among the 11 finer and more reputable arts 11 which were practised 
in the stud ios and workshops near the palace. Commentary~ op. cit ., 
p. 201. 
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may have been bargaining over a list of orders for his royal master. 
The merchant dressed in fur-collard farjr or half coat, appears to be 
a Hindu or Jain as he sits cross-legged, ~nlike the usual Muslim mode 
41 
of sitting with the legs folded underneath, as the prospective 
purchaser is shown to do. The jeweller discussed above also sits in the 
same cross-legged position and both of them wear the tig~tly wound turbans 
of the Hindu baniya class. This may suggest that a large section of the 
artisans and craftsmen were recruited from amongst the Hindus and 
other non-Muslim sects and they had equal chances of promotion or rewards 
on the ba·sis of their skills. 
The workers in the mints were also specialised professionals. 
They had special responsibilities for maintaining the quality and work-
manship of the royal coins. That they achieved a high level of artistic 
excellence in their work can be seen on an examination of Mughal coins, 
which bear a wide range of designs. In this context special mention may 
be made of the coins of JahangTr•s period which were ordered to be stamped 
with the Zodiacal signs. 42 AbJl Fa?l has described in detail the various 
processes and stages involved in minting . 43 Each required its own 
41 Thou~h in some paintings the emperors are shown sitting cross-legged 
on their thrones~ vide B.N.~ Br. Mus., ff.295a & 417b; Jam~~ut-Tawar1kh 
ms .. , Teheran, Marek, op. cit . ~ pls. l, 4, 5, 9. 23, 25, 27; Goetz, 
BiZderatZas~ eta .~ op.ait.~ pl. 5, no. 15. See B.N.~ Beveridge, 
p. 33-34, for reference to polite mode of sitting by kneeling and 
folding legs underneath. 
42 Tuzuk , II, R. & B., p. 6-7. Also see reproduction of all the 12 coins 
bearing the signs of the Zodiac in Gascoigne, op.ait.~ p. 140. On the 
preceding page is shown a coin featuring JahangTr with a wine cup. All 
the coins are in the Department of Coins and Medals, British Museum. 
43 ->:-Ain~ I, Blochmann, p.l6, ff. 
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special.ised workers whose ranks were fixed according to the value of 
their respective responsibilities. The various stages included prep-
aration of acids, melting of the ore, washing the ashes, casting the 
ore into plates which were again fired several times with cow-dung, 
saltpetre and brickdust, casting the refined metal into ingots, then 
shaping it into the required shapes and sizes and finally stamping them 
with engraved dies. 44 The last stage, designing the engravings on the 
dies and stamping the coins with them, was obviously quite skilled work 
and master engravers were employed and often promoted to high ranks. 45 
Book-binders at work are seen in a folio of a manuscript of 
Nitami 's Khamsa in the Keir collection (pHoB). An old man sits on the 
verandah of a house with a raw pelt on a low table across his knees~ He 
holds a sharp instrument in his right hand, probably to smoothen it, while 
with his left he instructs another man beside him, holding a press and 
tightening it. On the floor below an assistant rolls out a piece of 
leather on a board, while another holds out a pair of boards or frames in 
which they will be stretched. A young man is seen entering the scene 
with a bundle, probably of raw pelts. 
44 Ibid~ p. 54. Abu1 Fa~l mentions the names of the leading seal-
engravers of his time. In his list of five, only the last is stated 
as of I'ndian origin, the rest being natives of Kabul or Iran. 
45 Maulana'Ali A~f11il.d of Delhi, whom AbJl Fa?l describes as unequalled in 
any country, was a Yuzba~r - a commander of 100 men; the Mull a A~m~d 
~1uhrkan, engraver, rewarded by Jahang1r with 100 rupees (Tuzuk , I, 
R. & B., p. 159) may have been the same person. Two more of JahctngTr's 
master engravers, Ustads Puran and Kalyan, are mentioned as being 
richly rewarded for having fashioned dagger-hilts out of walrus-tooth 
( ibid~ p. 98-99) . Thevenot praised the work of engravers at Delhi 
and in this connection he commiserates like Bernier, with the sad state 
of the artists who were not well paid, for which reason the fine arts 
declined (Travels , Sen, p. 65). 
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Calligraphers and Painters 
This class formed an integral part of the cultural milieu of 
the Mughals. Though they were placed on the same footing as artisans 
and craftsmen as far as recruitment, conditions of service, remuneration, 
rewards and promotion and social status were concerned, as discussed 
earlier, there is no doubt that they were deeply valued and apprecia t ed 
and constantly in demand. Calligraphy in any Muslim society, especially 
in the earlier years of Islamic culture, was always regarded as one of 
the few outlets of artistic expression permitted by the Shar1~ . Since 
painting was prohibited, progress in the aesthetic techniques of ·callig-
raphy was rapid and the exponents of this form of art attained the 
status of artists of the highest calibre. Later, when the religious 
sanctions against painting began to be ignored by succeeding generations 
who were imbued with a more liberal spirit, the techni ca l progress 
achieved in calligraphy was enthusiastically applied to painting and 
henceforward the two went hand-in-hand. Thus it is not surprising to 
find that these two were regarded merely as two aspects of the same 
artistic urge and intimately related. In Mughal society, where Islamic 
and Indian tradition had fused so uniquely to produce one of the most 
remarkable cultural expressions or identities of all time, these two 
branches naturally reached a high peak of attainment. 
That painting and ,calligraphy were regarded as co-rela ted is proved 
by the simple fact that exponents of these have frequently been depi cted 
together. These include the portrait of Daulat, the painter, and'AbdJr 
RaQrnL1 the writer, from a copy of the Khamsa in Dyson Perrins' collection, 
the self-portrait of young Mahohar with Hu?ainZarr1n Qalam in the col ophon 
of the Ms . of Sa~i's GuZistan , Royal Asiatic Society, London (pl ~lA). The 
close harmony and balance of the two modes of expression have been 
wonderfully reflected in the Mughal pages of ca ll igraphy, decorated and 
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embellished with exquisite illustrations -master speci m~ns of Mughal 
art. Hence the great respect and popularity enjoyed by painters and 
calligraphers resulted in the numerous portraits of masters in each of 
these trades, such as portraits by Daulat of Manohar, Abu1 Hasan, Bishn 
Das, Govardhan, and a self-portrait of the artist himself in the Teheran 
Muraqq~ In the colophon of the Walters Art gallery t1s . of the DiWan 
of Amfr Hasan DehlavT, which was a producti-on of the SalTm studios at 
Allahabad, are shown calligraphers at work. The scribe M1r ~bdulla 
Khatib, entitled Mushkin QaZam, is seen working in the shade of a tree, 
- -
assisted by an apprentice who prepar~s the sheets in the process described 
below. Another painting of calligraphers at work from t he AkhZaq-i-NasirT 
- . 
was sold at Sotheby•s a few years back (plAIB). A single portrait of a 
Hindu artist at work is in the Keir collection (p1.42A) . He is shown 
wearing pince-nez and a long robe, pots of paint and brushes lying in 
front, the sheet balanced on his knee. 
As early as Babar•s reign, ca lligraphers were in the royal 
service. Calligraphy was obviously in great demand, s ince the Memoirs 
required skilled writers to record from Babar•s dictation. 46 Even during 
Humayun•s exile," having lost nearly all his troops as well as his courtiers 
and officials, he had sufficient interest in painting to include a 
painter among the handful of loyal servants who accompanied him through 
his many trials. 47 The painter was asked to paint a rare bird captured 
in Amarkot just before the birth of Akbar . The two succeeding rulers• 
interest and patronage of painting and their contribution to the 
development of the Mughal School are well known. Monserrate testifies 
46 See early 17th century painting of Babar dictating his memoirs f rom the 
Rampur Co ll . , reproduced in Brown, pl. V. 
47 Tazkir~dl-Wa~iat of Jauhar, tr. Charles Stewart, pub . Spain, no date, 
p. 43. 
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to the keen personal interest taken by Akbar in the development of 
arts and crafts as he did not 11 Shrink from watching and himself 
practising for the sake of amusement the craft of an ordinary artisan 11 • 
He used to go to the royal studios and workshops, and watching the 
craftsmen at work was a form of relaxation for him. 48 Even during 
Shahjahan's reign and the early years of Aurangzeb's reign, painting 
continued to receive royal patronage, though under the latter it began to 
lose court patronage in view of his orthodox leanings. Thus painting, 
along with the other branches of fine arts, generally declined, and 
artists and craftsmen suffered a rather miserable existence as described 
by foreign travellers. 49 
The technical processes of preparing paper, pigments and brushes, 
are all described in the A~n. We have pictorial evidence of the prepar-
ation of paper for painting or writing from a folio of Akhlaq-i-Na~lri 
(plAt~) and a folio of the Jahang1r Album in Berlin, f.l8a. Two sheets 
of paper were glued together, laid on a bench, and pressed or 11 poli shed 11 
by a heavy piece of agate. The sheet was then dipped in some solution for 
a s~ooth coating and dried. When sketching or writing on the paper 
another sheet wa s placed on it beneath the palm, so that the actual sheet 
remained clean and unsmudged. Characteristically, calligraphers are 
shown with ink stains on their fingers. 
In the many portraits available of painters and calligraphers it 
becomes clearly evident that they were so spec ially regarded as to 
warrant separate portraits and the attainment of high rank was possible 
for those who proved their skills. Among the well-known artists of 
48 Commentary~ p. 201. 
49 Bernier, Travels~ Constable, p. 255-56; Thevenot, Travels~ Sen, p.65. 
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Akbar's reign who became grandees of the court were MTr Sayyid~Ali of 
Tabriz, Khwaja~bdu~ ~amad, Ashraf Khan-M[r Munsh~ (Commander of 2000). 
Those who were talented in either field started gaining a practical 
knowledge of their craft from an early age, continuously living with their 
masters during the entire course of their apprenticeship. Thus we find 
that young boys are frequently shown helping their masters in the various 
stages of their work. This relationship between master and apprentice 
(or Ustad and shagird) was a peculiar characteristic of the system 
of the arts and crafts in India and is applicable even today. Young 
boys who displayed any skill in any particular line were placed under the 
guidance of the renowned masters of those crafts, and the latter became 
their teacher, guide, moral preceptor, and guardian for all practical 
purposes, during the years of learning and practising. We have ample 
evidence of the system of learning through training and apprenticeship 
from. the pages of AbLTl Fa~l and other writers. Daswanth, when discovered 
painting as a young boy, was placed by Akbar himself under the guidance 
of Khwaja ~bdu~ Samad for the proper development of his talent. M1r 
- .. 
SayyidcAli of Tabriz was responsible for the training of new recruits in 
the royal studio in the formative years of the Mughal school. Very 
often new recruits were children from the same family, the hereditary 
traditions remaining unbroken and the closely-guarded secrets of the 
trade being passed on from one generation to another. This, though 
maintaining the continuity of the tradition, did not encourage a fresh 
intake of new ideas and techniques, since contact and communication with 
other streams of thought and style was not welcomed. This resulted in 
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stagnation, regression and decay in the spirit of the arts. 
Since most of the traditions of craftsmanship were confined to 
families, 50 it may be logical to conjecture that the families of 
artisans formed the nucleus of some sort of guilds, though none of the 
contemporary writers give much information on this point. Obviously 
these, if they did exist, were nothing like the organised societies which 
worked so effectively in Europe; rather, they may have been a loose 
confederation of allied craftsmen and artisans banding together for mutual 
benefit and assistance without any of the strict regulations and sanctions 
normally associated with such bodies. It must be emphasised, on the other 
hand, that even if there were any such organisations, the workers were 
directly and individually recruited and were responsible to the imperial 
administrative authority which was the sole and final. arbiter in matters 
of employment and remun~ration. Of course, even during the years of active 
royal patronage the artists and craftsmen were free to accept service 
under anybody they chose; but obviously, in the circumstances, very few 
grandees could afford to employ artists solely for their own benefit51 
as long as the royal ateliers continued to attract them by stable 
conditions of employment and regular pay with chances of improvements and 
promotions. 
The fashion of making portraits - royal, aristocratic as well as 
official - was at its highest during the first half of the 17th century; 
but under the puritanical restrictions of Aurangzeb , painting along with 
its various manifestations lost its spontaneity of spirit. As a result, 
it is not surprising to find that the subject-matter also changed 
50 Bernier says that families of artisans were known by their trades. He 
also clearly states that the trades were hereditary. 11 The embroiderer 
brings up his son as an embroiderer, the son of a goldsmith becomes a 
goldsmith and a physician of the city educates his son for a physician -
no one aspiring after any improvement in the condition of life wherein 
he happens to be born'' . . Travels_, Cons tab 1 e, p. 259. 
51 One of the few who could was Khan Khanan , Abdur RahTm, who is said to have 
emp 1 oyed numerous artists (Mdd.~i..,. -t-RalJ.-im:C, Khwaja ·'Abdu11 BaqT). See 
( c.on-lcl ) 
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radicall~ and that there are a very few, if any, scenes or portraits 
featuring artists or craftsmen on their own merit, except those included 
in connection with some royal activity. This reflects the widening rift 
in the royal patronage of the arts and the lower position of the artists 
in the eyes of the imperial authorities. But at the same time, the 
numerous paintings depicting the activities of nobles and the lesser 
members of the aristocratic order indicate that the radius of patronage 
had shifted from the throne to the lower echelons of society. Many of the 
artists, realising the gradual withdrawal of royal patronage, began to 
seek employment elsewhere, often at provincial centres and ·at the courts 
of vassal rulers. There, they inspired the growth of new schools and 
styles. This was a direct result of the decentralisation of the arts, 
when the nobles and leading aristocratic families eagerly gathered 
round them artists who found their services no longer required in the royal 
studios as much as before. 52 Though this was done as a fashionable trend 
arising out of a desire to imitate their peers, still a similar sort of 
close relationship grew up between artist and patron as had existed under 
the first five Mughal rulers. But this again, under pressure of circumst-
ances, necessarily degenerated as pecuniary conditions, arising out of 
political instability and deteriorating mental and cultural make-up of the 
succeeding rulers, cast a fatal influence on the cultural and intellectual 
atmosphere, forever destroying that spirit and unique quality of Mughal 
arts which has won admiration the world over. 
article by Mahfuzul Haque- 11 The Khan Khanan and his Painters 11 , 
Islamic Culture~ V, 1931, in which the author mentions names of 
artists employed by the Kh~n Khanan and gives biographical extracts 
of them from the Mda?ir . 
52 Zafar Khan , gov. of Kashmir, was one of the patrons in this period. 
He hadii manuscript of his Masnawr illustrated by his own artists. 
SeeR. Pinder-Wilson, 11 Three Illustrated Manuscripts of the Mughal 
Period 11 , Ars Orientalis_, II, 1957. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
RURAL CLASSES - LIFE AND OCCUPATIONS 
Being born and fostered and kept alive only under royal patronage, 
Mughal art is severely restricted due to its nature and origin, and 
necessarily had to exclude from its purview those events, activities 
or persons which were not normally connected with the imperial circle 
or its interests. Hence, attempts to make any observations about the 
rural classes present serious problems as far as our source material is 
concerned; yet this aspect constitutes an important element of any 
society and cannot _be totally ignored. 
The Mughal artists, though court-trained and directed, retained 
links with the mainstream of Indian life. In the phase of book 
illustrations of the Akbar period and the individual genre scenes of 
the JahangTr-Shahjahan period, the artists occasionally included glimpses 
of daily life and rural surroundings, integrating these into the main 
themes of their works. These details are brought in incidentally and 
casually, the focus being on the immediate subject matter. From 1625 
onwards, ~uch scenes occurred individually, though occasionally . These 
brief glimpses give us that much-needed, though slight, information on 
which we can base our preliminary observations about t he life of the rural 
classes. For it must be borne in mind that these observations can only be 
preliminary, tentative and incomplete, in view of the paucity of this class 
of paintings. The information thus gleaned may be used to supplement other 
more concrete evidence. 
Some of the paintings connected with manuscripts of folk tales or fa bles, 
such as Anwar-i -Suhai li> where the artists are removed from the restricting 
court atmosphere and allowed to express their kinship with their natural 
surroundings, contain scenes of agricultural activity and rural domestic 
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life. The rural population was possibly homogenous as far as social 
stratification is concerned, each professional class of rural society 
bearing the same economic and social characteristics. The peasants and 
shepherd boys1 appear in the same modest gear as that of a low class artisan 
or labourer - a plain jama' tucked up, short trousers or dho~i and turban. 
Occasionally we come across certain miniatures which, though 
illustrating scenes of Persian or Arabic legends or tales, include certain 
details which relate to rural life which could be Persian or Indian. One 
such folio from the Br. Mus. ms. of the Haft Paikar2 shows a Persian or 
Central Asian rural domestic scene in the lower half, while the seemingly 
detached upper half illustrates the story of the unfaithful sheepdog. A 
householder sits milking a cow outside a thatched hut, while inside a woman 
tends her child. They wear what seems to be Central Asian costume of jama~ 
trousers, dupatta and turban , which Indian villagers had not yet adopted by 
this time (i.e. 1575, the date of the ms.). Thus even though this ms. was 
done in India, probably by Indian artists, this domestic scene, brought 
so casually into the main setting, relates to Persia ra t her than India. 
But when such inclus ions occur in other mss. in later years, these 
details do relate to the Indian environment. These are well exampled in the 
folios of the Anwar-i-Suhaili. 
Some of the farming implements and the methods of farming may be 
Bharat Kala Bhavan, Banaras, ms. Anwar-i-SuhailT~ c.1596-97. 
2 Previou sly in the collection of Lord Ronaldshay when published by Brown 
as belonging to a ms. of the Haft Paikar , illustrating the story of the 
unfaithful sheepdog who was ultimate ly punished by being suspended 
from a tree. The suspended dog can be seen in the painting. But sur-
prisingly, i~ this painting, now at the British Mus. (No. 1920-9-17-013/42), 
the main figure in the upper half is described 0n the index catalogu~ as 
GUmar Shaikh, father of Babar, meeting herdsmen. There is no mention of 
the Haft Paikar or ~y other ms. it might have belonged to. Binyon also 
reproduced it as of Umar staikb hunting. Under t he circumstances the 
presence of the suspended sheepdog seems to indicate the likelihood of 
this folio belonging to the Haft Paikar ms. 
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studied from a few of these paintings. In two folios of the Banaras 
Anw~-i-Suhail[, two · different types of ploughs are shown. One (no.9069/16) 
has a horizontal shaft attached to the yoke at one end and the upright 
handle of the rake at the other. The rake is narrow with short teeth to 
turn over only the top soil - in accordance with conventional methods of 
Indian farming prevalent up to the 18th century when the British introduced 
deeper ploughing for better results. 
The other folio (pl A2~ from the same manuscript shows a slightly 
different type of plough. The shaft is attached diagonally from the yoke 
to the rake, which is tapering like a pick, and the handle to guide the 
plough is fixed from the shaft through the rake. It may be possible that 
thi s type was used first, to turn over the soil, while the former was used 
to l evel it afterwards. 3 
Another version of the plough can be seen in a folio of the Iskandar-
nama ,4 sold at Sotheby's, where a board is attached to the rake at ground 
level, broad enough for the tiller to stand on to exert extra pressure. But 
this painting appears to have a Persian atmosphere - the details of headgear 
and cos tume being Persian rather than Indian; the date of the ms. is early 
JahangTr period. Another point to be noted here i s that the tillers don 
trousers , which i s unu sual for Indian farm labourers, who are usually 
seen in a narrow loin-cloth or dho~i while working in the fields. Thus the 
details shown here relate to Persia or central Asia rather than India. 
Nevertheless the type of flat board attached to the shaft of the plough may 
also be Indian, often consisting of cris s-crossed branches or bamboo canes 
3 See also Peasant Lif e in India- Anthropological Survey of India, 
Memoir No. 8, 1961, Calcutta, Ch . V. Of the various types of pl oughs 
described there, it is rather difficult to say definitely to which 
class the medieval pl oughs belonged, as from description and appearance 
they are quite different from the present types and may be rel ated to 
Persi an or Central Asi an prototypes. But the second one desc ribed 
faintly resembl es the Rajasthan type illust rated in t he Memoir, belonging 
to Jaipur di strict, but without the handl e . 
4 Catalogue, 3rd April, 1978 , Lot 81, dated 1610-20. 
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The yoke was usually a single piece fixed on to the shoulders 
of the oxen, though in the Iskandar-nama folio, it is in the shape of a 
rectangular frame hung round the oxen's necks. But this could be an 
imported type of non-Indian origin. 
A small miniature in the British Mus . (c. 1650, pasted on to an 
earlier hashi ya) shows a donkey and a bullock turning a grinding wheel. 
The same type of wheel is shown in another painting in the same Museum, 
this time being turned by an ox and an ass. 5 
The domestic details of the residence of a sufi are realistically 
depicted in a folio of a ms. of the Nafa~at-ai-Uns in the Br. Mus .6 The 
interior shows a thatched hut roofed by flat wooden planks within a fenced 
in courtyard partially covered by an awning . Two babies lie sleeping in 
cots7, while the mother fills a pitcher with water from a sunken well beyond 
the courtyard. A dog lies sleeping outside and a hen and chicks clucking 
in the courtyard lend an air of quiet domest·icity. The head of the hous·e-
hold, in long robe and shawl of the ?ufi, sits on a mat in the centre, 
reading from a book. The woman wears the full-length Persian jamcfand 
shawl hung from her head. The furnishing is minimal · to the point of 
being bare; small niches in the wall hold lamps or small items and pegs in 
the wall are used to hang clothes. The artist has managed, with t he help 
of little colouring and detail, to portray the quiet charm and intimacy of 
the domestic sc.ene. Though the subject refers to the life of a Persian 
~uf[, the details, excepting the costumesand the architectural plan, could 
be appli cable to an Indian rural residence. 
5 Reproduced in Orienta~ Art~ VIII, no . l, by E. Wellesz in her review of 
the Exhibition of Islamic Art in India of the 16th & 17th cent. at the 
British Mus., 1962 . 
6 B.M . Or. 1362, dated 1603, published Barrett and Gray , Pai ntings of India~ 
London, 1963, depicting the vision qf Abu1 ~usayn Karafi, foreseei ng the 
future married bliss of another ~ufi , Abu Bakr DukkT. 
7 The cot shown is slightly different from the ones in royal birth scenes. 
Vide, Folio from V. & A. A. N. {pl~7A). Also in the British Mus., 
Anwar-i-Suhai~~ published Wilkinson, as The Lights of Canopus, pl. XXIV. 
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Again in the 17th century genre scenes recording visits of 
princes and nobles to saints and shaikhs in their humble habitats in the 
countryside, details of country life are sometimes included. The well-
known painting in the Br. Mus. of Shahjahan visiting an aged shaikh8 is 
a good instance in this case. The upper half of the paint ing, beyond the 
thatched verandah of the shaikh's hut, shows, as Binyon described it, "the 
immemorable 1 ife of the Indian fields .... in its wide tranquility". 9 A man 
in a dhoti sits milking a cow beside a tank and its water wheel with pots 
attached to the rim. This type of wheel was also possibly in use in Iran 
and Central Asia, as it occurs in a few folios of the ljamza- nama. It 
was adopted in North India quite early. Further beyond, some women at a 
larger well draw water by pulling up the pitcher lowered into it. 
Sometimes a pulley was also fixed to the well. The landscape is very Indian, 
the women in Rajput style sari/dupatta. 
Two other paintings of .Indian villages give some more information 
about rural life. The first one from the Beatty ms. of the Jog-Vashisht 
shows two travellers addressing some village women. The former are in late 
16th century AkbarT costume, while the women possibly may have been gypsies 
from a tribal village, though these differ from other tribals described 
below in that they seem to be more domesticated and civilised, living in 
comparatively more stable dwellings than caves. They are all bareheaded, 
wearing knee-length loose tunics and large shawls, their feet and legs bar~. 
One of them holds out her shawl to offer something to or to accept alms 
from one of the riders, while others, including an old woman and one with 
a baby at her hip in typical Indian fashion, stand around watching in an 
8 Probably Mulla Shah; the young prince may have been Prince Dara, and 
the fort in the background Lahore Fort. Mulla ~ah lived about 5-6 miles 
from the Lahore Fort in the outer fringes of the town, surrounded by 
the countryside. 
9 Binyon, L. and Arnold, T.W., Court Painters of the Grand MughaZs~ 
London, 1921, p.61. 
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opening before some huts with thatched inclined roofs. The inscribed 
insert refers to a story about a wronged woman who asks the king for 
a redress of her grievances. 
The same scene practically is repeated in another painting in 
the Br. Museum10 (pl~3A). Two travellers, again in Akbar period costume 
with bags on their backs, halt at a village dwelling which definitely 
bears the characteristics of an Indian village, to procure food and 
drinks from some women, who wear Rajput-style sari~ ch01i and dupatta. 
Inside the boundary of the dwelling a man in a loin-cloth and turban 
sits milking a cow, while other women assist him or tend children. One 
of the women in a dhoti-style sari, sits on a cane stool (mora). This 
looks like part of a Central Indian village. The lower half shows tribals 
engaged in commerce, described below. 
These two paintings, particularly the latter, indirectly provide 
some clues about the behavioural standards of rural women. That female 
members of a rural household are shown dealing directly and openly with 
strangers, in spite of a male member of the household being present at 
the time, points to the absence of any restrictions on their movements or 
of the system of segregation as practised among the upper classes of urban 
society. The latter household may have been Hindu11 where such restrict-
ions were relatively less and severe; but the same also applies to lower 
levels of Muslim society, both urban and rural. 
Another theme connected with rural life frequently depicted is 
the activities of the tribal gypsies. These were more often than not the 
Bhils, a tribe whose major occupation seems to have been hunting. 12 A 
few paintings show them hunting deer at night with the help of a bell 
10 No.l920-9- l7-0255, from Or.ms. 1352- ::r~'n-o..:~,;r period, signed Mev. Oas. 
11 Since Muslim women were st ill wearing the jamcra nd trousers by the 
lst quarter of the 17th century. 
12 The Bhils are one of the major tribal peoples still surviving in India 
today. They inhabit the hilly areas of Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and 
(cohtd..) 
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and a torch13 (pl~3~. Their mode of hunting consisted of approaching the 
herd at night, armed with a lighted torch or lamp fitted with a reflector, 
and a small bell. The latter was rung to attract them, while the torch was 
focussed on them, thus dazzling and hypnotising them and making them easy 
prey to the hunter 1 S ~rrows. This method necessitated hunting in pairs, 
a couple usually shown, the woman holding the bell and torch, while the 
man used the bow and arrow. They are always shown in costumes of animal 
skin or leaves, the women wearing a short skirt only, hair pulled back in 
a knot, the men in loin-cloth and turban. It should be noted that such 
scenes appear only from the 2nd quarter of the 17th century, in keeping with 
the trend of a thematic moving away from the imperial periphery which was 
already evident in the miniatures of this period. 
A painting in the Musee Guimet (no . 2466) and the one in the 
British Mus. discussed above, of travell ers buying food in a village, 
offer some information about their way of life. Both of these portray tribal 
dwellings, daily activities in a domestic household. The former shows a 
tribal village, with men hunting deer and lion from horse and camel-back, 
using clubs. The animal skins were used for clothing, both men and women 
being garbed in animal skin skirts. A boy is seen pegging a stretched deer 
Rajasthan. In the various accounts and anthropological studies of 
the Bhils, hunting as here described is not mentioned, but t hey are 
known as good archers. They have now become domesticated and dependent 
on agricultural economy, but in the 16th-17th centuries, it is very 
likely that their major means of livelihood was hunting. The area 
occupied by them now is contigious to that covered by our artists 
and the fact that they are mentioned in the AkbaP- nama ha s led me to 
identify these tribals tentatively as Bhils. For recent stud ies of 
these peoples, see S.L. Doshi, Bhils~ Delhi, 1971; K.S. Mathur and 
B.C. Agrawal, ed., Tribe~ Caste & Peasantry~ Lucknow, 1974. 
13 Vic . & Alb. Mus. IMllS-1922; Douce Or. A.3, Ouseley Add . 166; 
Bodleian Library, Oxford; Indian Museum, Calcutta, pub. Havell, pl. 63; 
N.C. Mehta, pl. 51. Another painting in the Bodleian reproduced, 
Brown, pl. XLIV, shows Mughal huntsmen using the same method of bell 
and torch to hunt deer at night. The method was apparently adopted 
by them from the Bhil s . 
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skin to the ground for drying. The men also wear caps of fur or leaves, 
while the ~omen have skins slung over their heads and back. The huts are 
thatched and conical ;14 the women tend children or sit around chatting. 
In the latter painting in t he Br. Mus. (pl~3A) the lower half shows 
the same type of thatched tribal huts set against rocks. Both men and 
women wear skirts of animal skin. Some commercial activity seems to be 
going on, as one of the men with a wicker basket of fish appears to be 
bargaining with some of the women, who have baskets of fruit and vegetables 
in and near the cave-like huts. Barter was possibly the mode of trade, 
rather than cash buying among tribal or rural people. Hunting, fishing and 
small scale agriculture were probably the main occupation of these people. 
Yet another slightly stylised painting of the Jahang1r period in 
the Bodleian (Ouseley Add. 17lb) showing gypsies in their village dwellings, 
adds another fact to their social life- that of drinking. One of the 
gypsy women is shown sharing drinks with a lady in Mughal costume, while 
a man sits tending two pots in which distilled liquid- possibly of an 
alcoholi c nature- is being collected from two larger pots on a fire. 
Small cups and wine flasks lie on the ground . Two other men sit skinning 
a freshly hunted hare . Here both men and women wear skirts and headgear of 
leaves, but by a queer stretch of the imagination, the artist has added 
pearl jewellery for all the women!! 
One of the two folio s from the Banaras Anwar- i - SuhailT manuscript 
discussed earlier shows a few rural occupations (pl~2~. Though these 
two folios bear certain marked Persian geographical features such as a 
mountain stream, Persianised groups of rocky outcrops, the landscapes 
14 Similar t ype of huts are 
various parts of India. 
pp. 13-15. 
used today by tribes and low-caste people in 
See Peasant Life in India~ op . cit.~ 
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depicted here are definitely Indian because of the presence of the 
Indian variety of trees and the details of Indian country life shown. 
The little touches, like the Jat woman carrying a bundle on her head 
and a pitcher (Zot~ balanced on her palm in Indian fashion, and the 
various occupations shown, impart an air of definitel y Indian atmosphere. 
In the upper corner a farmer is ploughing the land with a plough similar 
to one of the types described in the Anthropological Survey Memoir, 
where the slanting shaft is attached directly to the yoke . Another farm 
labourer approaches with a hoe to level the ground after it has been 
ploughed. Both wear scanty loin-cloths and turbans. To the left, behind 
a row of rocks, a man works the pulley of a paved well, while a 
Mewati or Jat woman approaches, a small pitcher on her shoulder and a 
loaded basket on her head -all carried in characteristic North Indian 
manner. She wears a red skirt, a loose hip-length upper garment and a 
dupatta hanging from her head at the back . 15 Two Indian water buffaloes 
graze beside the well .Further below in the stream issuing out of the 
rocks, a fisherman stands knee-deep pulling in a fishing net. On the bank 
beside him lies a round, flat-bottomed wicker basket with a small 
opening, for the day's catch. On the other shore in the foreground 
a hunter with a shield of woven leaves and a couple of long rods shows 
the way to another fisherman who has his net and basket slung from poles 
on his shoulder. The shield was probably used for protection while 
trapping bees or during bird catching, as shown in fol. l 90a in Br. Mus . 
Bahar>-nama ( p 1. 3 7 B) • There, the man crouching behind waits for the 
birds who are attracted by scattering seeds and as they venture nearer 
the shield they are quickly caught and trapped in semi-circular cages or 
round wicker baskets. 
15 The same costume is seen worn by Jat women in paintings showing them 
working at construction sites at Fathpur and Agra (pl~tB ); the costume 
survives to this day. 
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For the sake of convenience of treatment, the classes who 
provided various services for the community, both urban and rural yet 
belonging to the lower strata, are dealt .with here, even though this 
class transgresses rural and urban distinctions. Several typical 
representatives of this class are recorded in paintings, giving some 
insight into the contemporary social framework. 
A late AkbarTpainting16 (c.l595-l600) shows an important tradesman 
at work - the village smithy shoeing a horse. He is assisted by a 
young boy in taking off the old shoe with a sma ll scythe-like instrument, 
while horse-shoes, a mallet, anvil and nails are scattered around. Both 
appear in the simple costume of ordinary labourers, but with large round 
turbans, while the saTs (groom) holding the horse, wears the straight- · 
edged jamcftied on the left (to indicate a Hindu origin), tight frousers 
and closed shoes with elongated backs - obviously belonging to an 
aristocratic household. 
The costume of the s~Is usually consisted of a short-sleeved 
jacket or tunic cut away in front with a long tail at the back, worn 
over a jarnJ, stra ight round hat with a long plume, a pouch s lung from 
the waist, trousers tucked in long boots. Sometimes they also carried 
a sma ll hatchet, probably to clear the way as they ·also acted as path-
finders on long journeys. This costume i s more frequently show~ in 
late 16th-17th century scenes 17 ( p 1,.:;'-B) . 
16 Th e dating of this painting at the Bharat Kala Bhavan, Banaras, i s 
tentative; it appears incomplete, with only some details filled 
in with colour. The only features giving rise to doubts regarding 
the date are the manner of depicting the eyes and the use of large 
round turbans of the Persian type- unlike the small, flat, tightly 
wound turbans of the Akbar{ period. Otherwi se, style and colouring 
are in accordance, but this type of popular theme is slightly 
unusual at such an early stage . 
17 Vide court scene from Anwar- i-Suhaili ms., Banaras, published Welch, 
11 Paintings of Basawan 11 , Lalit Kala , no. 10; Delhi ms . Babar-nama, fol. 
136; Br. Mus. no. 1920-9-17-04; Jahangir Album, Berlin, fol. 8h. 
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The barber was another valuable member of the rural community. 
He is shown at work in a JahangTr period sketch in Banaras. He has set 
up business under a conveniently located tree. The customer sits against 
it, holding a small mirror, while the barbar shaves his long beard, a loose 
sheet spread between them to catch the shavings. Several other figures, 
possibly faqlrs, sit around watching, while one of them plays a dhoZak. 
The barber usually called on his clients at home, or in a fairly populous 
village started business in a convenient spot in the market place. 
The barber and the smithy, along with the milkman, the post-runner, 
the local hakim, the water-carrier (bhishtT) were among those who provided 
the main services to the community. Representatives of some of these are 
found in paintings like one entitled The House of ~aikh PhUl, in 
Banaras (pl ~~). Though showing a neighbourhood in Agra, these figur~s 
presented here, differed little from their counterparts in the countryside. 
The scene set in the ear ly morning, shows the milkman and the sweeper 
astir with their respective duties- the former with his pots of milk 
ba l anced on his head, and the latter sweeping the road with the Indian 
straw broom - t he jharu. The bhisht[ with his leather water bag and the 
l ocal sweet-meat seller also arrive to provide the day's suppli es to the 
§haikh's hou sehold. 
Another professional class frequently seen in both cit ies and 
villages were the acrobats, gymnasts . and jugglers. Though the paintings 
portraying these were usually illustrations to the Desakh Rag~~8 yet 
18 The ragin[ (wife) of Hindola Rag~; W. Kaufman, The Ragas of North 
India~ Indiana, 1968, p. 517, gives the following description of the 
pictorial representation of this raga (or ragini ), quoting N.R. Willard-
11 the general representation in the Ragmala i s quite ambiguous; there 
she is drawn in the figure of severa l athletic young men engaged in 
various gymnast ic exercises, such as wrestling, casting huge masses 
of stone, etc . (sic.). It i s quite untertain what gave rise to this 
preposterous representa t ion~~ This representation is al so mentioned 
in the Tu~fat~-Hind , by Mirza Khan (3rd chapter of the fifth section 
on music) where he further mentions that according to various ancient 
treatises on music, Desakh or Deosakh wa s sometimes considered the 
raginY of Raga Vasanta or the progeny of Raga Bhairon. See Rajyeshwar 
(Go~id) 
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they record actual contemporary figures. They performed in villages 
and cities, displaying feats of strength, skill and daring. These 
included complicated balancing acts, which sometimes had an added 
hazardous element by the inclusion of knives and daggers; climbing a 
tapering pole upside down; displays of gymnastic exercises and muscular 
strength, jugglery, etc. Young boys and girls as well as men and women 
also participated in these performances and their skills were notably 
appreciated by even the foreign travellers. 19 The women wore tight-fitting 
shalwars~ cholis~ dupat tas round their head and bodies; the men wore only 
shorts and ornamental belts and gold and pearl jewellery and were generally 
shaven-headed. An Akbar period painting of acrobats is in the Bodleian, 
Laud manuscript Or.l49, and another of late 17th century in the National 
Museum, Delhi. 
Another important rural craftsman was the weaver, about whom we get 
some information from miniatures bearing the iconographic representation 
of KabTr at his inherited profession of weaving. 20 The paintings, usually 
of mid-17th century or early 18th, show him seated on the ground with 
the horizontal shaft of the loom held across his lap where the woven 
layers were gathered. The rows of yarn were stretched from the shaft along 
the ground and pegged at a point in front. Two small er pegs on either 
side kept these yarns stretched tight. The shuttle was held in the right 
hand and was conical-shaped. 
Another folio from the Beatty fut~-nama (f .79) (pl A4~ also shows 
a weaver at work. Thi s being a work of c. l580, would provide further 
details from an earlier period for compari son with the above paintings. 
Mitra, Mughal Bharater Sang~t-Chinta (Bengali), Calcutta, 1964, for 
transl ations from thi s and other Persian texts on Indian music . 
19 Thevenot , Travels~ p. l09-11 0. Jaha ngTr was al so impressed with the 
performance of some Karnati c juggl er s . Tuzuk , I, p.l43 ,~~B. 
20 Br. Mu s. 1920- 9-17-029 ; Red Fort Archeol og ical Mu seum, Delhi . 
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Here the weaver sits behind the loom, which is always at ground level, 
unlike the modern looms which are at a higher level; the frame of the 
loom passes across his lap and is fixed to the ground. The movable bar 
with comb-like teeth has two parts, the front one being shifted back and 
forth over the lengthwise (warp) threads which are stretched tightly from 
the frame and gathered and tied to a peg on the ground. The weaver holds 
a small shuttle in his right hand to weave the weft threads across the 
warp.The bar seems to gather in the woven threads closer together and the 
folds of the fabric fall behind the loom. The shuttle is small, thin and 
pointed at both ends. On the ground several shuttles or spools of thread 
lie in a rectangular case. The weaving takes place on the terrace of an 
apartment, whil e below in the courtyard, an assistant rolls onto a long 
narrow spool the yarn which is stretched along pegs on the ground in a 
large circle. Both of them appear to be Muslims, wearing the plain jama~ 
sleeves rolled up and the ends tucked in at waist, pyjamas, coiled turbans 
and a roughly tied waist band. 
A loose leaf from an unidentified ms. of the late 16th century in 
the Johnson collection in the India Office Library, gives some further 
information about the stages involved in weaving. The min iature is 
entitled in the index catalogue as qdrTs instructing mank ind in the art 
. 21 
of weav1ng. The stages shown include beating the raw cotton with a rod, 
washing it, then drying it by stretching on pegs on the ground; then 
winding the yarn on to the holders. The loom is of the same type on a level 
21 
'ldr1s is mentioned twice in the Qurlin . In later Muslim legend he is 
identified with Biblical and apocryphal characters who ascended to 
heaven. ~1uslim mystic thoughl has given him a place among its 
mythical illuminati; Ibn-al-ArabT described him as "prophet of the 
philosophers". A number of works were attributed to him and he is 
credited with various invention s , arts of divination and with 
practical crafts including the making of garments. "This reputation 
assured him a place among the patron saints of the craftsmen's guild 
and the representative figures of the futl:ihJa". Ency . of I s lam> op.itt. 
III, p. 1030. 
• 
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with the ground. Freshly woven pieces of cloth are stretched on 
pegs - possibly to dry or be stretched into the right size and shape. 
The main figure of Idris and some of the attendants wear leopard skin 
coa ts, cloaks and boots, but the weavers are attired in dhoti ~ jama' 
and turbans. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
WOMEN AND CHILDREN 
On a preliminary review of the subject matter of the paintings, 
it seems rather strang~that, unlike the paintings of the 17th and 18th 
centuries, women rarely figure in the scenes of the earlier period of 
the 16th century. Their absence is even more noticeable because of the 
remar kable part played by some of the imperial women in that age - women 
like Khanzada Begam, 1 Dildar Begam, 2 Aisan Daulat Begam, 3 Maham Begam, 4 
- - 5 6 Hamida Banu Begam, Gulbadan Begam, etc. These women were active, 
intelligent, wel l -educated, each earning respect and admiration from both 
their contemporary generations and posterity. But a reason for their 
absence in the earli er paintings could possibly be explained by the fact 
that most of these were executed in the last quarter of the 16th century, 
when the main focus of the painters' attention was devoted to glori fying 
The eldest sister of Babar who was so 
upheavals in the careers of Babar and 
of other close female relatives, were 
negotiations and dealings . . 
closely involved in the political 
Humayun. Her services, as those 
frequently used in political 
2 The wife of Babar, mother of Gulbadan Begam and Hindal. 
3 Wife of Yunus ChagbataT, maternal grandmother of Babar. She actively 
helped Babar in his early career by her practical wisdom and advice. 
B. N.~ Bev., p.43. 
4 Wife of Babar, mother of Humayun. She was a lady of great strength and 
character. She had .adopted Gulbadan and Hindal. 
5 Wife of Humayun, mother of Akbar. She was a descendent of ~aikQ A~mad­
i-Jam. Gulbadan has given a detailed and interesting account of the 
negotiations of Hamida's marriage to Humayun, t he initial reluctance 
of the young girl to marry a man much older than her. She ultimately 
lived a long life as the proud mother of a powerful monarch. She died 
in 1604 and was always highly influential in the ~aram . A folio in 
the Freer Ga 11 ery from a ms. of the A . N. , shows HamTda and HumayTin 
reunited with t he young Akbar. 
6 The talented daughter of Babar and Dildar Begam, and author of 
Humayun-nama. She lived throughout Akbar ' s reign as a highly respected 
relative . She was among the few Mughal women to perform ijajj . She 
died in 1603. 
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the political successes of their royal patrons and recording the various 
aspects of their vigorous, .adventurous lives. Within this fr amework, the 
women of the times did not or could not enter, however noteworthy, 
remarkable~ or talented they might have been. There~ore in such 
manuscripts as Babar-namaJ Akbar-nama , even though prominent women like 
the above-named are frequently ment ioned, they ra~ ely figure among the 
illustrations of these manuscripts. But again we must remember that the 
absence of such scenes was very much in keeping with the general tone 
of sobriety and high ethical and moral values which so markedly character-
ised this earlier period. Also, the artistic interests of the 16th 
century were concentrated on recording the heroic exploits of the earlier 
rulers, the historical events of the times, the re-creation through 
miniatures of the classics, both Islamic and Indian. Hence the activities 
of the women of the times were pushed to the background as far as pa inti ng 
was concerned. In the 17th century, when such subjects were exhausted 
or the life of the ruler did not reflect such martial vigour or adventurous 
spirit, women began to feature in .the paintings. Thus in the paintings 
of the 17th century and onwards, women appear frequently, but in a 
different light. 
In the periods of Babar, Humayun and Akbar the women of the royal 
family were very active and participated in the political, soc ial and 
economic life of the nation. The earlier political instability and 
unsettled condi tions had helped to develop in them skills and talents to 
cope with the demands of the contemporary situations. Gradually, as the 
power and posit ion of the Mughal dynasty became consol idated, those talents 
were channelled in different directions. The leading women of the royal 
~aram and the nobility became influential in social and political spheres 
by exerting indirect pressure upon the emperor on matters which concerned 
them. In the 16th century Ham1da Banu, Gulbadan Begam, Sallma Sultan 
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Begam, ~ajjT Begam, Maham Anaga, and the Rajput princesses, were all 
involved in the political developments of the times and the importance 
of their role as negotiators was acknowledged by Akbar himself . Moreover, 
they were associated with the administration by being entrusted with the 
imperial seals which were kept in the haram. But in spite of all these 
factors, they feature only rarely in the miniatures of the 16th century 
due to the different direction of artistic interests. 
In the 17th century, women continued to wield considerable influence 
on society and politics. The power and authority of Nurjahan, Mumtaz 
Mahal, Jaha·nar.a)Roushanara were widely felt. It would be natural to 
assume that they were the leaders of a coterie of accomplished ladies, 
who set the standards in social and cu l tural trends within the ~aram and 
also considerably infl uenced the political developments of the times. 
From the second quarter of the 17th century, the miniatures, which 
by now had been freed from the confines of manuscript texts, feature women 
as individual themes. They were depicted as subjects of portraiture - as 
in the Dara Shukoh Album- or as part of ~aram life. Herein lies the 
anomaly. The miniatures of the 17th century generally tended to depict 
the women of the upper classes as living a restricted and sheltered existence, 
delicate creatures without any strength of character or influence . Whereas 
this view seems to ignore the achievements and accomplishments of the group 
of aristocratic ladies of the period who were acknowledged for their 
talents, we may attempt to explain the lack of emphasis on this aspect 
by the artists, by considering it as a result of the gradual withdrawal 
of patronage by the court in the latter half of the 17th century. This led 
the artists to seek patrons among the lower echelons of society where 
blind emulation of social norms and mores resulted in a lowering of social 
and cu ltural standards. And it was this view of society which emerges 
in the miniatures of the late- 17th century where the women are a far cry 
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from the distinguished generation we know from literary evidence existed 
earlier. But due to the varied directions of the development of Mughal 
art, their life and activities were not much noticed by the artists in 
the first half of the 17th century. 
An interesting aspect of the life of women in Mughal society is 
revealed indirectly through pictorial evidence - that of the prevalence of 
the system of parda~ or veiling. There being no consensus of opinion 
regarding its practice and existence in India as a social custom before 
the advent of . the Muslims, the latter are generally credited with 
introducing it in an organised form. The veiling of the body and face, 
restrictions on being seen by men other than close relatives, segregation 
of women in public and private life- all these were part of an 
institutionalised system of morality according to· strict Islamic orthodoxy. 
The Mughals introduced Chagbat~f customs and manners but were quick to 
adopt those social ways already existent in India among the Muslims which 
contributed to their elevation as a ruling class. For the seclusion of 
women had early become associated with social status and class, and the 
local Hindu vassal states soon adopted it. 
The 16th and 17th century literary sources provide varied inform-
ation on the impl ementation and manifestations of the system. Special 
arrangements were provided for the total seclusion of the ladies of the 
upper classes, so that no outsider could have even a remote glimpse of 
them. Special screened litters were used to convey them even short 
distances in exclusive privacy. Almost all the travellers mention the 
invari~ble custom of concealing the face and body among Muslim ladies and 
testify to the impossibility of catching a glimpse of them. 
The miniatures further corroborate thi s information as we see t hat 
the long veil or shroud, burqdor naqab7 was in use, but mostly by the 
7 The Atn , Blochmann, p. 96, mentions that Akbar changed the name 
burqct' to chitragupita. 
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femaleattendants (who, due to the nature of their duties, were exposed 
to the public gaze of men), rather than by aristocratic ladies (pl :446). 
These burqds were almost of the same shape and style as even now widely 
used in North India. Sometimes a large shawl was also used, general ly 
by elderly chaperones and duennas, to cover the head and body as a veil. 
The aristocratic ladies apparently did not need this garment as they were 
already well-protected from public gaze by elaborate arrangements either 
in the palace, or when travel l ing, and their movements were guided and 
restricted by orthodox social conventions. This custom was also widely 
adopted even among the Rajput ruling classes and Hindu aristocracy, purely 
as a status symbol in imitation of their Muslim peers. But among the 
lower classes, obviously it had little hold due to economic pressures. 
Women had to work beside their menfolk in the fields and urban centres 
to augment family incomes and this forbade their isolation within the 
house. 8 
Aristocratic Women 
The rarity of female subjects in the earlier period makes it a bit 
difficult to retrace their l ife at that stage . But whatever information 
can be gleaned enables us to venture a general description. It seems women 
were busy with their domestic responsibilities, content in their role as 
mothers and wives. But at the same time they were hardy and responded to 
the demands of the times and adjusted well to the unstable political 
circumstances. This helped develop in them remarkable levels of patience, 
courage and endurance and taught them martial and admini strative skills 
which came in useful · in times of adversity. 
These women were highly respected by their male relatives. There 
are numerous references to thi s in the contemporary accounts. 
8 Tara Chand, Society and State in the Mughal Period~ Delhi, 1961, 
p. 29-30, sugges t s that converts to Is l am from among the lower Hindu 
(con-tel ) 
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Babar's and Humayun's great respect for their female relatives 
is well-known from literary sources. They were always referred to in 
deferential terms and their advice and blessings were sought on all 
important occasions. Consideration was shown for their comfort and well-
being and arrangements for them were often personall y supervised by the 
emperors. Babar praised the sagacity and wisdom of his grandmother, Aisan-
Daulat Begam. 9 The depth of character of his wife, Maham Begam, is also 
known . from the account of Gulbadan. The latter also relates how Humayun 
gave priority to attendance on his elderly aunts over his wives and 
demanded freedom from criticism over this by his wives} 0They were not 
only skilled in the domestic arts, but were also appreciated for their 
political insight and administrative abilities. 11 Though paintings of 
these ladies are rare, we know from literary sources that they were wel1-
d . h t f . d. 12 d th d t 1 t . verse 1n t e ar o r1 1ng, an ey use o go on p easure r1ps 
13 
outside the imperial encampment. An important part of social duties 
was organisi ng fea sts on special occasions like marriages . 14 A wide 
variety of games including card games were popular pastimes with the 
1 d . 15 a 1 es. 
The female staff of the ~aram were well-educated and tutors and 
governesses for the royal children were selected from amongst them. These 
women mostly belonged to the families of courtiers and officials, trusted 
9 
castes retained their own custom~ and attitudes, which granted women 
comparatively more freedom. See also Aziz Ahmed, IsZamic CuZture 
in the Indian Environment~ Oxford, 1964, p. 85 , for similar statements. 
Babar-nama, Bev., p. 43 . 
10 H.N., Bev., p.l30-31. 
11 A.N.~ Bev., II, pp. 40, 317-318; H.N, pp.l39, 160-61, 175-76. 
12 H. N.~ Bev., p. 120. 
1 3 Ibid~ pp. 1 02, 1 04, 11 5, 129, etc. 
14 Ibid~ pp. 126, 113, 150. 
15 Ibid~ p. 178. 
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for their loyal service. Some of them were qualified as midwives and 
nurses. The ~aram was guarded by female guards - urdu-beg~s - and 
important responsibilities were entrusted to women officials. 
Professionally qualified female singers and dancers were an 
important part of every aristocratic household. 16 Some of the aristo-
cratic ladies were themselves proficient in music. 17 Some of them were 
adept at practical crafts as, for instance, we read of Mihr Angez Begam 
and Shad Begam being accomplished in making arrows and thumg-rings used 
in archery as a special 11 protection against the fret of the bow-string 
both in drawing and release 11 • 18 They were also skilled in archery and 
polo. The eating of betel-leaf or pan was a social habit among the 
ladies even at this early date. 19 Later travellers all testify to the 
great popularity of this practice and its wide prevalence. 20 
Under the liberal statesmanship of Akbar, great progress was made 
in various aspects of the socio-economic, cultural and administrative 
fields. For the first time, Indians, i.e . the non-Muslim races and 
ethnic groups, were actively incorporated into the Mughal hierarchy and 
as a result there was a liberal exchange of ideas, attitudes, customs 
and manners. The Rajput ladies who entered the royal haram exerted 
manifold influences on the way of life of the G_bag_b.ata1 women who had not 
been exposed to the Indian ways previously. These influences were not 
felt prominently, however, till the last quarter of the century. 
The royal ladies continued to live useful, ac ti ve lives, but there 
was a difference in tone. ' Due to the increased political stability of 
16 H. N., Bev., p. 189. 
17 Ibid~ p. 121 . 
18 . Loc. cbt ., note. 
19 Ibid, p. 123, reference to pan dishes. 
20 11 Their greatest delight is to chew betel all day11 • Careri, Travels~ 
p. 247. Also Thevenot, Trave ls~ p.l45; Manucci, Irvine, II, p.338. 
Manrique mentions that offering of pan to a visitor was to show him 
great honour. Travels~ Hac. Soc., 1927, II, p.209 . 
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the state, they were no longer required to exert themselves in the 
various manly skills, but developed intellectual and social attainments. 
They were still well-read, well-bred and accomplished in other ways. 
Akbar's regard for his female relatives and other women in the 
~aram was also high. Even the group of foster-women who nurtured him 
in his early years, were always treated with respect and affection as long 
as they li ved. In this context we may recall the close association 
between Akbar and Maham Anaga, and J1j1 Anagah. He never failed to show 
the greatest regard for his mother as well as for his step-mother, ~ajj1 
Begam. 21 When Gulbadan Begam returned with the other ladies from Mecca, 
Monserrate says 11 the king had the street pavements covered with silken 
shawls and conducted her himself to her palace in a gorgeous litter 11 • 22 
Outings were frequently organised for them23 when they visited 
natural lakes and gardens, sometimes accompanying the emperor. 
Music was still a popular entertainment for the ladies. Certa in 
classes of women were professionally trained in s inging, dancing and 
playing musical instruments. At first, their duties consisted of 
entertaining only the ladies, but later were permitted to perform before 
men on specia l occasions. 24 These women were probably of Indian origin 
and some of them were retained also in the household of nobles. 25 
Literary accomplishments among the women of this period were very 
high. Gulbadan Begam, ~am1da Banu Begam, ~ajjT Begam26 , Ruqaiya Begam, 
21 A . N. ~ Bev., III, p.55l-52, for Akbar's grief at her death in 1582; 
also pp.l07- l 08. 
22 Commentary , p.205. 
23 A.N., III, p.543, 915. The Beatty ms. of A.N., · fol. 9, shows Akbar 
greeting his mother, who is travelling in a screened litter (pl.S4e.) . 
Another folio in the National Museum, De lhi 1 shows SalTm greeting his 
mother in a palanquin, the latter accompanied by ladies of her retinue, 
including the urdu··bef}'is wearing the burqcfa nd ridin g male fashion, and 
other armed guards (pl.04A) . 
24 -r;-kz..n~ Blochmann, III, p.271-273 . Here AbiTl Fa~l refers to Hindu women. 
25 Ibid~ Zoc .cit; al so Manucci, Irv ine, II, p.336 . 
26 She was close ly assoc iated with the planning and bu ildi ng of Humayun's 
tomb at Delhi. Since her return from pilgrimage i n 1568 till her death 
in 1582, she lived near the tomb and looked after its maintenance. 
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Sal1ma Sultan Begam were all well versed in literary pursuits and were 
respected within the court circles for their intellectual standing. It 
may well be imagined that such ladies would actively encourage and 
foster these activities among the other inmates of the ~aram and would 
set examples to the other aristocratic families. Monserrate 1 S statement 
that Akbar 11 gives great care and attention to the education of the 
princesses, who are rigorously kept secluded from the sight of men. 
They are taught to read and write and are trained in other ways by 
matrons1127 is relevant here in testifying to the importance given to 
female education. 
In this connection may also be mentioned the interest shown in t~e 
finer arts, particularly painting. It can be reasonably assumed that 
since the l eading figure s in female society were so cu ltured and refined, 
this branch may well have ga ined their patronage, too. This seems even 
more natural considering the reigning monarch 1 S keen i nterest in this 
field and his enthusiastic encouragement of the growth of the imperial 
ateliers and the development of a special style. Women artists are 
known to have existed and were employed within the ~aram to make portraits 
of the ladi es and children which may have formed the basis for models 
used by the male artists in the royal studios . 
We have the names of two female artists of late 16th century whose 
signatures are found on a few of their surviving works. The first is 
SahTfah Banu, who executed the portrait of Shah Tahmasp in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum. Another of her works i s in the Walters Art Gallery, 
Baltimore. The other artist is Nadira BanD, who signs herself as dukht ar-
i - Mlr Taq~ shagird- i-Re~Cf-.banda-i-Padshah-SaZi:m - daughter of M1r TagT 
who was a pupil of Reza, an artist obviously employed at Sa1Tm1 S studio 
27 Corrunent ary3 p. 203 . 
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at Allahabad during the period of his rebellion. 
Another stronger evidence of the existence of female artists 
at court is a Jahangir period painting in the Bharat Kala Bhavan, 
Banaras (pl.45). It shows a woman artist seated in a courtyard 
sketching, her model s being a lady and a child. Pots of paint and brushes 
lie before her. From her appearance £he seems to come from an aristo-
cratic background. This type of artistic activity within the ~arcun must 
have been encouraged greatly by Jahang ir and his cultured consort, NITr-
jahan, and reflected the depth of refinement of the age. 28 
Another important item of recreation was the women's market or 
zenana baza~· held on special occasions. These were organised for and 
by women. The wives of the cunirs set up stalls within the palace and rare 
items of jewellery, silks and handicrafts were examined and purchased by 
the royal ladies, sometimes even by the emperor himself. These fairs 
afforded the secluded ladies a chance to amuse themselves by bargaining 
and enquiring about products which otherwise they had no opportunity to 
see. The days these baza~s were held were known as Kbush-ruz . Later in 
the 17th century the fairs came to be known as m?:na baza:rc and were an 
important part of .harcun 1 ife. 29 Bada'un1, whi 1 e describing these fairs 
in his usual disapproving tone, says that im.portant affairs of harcun 
. 
people, marriage contracts and betrothals of boys and girls, were arranged 
28 See Ganguly, O.C., "Authenticity of the Feminine Portraits of the 
Mughal School", Rupam~ Jan.-Apr. 1928. Maclagan has suggested that the 
name N1n1 on another painting of a Christian subject in the Victoria and 
Albert t~useum, may indicate a female artist. Nadira Banu's work is 
reproduced by Wilkinson and Gray, "Indian Paintings in a Pers ian Museum", 
Burlington Magazine~ Apri 1 , 1935. 
29 For the description of these Baza.~s ~ see Ain , I, Bl ochmann, p. 286. 
Also H.N.~ Bev., p. 126. K.M. Ashraf, Life and Conditions of the People 
of Hindustan~ p. 232, says such stalls . for women were also set up during 
HumayiTn's time, but on a less elaborate scale. Bernier, Manucci and 
Thevenot all testify to the continuation of this tradition in the 17th 
century. 
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h t . 30 at sue mee 1ngs. It is a pity that no pictorial record of this 
very interesting part of Mughal 1aram life has been discovered to date. 
Games were popular pastimes for the ladies. Pl aying chaupar~ 
31 
chandal mandal and cards helped to while away the time. Polo (chaugan ) 
was also played by the ladies. 32 Pets were al so kept in households, and 
cats ,33 pigeons and pupp ies were favo urites within the ;aram. 
In the 17th century, the miniatures feature women either in 
ind ividua l portraits or in scenes of the 1aram. In the latter, they are 
shown increasingly as leading leisurely lives, quite a change from the 
earlier generation of hardy women. But here it must be borne in mind 
that domestic life was almos t totally absent from the artis t ic themes of 
the 16th century, and thus we have no apparent basis for compar ison from 
pictorial evidence only, between the 16th and 17th centuries. In the 
latter the artists focussed on their role as ladi es of a highly refined 
and sophisticated class, some of whom were outstanding personal i ties , but 
mos tly, existing in the shadow of their menfolk, according to the social 
precepts of the time. Duri ng the latter half of the 17th century, 
particularly, the picture that emerges from the mo no tonous ly s imi lar 
scenes of the 1aram , seems to indicate a very shel tered and restr icted 
life for women, ignoring the small circle of refined, art iculate l ad ies at 
court. 
30 Muntakhab~ II, Lowe, p.350 . Thevenot says that many of t he women, 
wives of the nobles, took advantage of this near access to the emperor 
and his lad i es to solicit his favour fo r their husbands by surreptit-
ious ly s li pp ing in presents "to those that cou ld serve them in betteri ng 
their fortune or keeping them as they were". · Travels~ p. 70 . 
31 See 19th century ill ustra tion of chart for chandal mandal in the 
Lucknow text of the X{n. 
32 
33 
H. N., p. l 2l. 
Tuzuk~ R. & B., II, p.66 - indirect reference to the cat as a household 
pet. In many mi ni atures of domestic scenes, the cat is featured as a 
part of the household. 
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Among the popular recreation activities of the period were music, 
dancing, games, organising festivities and travelling. 
Music and dancing now became an even more integral part of the life 
of the court, and hence of the ~aram also. Many paintings show ladies of 
high rank b~ing entertained to music by professional musicians. 34 Dancing 
was a popular entertainment on all occasions 35 and professional dancers 
and mus icians were attached to every high ranking household. They were 
adept at playing such instruments as the lute, v[naJ tamburaJ dhoZJ 
cymbols., tambourine and castanets. 36 
The ladies often went on outings to parks and holy places or 
accompanying the emperor on his travels. Hunting seems to have been 
e~joyed by some of the ladies, particularly Nurjahan _ who is often 
mentioned as accompanyi ng JahangTr on hunting expedit ions, 37 though of 
all the reputed portraits of the empress none depict her in hunting scenes. 
Festivals and celebrations were always an important part in the 
life of the court, specia ll y since both Persian as well as Indian customs 
and rites had been incorporated into the Mughal social code. The 
festivals of HoZlJ DiwaZiJ Nau-ruzJ ~dJ as well as the celebrations 
of marriages and births, all afforded chances of intense enjoyment and 
34 Processional scene at Jahangir 1 S court, Rampur Library (pl.\5'B). 
Hi ndsor Shiihjahan- namaJ nos . 43, 20. 
Manucci g-ives detailed information about the organisation of the female 
musicians, their names , officers in charge, superintendents and overseers; 
each of them had 10 apprentices under her and had her own rank and 
standing. StoriaJ II, p. 335-36. 
35 Windsor Shahjahan-namaJ no. 10 (pl..SS&)~ Indian ~luseum, Calcutta, no.607; 
Baroda Museum, O.C. Ganguly, Cat alogue) Baroda, pl.Vlb; also see 
TU.zukJ I, pp. 48-49 ~ R~~. 
36 Bernier, T1:•aveZs J pp.273-74. 
37 Tuzuk , I, pp. 129-30, 204, 348, 375. Also the numerous paintings of 
Baz Bahadur and Rupmat1 hunting together suggest the popularity of the 
sport even with the ladies though these were more probably mere 
representations of the romantic legends connected with the famous 
lovers . 
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gaiety to the ladies. Marriages were lavishly celebrated with feasts, 
musical entertainments and dazzling displays and gifts, when women were 
the chief organisers of the various functions involved. 
There are a few miniatures depicting the festivities organised 
on these occasions. The one in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, identified 
by Percy Brown as part of the celebrations at the marriage of Khurram 
and several in the Windsor Shahjahan-nama , show spectacular processions 
as part of the festivities . These have been described in a previous chapter. 
Two folios in the Victoria and Albert Akbar-nama show the 
festivities arranged on the occasion of the marriage of Baqi Khan, son 
of Maham Anaga. 38 Here the rejoicings are shown appropriate to the 
simplified and modest settings of the early Akbari court scenes. Music, 
dancing, presentation of gifts, were the main ingredients of the 
celebrations shown. The f emale dancers and mus icians included both 
Indian women in Rajput costume as well as C_bag_b_ata!l women in long flowing 
tunics, tall hats, shoulder girdles and large dupattas . Even though this 
was a Muslim wedding, the doorway is decorated with mango leaves- the 
H. d b 1 f . . 39 1n u sym o o ausp1c1ousness. 
Royal births, birthdays, accessions and anniversaries were also 
occasions for celebrations on a lavish scale. The gaiety and joy on the 
occasion of a royal birth may be glimpsed from the painted records of these 
events. There are miniatures of the celebrations at the birth of Humayun, 
SalTm, Murad and probably Khurram:0 (pls.'I& J47;48).The~ema1e apar-lmenls 
38 The woman seated below the 
identified as Maham Anaga. 
portrait of this lady. 
young Akbar in the painting ha s been 
If so, this is possibly the only known 
39 There are two other paintings showing Hindu weddings in the Beatty 
Library. One is fr om the fu~~-nama, dated c.l580. The other is from 
40 
the Raj-Kunwar> dated early 17th century; in both mango leaves are used as 
decorations. Also in the birth scene of Murad , V. & A. A. N. (pl~7A). 
Br. Mus. B.N.> fol. 295a; Delhi Nat. Mus. B.N.> fol. 209; V. & A. A.N.> 
fol. 78, 80; Boston, Coomaraswamy, Catalogue> pls.III & IV. 
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where the birth took pl ace, were bedecked by str ings of auspicious 
41 
mango leaves ; maids made merry by dancing and singing, wh ile other 
musicians joined in, from the courtyard outside. Alms were immediately 
di stributed to the poor. The horoscope of the infant was drawn up by 
the court astrologers. In the innermost apartments maids tended to 
the mother and the inf ant. Spec ial med i cina l potions were prepared by 
grinding in a trestle while utensils and warm water were got ready for 
the ba by's first bath. The nearest female relatives and attendants wou ld 
inevitably be present near the mo ther, while presents were brought i n 
and the baby's cr ib was ceremonially set up . 
Organising banquets was another soci al occasi on for the ladies . 
Special events such as victories, birthdays, anniversaries were celebrated 
by fea sts within the ~aram. The TUzuk mentions the feasts organised by 
Nurjahan for Jahang1r on several occas ions and once al so for Khurram 
aft er his re t urn from the Deccan expedit ion in 1617. 42 
A loose leaf from the Beatty ms . of the A. N. now in the Kei r 
coll ect ion ( Catalogue~ col our pl. 36) shows another occasion of 
celebrations - the circumcision ceremony of the three pr inces . Royal 
ladies and maids, most ly in C~agbat~f costume, are seen in the courtyard 
of the female apartments mindi ng the children while ma ids bring refresh-
ments. Outside, a Mulla and five male servants approach the female door-
keeper with gifts including an exotic bird in a rectangu l ar cage . An 
air of quiet festivity pervades the scene . 
Smok ing the ~uqqa or hubbl e- bubble and drinking wine became 
popular social habits among women by the latter half of the 17th century. 43 
41 Bandarwars~ K.M. Ashraf, Life and Conditions> p.l80. 
42 R.~~. . Tuzuk , I,APP· 278, 385, 397. There 1s an 18th century copy of an 
earlier mi ni ature of one of these feasts in the Wantage Bequest 
in the Victoria & Albert Museum. 
43 The waqih of Asad Beg, Tr. of extract in Elliott and Dawson , VI, p. 
165-167, ment ions how the author had brought some tobacco from Bijapur 
to Akbar ' s court; the emperor was hi ghly intrigued by the new product 
. (co~L~) 
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Though the general tone of the life of the royal ladies had 
.greatly changed from vigorous and energetic to a more sophisticated and 
refined, though sheltered, existence as a result of changed socio-political 
circumstances, yet this period was not totally devoid of talented 
literary-minded women possessing strength of character and personality. 
Nurjahan, Mumtaz Mahal, Jahanara and later Zebunnisa, were the leaders 
of a small group of accomplished ladies with a highly cultured taste 
in literary and artistic skills. It may well be assumed that they were 
also liberal patrons of the arts and letters. But most of the paintings 
of the later 17th century focus on the leisured and rather colourless 
existence of the ladies of the upper· classes indulging in leisurely pursuits . 
E . f . 44 k' d d . k' 45 d t 46 nJoyment o mus1c, smo 1ng an r1n 1ng, games an spor s, 
continued to be popular pastimes. Bernier mentions the presence of 
kanchan!s or professional singing and dancing girls at the court s of 
Shahjahan and Aurangzeb. They were of a "more private and respectable 
class who attend the grand weddings of OmPahs and man~abdars". 47 
Religion has always been an important part of social life among 
both the Muslims and Hindus. And for women, religious activities 
but was desisted from smoking by his physicians. The BahaP-i-~jam 
and the Maasir-i-Rah1mT state that tobacco was introduced first to the 
Deccan by Europeans'(Portugese?) from where it was taken to India in 
Akbar's reign. The habit of smoking became widely popular from the 
second quarter of the 17th century. Hobson-Jobson, p. 925-26. 
Manrique, II, p.250; Manucci, II, p.l75. 
44 Though Aura~gzeb condemned it as sinful, yet it continued to enjoy 
the patronage of the royal ladies and the nobles. Manucci, St oPia, II, 
p.335-36. 
45 Bodleian, ms. Douce, Or .a.3, Ouseley Add.l72, Boston, Catalogue, 
pl .XLVII; Bibliotheque Nationale, Smith Leseuf ms. 249. Blochet has 
identified the last as a ms. of Babar's Memoirs but the folio in 
question seems to belong to the 18th cent~ry and the inscription on it 
has been misread by him as Muhsin Bi bi, whereas it should more correctly 
be MajZis-i-Husn or Assembly of Beauties, which is more appropriate to 
the subject of the painting. 
46 There is a late 17th century miniature in Bombay of ladies f lying kites, 
published Marg, Sep. 1958, p.50, pl .III. 
47 TPaveZs, Constable, p. 274. 
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assumed a special significance at all times. In the earlier period of 
Mughal rule women performed religious duties and functions with the 
same zeal and drive which they displayed in their other activities. 
Visits to saints and hermits and tombs of holy persons were paid and 
Muslim religious rites and customs were observed unfai l ingly. 
From 156248 onwards a new feature was added to the religious 
activities within the haram due to the advent of the Rajput wives of 
. 
Akbar. They were permitted to continue to practise their own forms of 
worship in full freedom and privacy. These private wors~ips, partic~larly 
the Siva puja and veneration of Krishna, are the subject of numerous 
paintings. 49 The Siva puja usually cons isted of offering flowers and 
edibles to the lingam, incantations of prayers, meditations, and fasts, 
and is usually shown being performed at night. They often visited yogis 
and sannyasls. 50 On all these occasions they were accompanied by their 
maids, chaperones and attendants. 
Women of the Lower Classes 
Those women born into families where every member had to work 
to contribu~e towards the family resources, led a life total ly different 
from that described above. They were forced by circumstances to under -
take manual labour for wh ich soc ial taboos and codes of eti quette were 
inapplicable. 
Young daughters and wives of minor officials were recruited to 
serve within the haram, where they were appointed with salaries for 
. 
particular tasks and where they could work their way up to higher posts 
of responsibility. Thus they were appointed as clerks, daro~as 
48 The date of his first alliance with the Rajput houses, with the 
daughter of Raja Bihari Mal of Amber . A.N., Beveridge, II, p.242-
243; Badauni, II, Lowe, p.45. 
49 Johnson Collection, India Office Library; Boston, Catalogue~ pl . L.XIa. 
50 Bodleian, Ouseley Add. 170, 167; Goetz- Gesehiehte~ etc., pl. 10, no.l9. 
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(superintendents), accountants. 51 Manucci also graphically describes the 
organisation of the female officials wi~hin the haram. He says some of 
them occupied positions of responsibility, corresponding to those held 
by grandees outside. These women also sometimes acted as official 
correspondents between the emperor and the Amirs. The weekly reports of 
the news-writers were also read out by them to the emperor. 52 Some of 
them who were well skilled in musical accomplishments were retained for 
that purpose alone. 53 Those who had some educational training were appointed 
as teachers and governesses for the royal children. Those endowed with 
physical strength and courage were recruited as guards (Urdu-beg[s) for 
both the ladies' quarters as well as the person of the emperor . According 
to r~anucci, they were "very brave and highl y skilled in the management of 
the bow and other arms". 
Elderly women of respectable character were appointed as chaperones 
or duennas for the royal princesses . Their main function seems to have 
been to accompany their mistresses everywhere and to act as liaison or 
go-between on occasions when they had to deal with men. These maids and 
attendants were mostly attached to the household of their patrons for long 
periods of time and became strong ly devoted to them from affection and 
loyalty . As a result, lifelong friendships often grew up between the royal 
ladies and their maids . Some of them lived out their entire lives in 
the service of their patrons and won the respect and affection of even the 
emperors themselves. This was specially the case with the foster mothers 
who sometimes played important roles in the early years of the children. 54 
The fortunes of these serving women were linked to that of their 
patrons and their financial position depended upon that of the household 
51 -)-Ain , I, Blochmann, p. 45. 
52 Storia~ p. 335-36, 465. 
53 Ain~ Ill , Jarrett, pp . 271-73 . 
54 JahangTr showed great respect for his foster mother, the mother of 
(c.. o rd:.d.) 
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they belonged to. It was a matter of prestige in every household to 
maintain their staff at their best appearance. Hence we often see these 
maids almost as well dressed as any aristocratic lady. 55 
Women belonging to the agricultural and labouring classes performed 
various types of manual labour. From what little information that can be 
gathered about them from the miniatures, it seems clear that they had to 
work alongside their -men to augment the family income. The village women 
worked in the fields, helping at harvest time as well as looking after the 
usual household chores. Near the urban centres, many of them worked as 
labourers in building sites, _making stone chips, carrying loads and 
doing various unskilled jobs within their physical capacity56 (pl.3leJ. 
Sometimes women trained as acrobats and jugglers and performed in 
cities and villages along with the male members of their troupes. 57 
Children 
Children rarely figure among the miniatures except in copies of 
European paintings and wood-carvings of the Madonna and Child or the 
Nativity Scene. This may be due to the fact that domestic life never 
seemed to interest the artists who, under royal patronage and direction, 
drew inspiration rather from the adventurous life of their patrons in 
the earlier period or from their amorous activities in the later years of 
the school. Also, since the social mores of the times prohibited public 
R.o. e.. 
Q~~b~~d1n ~a~ Ko~a. ~zuk~~I~ pp.78, 84-85. He also had great 
affection for Aqa Aqctyan, the faithful old superintendent of his ~aram 
who had served him for 33 years and whom he honoured in her old age 
by paying her a visit at her house. Ibid~ II, p. 110-lll. 
55 Boston, CataLogue~ pl. 36; Bibliotheque Nationale; Manucci, Storia~ II, 
p.338. 
56 Victoria & Albert Mus. nos. IS2- l 896 , IS95-1965, IM2B-51/52; A.N. 
117/45-46, 88; Teheran ms. Jami~ut-Tawarrkh. 
57 Thevenot saw a young girl performing remarkable acrobatic feats at a 
village fair near Amber and highly praised her agility. TraveLs 3 
pp. 109-110. Most of the miniatures showing acrobats are late 17th 
or 18th century illustrations of the Desakh raga. 
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intrusion into the female quarters, this aspect of society remained unseen 
and therefore unrecorded, except rarely. 
The births of royal children were always_ occasions of great joy 
and festivity, as described earlier . How the early years of the children 
were spent we do not know much, except for mention in the accounts of 
the starting of formal education at the age of four or five by appointing 
tutors and the circumcision of boys at the age of five. The Akbar-nama 
gives some more information about customs involved in the upbringing of 
children, such as striking a chi~d with a turban as he takes his first 
steps and shaving off the hair at twelve months for good luck. 58 
From the few paintings of royal infants which we have come across, 
it seems that .babies were dressed in long robes, sometimes bedecked with 
strings of beads and amulets; and even small children and infants wore 
some kind of headgear - a sort of circular cap with a border of pearls and 
earflaps or a child's crown59 ·(pl:\tl"). Caps interwoven with pearls and other 
precious gems are mentioned being frequently presented by Aurangzeb to his 
grandsons at birth. 60 
Children seem to have been rarely associated with the activities 
of the haram. The relationship between the royal fathers and their 
children appears to have been a very formal one. They were formally 
presented to the emperor in durbar by their guardians or tutors on special 
occasions. 51 Otherwise the contact with chi ldren was very limited till 
58 -A.N., I, Bev ., p. 395-96. The first may have been a Turki or Mongol 
custom. 
59 Beatty, ms . llA, no. VI, pub. Arnold, Catalogue~ pl. 79a; another folio 
f rom a private collection published by Welch, Art of Mughal India~ pl .31. 
Thi s latter is suggested by Welch as a portrait of Shlah Shuja~as a child. 
60 Mafas:Z:r-i-~lamg[ri~ Trans. J. Sarkar, Bib . Ind . , 1947, pp .65, 92, 147 . 
61 Vide presentation of Dara, Aurangzeb and Shujacas durbar by Asaf Khan 
soon after Shahjahan's acc~ssion, Windsor, Bh-ahjahan-nama (pl.'lA). 
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they were old enough to be given military or administrative responsibil-
ities, There are two miniatures of Shahjahan holding a small child -
one in the Victoria and Albert Museum, the other in the Metropolitan 
Museum, New York '(pl~9~. A detached folio from a manuscript of the 
Akbar-n:ama in the Freer Gallery shows the young Akbar re-united with his 
parents at Kabul in 1545. 62 
From the many interesting episodes about Akbar's childhood related 
by AbiTl Fa~l, we learn that toy painted drums were favourites with 
infants. AbDl Fazl in his quaint way described how, with the help of 
divine inspiration, the infant Akbar overcame his opponent, his older 
cousin Ibrahfm H1~~a1 son of Kamran; in a fight over a painted toy drum63 
(pl,Eo~. Thevenot also mentions among children's toys tops, trumpets, 
bull-flies and gigs. 64 The last two items are unintelligible, but a gig 
seems to be a kind of whirling top. 
Sometimes young children of the families of attendants were trained 
in the arts of musical performances and were brought to the palace for 
the entertainment of the ladies. Young boys from poorer families often 
worked on construction sites along with their family members65 (pl.31A). 
Those who came from professional trades backgrounds continued in the 
same occupations and crafts and started learning their trades at an 
early age through a period of apprenticeship. Thevenot describes how 
66 little boys dexterously made vessels of gold. Bernier states that in 
Kashmir young children were often occupied in the making of shawls. 67 
62 Published Ga sco igne, op. ait. J p. 63. 
63 A painting of the incident i s in a 17th century A. N. folio in Bod leian . . 
64 Travels) 72. 
65 Beatty, A.N.J fol . l53b, V. & A. A. N.J fol . 91, IM28-5l. 
66 Tr avels , p. 55. 
67 Travels) p. 405. See Chapter Four, Page 131, for di scuss ion on 
this point of apprenticeship. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
COSTUMES 
The Mughal miniatures of the 16th and 17th centuries bear graphic 
evidence of the history of costume in North India during that period. 
This is immensely interesting in that many surviving features of 
contemporary attire today may be traced back to that period. 
The Mughals introduced Central Asian modes of dress into North 
India which were so distinctively different from the local styles and 
fashions. A process of integration in costumes had already begun during 
the three preceding centuries between the Afghans, Turks and Persians, 
and native Indian races. A new phase was introduced in the 16th century 
when features from Mongol and Chagbatil traditions were consciously fused 
with those of Rajput styles. In the 16th century the experimentation 
resulted in a distinctively new style which, by the mid-17th century, 
grew into full maturity. 
Male Styles 
The male fashions in the earliest phase were those of Central 
Asian origin which had Turkish and Mongol elements. In the Babar-nama 
there are numerous references to the different items of attire used in 
those days. The complete Mughal costume from head to foot was known as 
sar- u- pa and consisted of a felt cap, a full-length coat of Chinese satin 
with embroidery, a haversack and a bag, and a few pockets hung from the 
collar1 and trousers underneath . The main basic pieces were the jarna~ 
or the long unlined tunic, the short tunic (nTmcha ), the long coat or 
chap~, cotton trousers, a girdle, a waistband (Kamar-band) . The headgear 
1 B. N., Beveridge, p. 159-60 . 
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varied from caps made of lambskin or fur or felt, and known as the 
Mughal burk , to turbans wound round · the cap, either flat in one fold 
as favoured bycUmar Shaikh, or more usually with a twis t in several folds ~ 
In the winter, sheep-skin coats (pos t inJ were used and a type of rain-cloak 
(kiping or kipak ) lined with wool is also mentioned. On ceremonial 
occasions silken head wear (bashZ[q ) and silk embroidered robes of honour 
and gold embroidered jackets trimmed with buttons were presented to 
deserving nobles. Gulbadan mentions a few more items such as qurposh, an 
embroidered mantle to be worn over the armour, girdles (qushka ), and 
others for personal use as embroidered towels (rWnaZ) bathwrappers ( f :u.ta ) 
and napkins (rupak) . 2 
Humayun invented a few items of dress which included the uZbaqcha 
or a waistcoat which was open in front and a particular type of cap, made 
of velvet, embroidered satin, or wool (ur.mUk ), which had inverted V-shaped 
opening~ in front, forming the figure 77 . It was draped by a narrow length 
of cloth. This was called the taj-i-~zzat or crown of honour, as 77 was 
the numerical value of the word'i zz or honour. 3 And he wore dresses in 
the colour appropriate to the day of the week, as for example, black for 
Saturday, yellow for Sunday, and so on. 
The large painting on cotton in the British M0seum entitled 
Princes of the House of Timur, dated c.l570, shows the Babur[ and 
Humayuni costumes . The jamcfseems to have been quite long, almost an kle-
length, and the coat or chapan was fastened in the middle. Footwear 
consisted of pointed boots with slightly raised heels. The turban was 
mostly worn in several folds wound round a cap or kuZah whose peaked 
upper part stuck out through the folds. The headgear or cap with the 
2 H - - - B . d p 127 umayun-nama , ever1 ge, . . 
3 !$hwandamT.r, Qanun- i - Hwnayun1:., Tr . B. Prasad, p. 49-50. 
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upturned brim and the V-opening in front. introduced by Humayun is also 
seen here worn by an attendant and in a loose folio in Rampur, dated 1575.4 
The Jahangir Album in Berlin5 has paintinqs in the borders of man.v 
of its folios dating from the early period of Mughal art and we find 
evidence there, too, of the early styles of dress. It seems that the 
jam«was slightly decreased in length up to the knee in Humayun's time. 
Under Akbar, many changes were introduced and new features were 
added. Abu~ Fazl has given details of some of these changes in the Atn. 6 
He says the t akauchiya was the Indian equivalent of the jama~ but it had 
slits at the sides of the skirt with several pointed tails at either side. 
It used to be tied under the armpits on the left side. Under Akbar it 
was modified by doing away with the slits and the tails, the hem of the 
skirt being made straight and it was tied on the right with .tassels. But 
in many of the miniatures of the Akbar period we see the takauchiya worn 
in its original form7 (pl.~B). Akbar changed the name from jamcf to 
sarbg~tr, as he did for many other items of dress. The cotton trousers 
tied at the waist by a cord were either close-fitting (called izar ), or 
slightly loose (the shaZwar), which were more usually worn for relaxation 
by the upper classes . . · It required over three yards of cloth and 
izar seems to have been worn mainly by the lower classes doing manual 
work (pl ~lA). Both are mentioned in the irn. The embroidered waist-band 
(patka or katzeb ) was tied roughly over the jamGf. The long coat was 
known as peshwaz. The qaba was another type of coat which was probably 
lined; both were open down the middle in front, sometimes buttoned or 
tied with cords or left loose. The farjiwas another type of coat which was 
4 This folio is reproduced in Brown, pl. IX, entitl ed Portrait of Amir 
Shaikh Hasan Noyan, waZi of Baghdad . But this identification is 
doubtful; also in folio 24a of the Berlin Album. 
5 Indian Book Painting~ Kuhnel & Goetz, London, 1926. 
6 ~~ 93 96 A&n , I, Blochmann, pp. - . 
7 Babar-nama , Br. Mus., f .520a (Tashkent, pl. 95), V. & A. Akbar-nama 
51-52/117, 78-79/1 17; portrait of Khi~r Khan KhandeshT in the Berlin 
Album, f.4b. 
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open in front and sometimes trimmed with fur along the neck. The 
ahakman and fargul seem to have been types of rain-cloaks made of water-
proof material. It is not possible to identify all of these items in 
the miniatures specifically, except the major ones. Several 
others are noticed, on the other hand, whose names are difficult to 
ascertain. A type of long robe is sometimes noticed which seems to have 
two pairs of sleeves, one long, one short, mostly worn over the jamac by 
shaikhs and dervishes. 8 Sometimes a sleeveless hip-length jacket of 
brocade or satin buttoned down the front was worn on special occasions. 
These and the qaba often had narrow collars or lapels standing up or 
fa l ded ba.c k ( p l :tO A) • 
All these items were made of various types of material ranging 
from cotton, to silk, brocade, wool. Another item used by the courtiers 
was a narrow, long, folded scarf (dupatta) draped diagonally over one 
shoulder and chest, the ends left hanging loose, one in front, the other 
at the back (pl.3~. Another item is called shal in the Atn (no. 32, Bk.I) 
.and was previously worn in four folds, but Akbar wore · them double-folded. 
It was made of wool, stuffs with gold and silver threads, silk, and was 
used as an extra covering in winter. Kashmir and Lahore were the 
centres of the shawl-industry. 9 In this period the mater ials of dresses, 
waistbands . and turbans were mostly plain, of different colours. 
The footwear in Akbar 1 S time, pay-afzar, consisted ·of flat closed 
slippers with the heel elongated into a narrow point reach ing up to the 
calf. These were made of leather and often embroidered. For riding out 
during hunting or fighting, close-fitting boots with heels were used. 
Slippers, closed in front with the heels left bare, were also popular in 
8 The miniature in the British Museum of Humayun being blessed by two 
dervishes, by Bhagwat i , shows Humayun and one of the courtiers themselves 
wearing this robe. 
9 
.4?ln, I, Blochmann, p. 97. 
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the hot weather. The upper part of these was sometimes embroidered 
with stitchery or buttons ( pl ~b~. 
The headgear in Akbar 1 S period took o.n a distinctive appearance 
which was totally different from the earlier Cbagbata~-Mongol styles. 
The felt cap and the kulah-dar turban gradual ly disappear to be replaced 
by a more Indianised form. From pictorial evidence10 the turban seems 
to have been tied directly on the head, and not the kulah or cap, in 
tight coils . of twisted cloth which was several yards in length. In 
appearance it resembled a close fitting coiled cap where none of the hair 
was visible. Towards the end of the 16th century, jewels were used in the 
emperor 1 S turbans as we see strings of pearls draped over the front of 
the emperor 1 s turbans which also had turban ornaments and aigrettes, with 
or without a plume. Also, a separate piece or band of material was wound 
crosswise over the turban. But this change really belonged to the 17th 
century. 
The style of dress did not change much under JahangTr, except for the 
increased use of jewellery, the extensive use of muslin in dresses and 
the use of printed or striped material for turbans and dresses. The 
jam~ shalwar~ the dupatta or shawl, all remained in the same form. But 
the jamds of this period and henceforth, were made of muslin of the 
finest texture,almost to the point of transparency . This material was 
known and used in Akbar 1 S time, 11 but only occasionally, as Abtn Fa~l 
10 The Rasrka-priya ms . in Boston (Akbar period) has a folio (no.l5.60.B , 
Coomaraswamy, Catalogue~ p.XIV) showing the hero tying the turban 
directly on the head; another folio in the Delhi Babar-n~a (no.299) 
showing the left half of a double-page illustration, depicts a man tying 
his turban directly on hi s head while a~other holds up a basin containing 
the turban cloth. S.P. Verma, Art & Material Culture in the Paintings of 
Akbar ' s Court~ states (p.50) that the turban in Akbar 1 S time was tied 
round a kulah , but pictorial ev idence contradicts this, which i s not 
supported by Abdl Fazl either . 
. 11 Akbar-narna , Vi ctor ia & Albert Mu seum- Akbar gra nting audi ence to 
~bdur Ra~Tm at Agra . 
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does not mention it specifically in his list of fabrics, 12 and it appears 
rarely in the Akbari miniatures (pl.']...B) . But in the dresses of 
JahangTr•s courts, most of the j amas appear to be of muslin. Also, the 
j amdS 3 g1aZwars and even turbans are now made of striped or printed 
material . The emperor and the royal family members very often wore 
jewell ery- necklaces, bracelets, rings, jewelled aigrettes ( j [ghah ) 
earrings of pearls, rubies, emeralds, sapphires and diamonds. Jahang1r 
bored his ears in 1615 as a result of a religious conviction regarding 
his discipleship to Khwaja Mu'int!d-dTn Chis...ht113 and wore pearl earrings 
from then on. The courtiers soon imitated this custom and we find in many 
of the miniatures most of them appearing with pearl earrings as well . We 
may here recall Roe•s description of JahangTr, whom he met on his way to 
begin a procession in the English coach . 11 0n his head he wore a rich 
turban with a plume of herne (?), tops , not many but long; on one side 
hung a ruby inset, as big as a walnut; on the other side a diamond as 
great; in the middle an emerald like a heart, much bigger. His sash 
(turban-cloth) was wreathed about with a chain of great pearl s , rubies and 
diamonds. About his neck he carried a chain of mos t excellent pearl s , 
three double; at his elbows armlets set with diamonds; and on his wrists 
three rows of several sorts. His hands bare, but almo st on every finger 
a ring; his gloves which were English stuck under his girdle; hi s coat 
of cloth of gold without sleeves upon a fine semian as thin as lawn; on 
hi s feet a. pair of embroidered buskings with pearl s , the toes sharp and 
• 11 14 turmng up . 
The wai st girdle (patka ) became more formal than the roughly tied 
12 In the list of silks , Blochmann, in a note to the item kat an3 says that 
thi s was muslin, as all the dictionari es described it as so thin that 
it t ears if the moon shines on it . A~n , p.lOO . The argument does not 
seem valid enough to identify it with muslin . 
13 TUzuk3 R. & B., I, p. 267. 
14 Embassy3 ed. Foster, p. 283-84. 
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scarf of the 16th century. It now consisted of two pieces, one girdled 
like a belt and the other hanging from it, the latter being of brocade 
or embroidered material with a fringe. Strings of pearls were, often 
looped from the girdle, which also displayed a jewelled ornament. The 
dagger (katara ), a small pouch, and case containing writing materials 
were often hung from the patka ( p 1 .:lA). 
The turbans were tied more tightly on the head in twisted coils, 
the cloth being printed or striped. The top part over the crown was flat, 
held down by a single coil, while the coils bunched over it at the back, 
more of the head being visible now (pl.5A). 
The height of Mughal fashion was reached in the reign of ~ahjahan. · 
The main articles remained the same, but the jama i ncreased in length to 
reach up to the mid-calves, and now these were almost invariably made of 
printed or brocade materia l. There was an even greater use of jewellery. 
The turbans begin to display a wid~r band to hold down the coi ls from the 
nape of the neck to the crown of the head, this band often being of 
different fabric than the ma in cloth (pl.'l B) . In the late 17th century 
this band became even wider and there were intricate ornaments (sarpech ) 
with strings of pearls and fea thered plumes to enhance the decorative 
effect . The shoes displayed gold embroidery and the front parts were 
turned up like the present-day nagra or salim-~ahi shoes so popular in 
North India. The costume became on the whole, showy and extravagant, 
even effeminate towards the last stages when the jama reached down to 
the ankles and resembled a full-skirted gown. 
The lower classes of society followed more or less the same pattern 
without the embellishments. The lower grades of servants, attendants, 
and labouring classes dressed in the jama; izar and a very plain kamarband , 
and of course, the turban. Even the humblest wor ker appears in headgear, 
s ince, to appear bareheaded in public, whatever pe the rank, was an 
unthinkable breach of social etiquette. The tall felt cap was also used 
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along with the turban, by the lower attendants in the 16th century. The 
sais or ·groom seems to have worn a particular type of half-sleeved coat 
which was cut away in front at hip-length, but flowing to the calves at 
' 
the back, with a narrow col l.ar and buttons down the front, some~hat like 
the European tail-coat. His headgear was the felt cap with a long plume . 
This is invariably his costume whenever he appears in the miniatures15 
(pl.3bB). Those who undertook manual work, l ike labourers, gardeners, 
cooks, hunters, etc., tucked the ends of their jamas into their waistband 
. 16 
and rolled up the legs of their trousers (p1S.31A,~3A) . Most of them wore 
closed, flat shoes with pointed toes and elongated heels . 
Hindu men as seen in the various manuscripts of the Hindu classics, 
wore the dhofi, in the same manner as today. They also used a large 
shawl of fine ma t erial draped over the back and chest. 
Female Costume 
The fashions in the earliest peri od reveal distinct Chagbata11 
influences . The women wore full-length, long-sleeved tunics (qami? ), 
open in front up to the waist, tight trousers (shaLwar) and a long 
dupatta or shawl of fine materi al to cover their head and chest. 17 They 
also wore an inner garment fast ened at the throat. 18 Gulbadan mentions 
jackets decorated with gold buttons of precious stones (nlm-tana ) and 
short j ackets (char-qartijT) with ball tri mmings (tukma-dar ) . 19 Their 
head-dress consisted of the high conical Chughatai (taq ) hats v1ith 
15 Br. Mus. Babar- nama , ff.17, 21, 28; V. & A. Akbar-nama , f.84/117; 
JahangTr Album, Berlin, f. 8b. · 
16 Cf . ATn, I, Blochmann, p.61 - 11 The cooks tuck up their sleeves and the 
hems of their garments . .... 11 while cooking . 
17 Br . Mus. ms. Babar-nama , ff .13b, 256b. 
18 Jahang1r Album, Berlin, f . l Oa, 2b, publi shed Kuhnel & Goetz, 
Indian Book Painting~ pl .15, 25. Al so ibid~ p.38. 
19 HumayRn-nama , Beveridge, p.l27-28. 
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embroidery in front and bound round by braid, a veil hanging at the 
back to the neck20 (plA~~. In this connection the description of 
lachaq and ~aq given by Mrs. Beveridge is i nteres.t i ng. The former was 
usually worn by married women and was a scarf or veil ti ed under the 
chin. 21 They also wore the ·round felt hats 22 with an upturned brim often 
with a plume, or kilki-s~, an aigrette. They also wore an over dress 
or tunic buttoning . down the front. 23 On their feet they wore pointed 
half-closed slippers24 (pl 5\~). 
The earlier trend in hairstyles was usually that of chignons at 
the back of the head with bunches of curls over the ears. 25 At the 
beginning due to the use of high hats and caps, hair was barely displayed, 
but later, when the thi n transparent dupatta came into fashion as headgear, 
the hairstyles became visible. 26 
Elderly women usually wore loose full-length robes and covered 
27 . their bodies with a wide shawl . 
Even in the early period, jewellery and ornaments were quite 
popular. The ladies wore strings of precious stones round their necks, 
arms and wrists, earrings, chokers, a sort of jewelled girdle or belt28 
(pl.5lA) draped over one shoulder and under the arm, and jewels even in 
their headgear. 
20 1 Ber in Album, f. lOa; Br. Mus. ms. 3714 , f.314a; Br. Mus.B.N., 
f.l3b, 256b; Bodleian Library, Ouseley Add. 17lb, f.l3v; Boston, 
Coomaraswamy, Catalogue~ pls. 4 & 6. 
21 . H.N.~ Beveridge, p.l38 and note. 
22 Br. Mus. ms. Or.5615, f.99b; Or.4615, f.9la; JahangTr Album, Berlin, 
ff.2b, 24a. 
23 Br. Mus. B.N.~ f.l3b. 
24 JahangTr Album, Berlin, f.lOa, Kuhnel & Goetz, pl.l5. 
25 Ibid , pl. 12, f.2b. 
26 Ms. of Amir Kh~sra~s Khamsa,Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, published 
Ettinghausen, Paintings of the Sultans and Emperors of India~ pl.6. 
27 Boston, Coomaraswamy, Catalogue~ pl.3; JahangTr Album, Berlin, f .7a, 
Kuhnel & Goetz, pl.26; Br. Mus. B.N . ~ f.l3b. 
28 Br. Mus . B.N.~ f.256b; Jahangllr Album, Berlin , f.lOa. 
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The Rajput princesses who entered Akbar's ~aram kept their customs 
and habits intact and continued to pr~ctise their own beliefs. Thus 
their immediate presence had a direct and far-reaching influence on the 
fashions of the royal ladies who had so long resisted or been sheltered 
from Indian influences on their lives. From this intermingling of Rajput 
and Cha9..b,ata)i fashions was evolved a type of dress which, with slight 
modifications, continued to be in use till the 19th century. It is 
possible to trace survivals of these styles in the fashions prevalent in 
North India till earlier this century. Hence the advent of this new 
factor was significant. 
The long dresses of the earlier period were shortened and the 
lower hem cut off into several pointed tails, like the takauqhi ya of the 
men . 29 Below this was worn a tight-fitting waist-length blouse (angi yah ); 
in the l ower part drawers (ahaZwar or izar ) covered the legs . Over the 
dress, the dupatta was used ·to cover the head and chest. In a painting 
recently sold at Sotheby's, 30 tentatively identified as belonging to 
a manuscript of the Qisas-aZ-Anbiya; c.l600, we come across a rather 
. . 
strange headdress - a round cap with an upri ght stiff plume at the top of 
the crown . 31 
Another interesting item of dress of t hi s period seen in the 
paintings wa s the burqcf- a long veil used to conceal the face and body, 32 
almost of the .same des ign as worn even today in India in the villages 
and conservative urban famili es. In the paintings, however, thi s is 
seen worn only by the Ur du-begrs or armed female guards when out 
accompanying their mistresses (pl A4~ . 
29 Bodleian Picture Books , No . 9, pl. 3. 
30 7 f . 7 d . . f h Cata~ogue o Important Or~enta~ Mss . an M~n~atures rom t e 
Kevor kian Collection~ Sale, 2nd May, 1977. 
31 - a.:'\ Thi s i s very s imil ar t o the one worn by ~ amida Banu in rJ8th cen t . 
paint ing in the co ll ection of t he Ra j a of Alwar publ ished by Gasco i gne, 
The Great Mu ghal s, p. 53. Thi s could be a speci al type of headgear of 
thi s period which came bac k into fas hion i n t he 17t h-1 8th centur ies . 
32 A. N. Beatty Library , f .q; V. & A. A. N. 
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In the 17th century the dresses became more gorgeous, the 
materials finer, the decorations and ornamentation more showy. Muslin and 
fine silks had become popular, the angiyah or blouse became shorter and 
there was an increased display of gold and silver embroidery. The dresses 
on the whole became more diaphonous and revealing. The outer coat or 
pe-sl-'Maz worn over the blouse and trousers was cut low in front and tied 
at the waist and left open hanging up to the knees (pl.~lA). The length of 
the skirt had increased to mid-calf and the hem was cut straight . Sometimes 
a tunic like the qabarwas worn over the skirt on formal occasions or in 
. t 33 w1n er. 
The material for the skirts was often nearly transparent muslin 
striped or embroidered with gold and silk threads. The shalwar was now 
made of printed or embroidered material, since it was now visible through 
the thin skirts. 34 A front panel of gorgeous brocade or embroidered 
35 material hung from the waist like the patka of the men. The headdress 
was more often than not the same dupatta covering the chest, but sometimes 
peaked cloth caps, turbans and high, plumed box-like hats are also to be 
seen. 36 
In the last half of the 17th century the noticeable change in 
women 1 S fashions was that the skirts had become fuller, gathered high under 
the bust, r eac hing up to the ankles. 37 The turbans and the tall Chagbat~­
headdress had come back into fashion. 38 The low-heeled slippers continued 
33 Dara Shukoh Album, India Office, f.25. 
34 Cf. Bernier, p.259 - drawers so fine which lasted for only a few hours, 
11 may cost 10 or 12 crowns when beautifully embroidered with needlework 11 • 
35 Boston, Coomaraswamy, Catalogue~ pl. XXXVI and CXV; Bharat Kala Bhavan, 
Banaras . (pl:52.A). 
36 Bodleian, reputed portrait of Nurjahan; processional scene at Rampur 
(pl.I5B). · Also see Manucci, Storia, p.340. 
37 Bodleian, Douce, Or. b.3; Bibliotheque Nationale, Cabinet Des 
Estampes , no. 0044. 
38 Bodleian, Ouseley Add.l67, Bib. Nat. Cabinet Des Estampes; Baroda 
Museum, Catalogue~ Ganguly, p. 8B. 
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to be popular. In one painting, we see a woman wearing a pa ir of wooden 
sandals with a peg for a toe-hold, the type in use in villages even today. 39 
An item of toiletry was the use of henna to dye the pal ms and soles40 
(pl.-.51~. KohZ was applied to the eyes~1 as now. A folio in the Beatty 
Ms. 7 shows the various stages of a lady's toilet (pl.5"3A). 
Love of jewellery was extremely popular and ri~al displays of 
ornament were one of the diversions of the women. 42 Jewellery was a 
prominent feature of women's attire. Both Indian and Persian items of 
jewellery became popular and we have the names of various types worn by 
the ladies, described by AbLn Fa~l. Among ornaments for the head were the 
t"ika~ sisphuZ~ mang; for the parting of the hair -. kot blZadar~ sihra~ 
b[nduZI. Earrings were of various types, viz., khuntiZa~ karnphuZ~ pipaZ-
patti~ baZ[~ champakaZ~ mor- bhanwar; nose ornaments included nath~ besar~ 
phuZ[. Necklaces of various types were har~ guZuband~ hans~ a seven layered 
necklace of pearls with a flowered locket .of precious stones in each layer , 
called harsat Zara. Hands were ornamented by bracelets - chur7~ bahu~ 
kangan~ dashtband~ gajrah; bangles - chur1yan~ seven or eight worn together; 
armlets - bazuband; rings - angushtar~ several at a time were worn, the 
thumb-ring set with tiny mirrors as described by Thevenot and others. Even 
the feet had their ornaments - several types of anklets - ghungru~ 
bank~ jehar; anwaf was an ornament worn on the big toe. Round the waist 
were worn girdles and belts - Chhudr- khuntika~ koti-mekhZa. 43 The fact 
that Abu'l Fa~l describes these in his volume on Customs and Manners of 
Indians, is sufficient proof that these items were of indigenous origin 
adopted by the royal ladies who continued to wear them till the 18th century. 
39 Hajek, Lubor, Indian Miniatures ~ pl. 37. Also V. & A., 01203-1903. 
This type of sandal is also shown worn by yogis and pundits . 
40 Manucci, Storia~ II, p.340 . 
41 Vide late Akbari painting of girl applying kohl. Sec~ Welch, 
and Deccani Miniature Paintings 11 , Ars OrientaUs ~ V, 1963. 
11 Mughal 
42 Manucci, Storia~ II, p. 339 . 
43 Ain , III, Tr. Jarrett, pp.343-44 and 19th century 
in the Lu.cknow text. It is difficult to identify 
illustrations of these 
all of these items in 
( ct>ntd) 
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As for the dress of the women of the lower cl asses, there was 
not much var iety i n style . The main i tem was a f ull -l ength l ong sleeved 
robe and a large shawl cover in~ the head and chest. 44 La ter some of the 
village women are shown wearing the knee-length gathered dress and drawers 
with the dupatta. Some of the l ow-caste women who worked on construction 
sites wore long skirts, short blouses and a l~rge shawl hanging from 
the head down the back . 45 
We also come across a type of skirt worn by Hindu women which is 
gathered in front in pleats, one end taken round the back, over the head 
and down across the chest , similar to the sari as now worn in Ra j asthan. 46 
Thi s particular type is often depicted in the min iatures of the l at e 17th 
century, usually worn by ma ids and attendants rather than by aristocrat ic 
l ad i e s ( p l . 5 3 B) . 
44 
the paintings but some are qu i te cl ear. Thevenot mentions the 
sihra worn by the groom in a marriage procession wi tnessed by him. 
Travels , p.31. Thi s was probably di fferent from the one desc ribed by 
Abu~ Fa zl. It seems the ears were pierced all round the lobe and 
adorned'with pearls . India Office, Johnson Albu, 13, f.6. (Pl.52B). 
Dyson Perrins Khamsa , f.l5, Br. Mu s.; Br. Mu s. mss . Or .4615, f. l08a, 
1 3 6 2 , f . l 56 b ; a l so ( p l .51\ ~) • 
45 v. & A. A. N. , f.45/46; Teheran ms . JamiCut -Tawarikh (pl 3\B). 
46 Razm-nama , V. & A. Mus. See Thevenot, Travels ~ p.53 , for descr i ption 
of simil ar garment . 
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CONCLUSION 
The fragmentary pieces of the puzzle which emerge from our source 
material when fitted together obviously do not give us the whole composite 
picture. Yet even if those fragments light up some aspects of the period 
under review, the study is worthwhile. 
The socio-cultural trends that took shape in the 16th and 17th 
centuries were formulated by amalgamation of several factors, some of 
which were already existing within the country, others imported from 
outside. The historical events of 1526 heralded a new era of socio-
political development which in real.ity did not get underway till the 
middle of the century. It is true that the Mughals built on ground ·already 
prepared to a large extent by the Sultans of Delhi over the preceding 
three and a half centuries. But they infused new vitality, purpose and 
dimension into the process, the results of which are extant even today. 
The process of Indianisation of the Turco-Afghan culture was finally 
achieved during this period through conscious adoption of the indigenous 
elements. 
During the early years under Babar and Humayun, the ~1ongol and 
Chagbata1 traditions were predominant in the socio-cultural pattern of 
the aristocratic class for obvious reasons . Babar, particularly, was not 
much impressed with the Indian environment or the customs and manners 
of the Indian people, though he observed and recorded carefully the 
flora and fauna with the keen interest of a naturalist. As a result, the 
local environment did not have much influence over the early socio-
cultural atmosphere of the court. And we must constantly bear in mi nd 
that the nature of our source material confines this study mainly, as 
explained in the Introduction, to a partial segmen t of the society - that 
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revolving ro~nd the ruling class. What has been said about the other 
constituent classes is based on meagre information gathered from the 
miniatures where they accidentally and casually occur and must be 
treated as supplementary, to be compared and examined in the light of 
more concrete evidence from other sources. 
Thus, the influence of the Central Asian tradition with borrowings 
from Persia, is seen predominantly in all aspects of social life in the 
earlier period- the regulations of court settings, the customs and manners, 
the furnishings, the costumes, etc . These have been reflected in the 
illustrations with the marked characteristics of their non-Indian origins. 
The tone of things began to change in the last quarter of the 16th 
century, when the local factors were given prominence alongside the 
Persian codes of conduct, manners and customs. The Central Asian 
traditions were sacrificed in the process and traces of these gradual ly 
disappeared by the end of the century with the passing away of the 
earlier generation. The Indian customs and manners, ideals and attitudes, 
gained a respectful place in the life of the aristocratic class, whereas 
the Persian modes of etiquette, social organisation, behavioural standards, 
and ceremonies were not only retained but at times enlarged by further 
borrowing to maintain a balance. Akbar deliberately encouraged the flow 
of ideas, intellectual as well as materia l, from Persia and his foresight 
and intelligence helped him to mou ld these i nto the Indi~n system. The 
confusion and uncertainty and the crisis of identity of the early years 
gave way under his wise eclecticism to a precise and clearly defined 
socia l structure and philosophy which henceforward formed the basis of 
Indian society. 
The process of amalgamation continued in the 17th century, under 
his successors. The shape of the emerging pattern reached maturity by 
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the middle of the century. By now, the Indian and foreign, i.e. the 
Persian, Afghan, Turkish elements, were well integrated in the 
administrative machinery. The social intercourse between the two major 
religious groups was continuous at all levels and this resulted in a 
constant and mutual exchange on the intellectual and cultural levels. 
The conscious policy initiated by Akbar of fusion and synthesis to 
develop a sense of solidarity among all classes and groups of society was 
allowed to continue almost unimpeded by JahangTr and Shahjahan. The 
local races and all groups of foreigners were given equal chances in 
career and progress. The Indian social scene of the 17th century 
reflected a truly rich and varied intermixture of currents which gave 
to the contemporary atmosphere a character of its own. 
This is the story which the miniatures unfold over a period of one 
hundred years. The picture, albeit fragmentary, is a continuous one of 
changes taking place, of interplay and reaction of factors and circumst-
ances, sometimes accidental, often deliberate. From the very Persianised 
illustrations of the early years of the Mughal school to the Indianised 
and highly refined, psychological and realistic pictorial studies at the 
height of its maturity, the developments in the very nature of the medium 
itself show the direction in which the changes had taken place. They 
mirror the transformation from a society constantly loo king towards 
external centres and cultures for inspiration to one which had an identi ty 
of its own and proud of it - the core of what came to be known as Indo-
Muslim culture. 
The miniatures help to trace the developments and changes in such 
aspects of social life as customs, rituals, dress, habits. These help to 
corroborate, identify and co-relate with the information obtained t hrough 
literary and epigraphic sources. Regarding the other aspects dealt with 
in this study, the other socio-economic groups including those indirectly 
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dependent on the court and also others beyond it, the observations to be 
drawn about them on the basis of this study must remain incomple te and 
tentative. Yet they provide useful evidence, though scanty, about such 
details as implements used and occupations followed, and help to fill 
in the gaps in our historical knowledge of the period. 
The interaction between different social groups in the 16th and 
17th centuries becomes relevant in the context of our study. The various 
components of the ruling class, the various subdivisions of the minor 
officials, professionals, tradesmen, agriculturalists, the theological 
groups, the numerous sectarian and denominational div isions, all 
contributed to the final form of Mughal culture. 
When we speak of the ruling powers, it must be realised that 
strictly speaking, this term in the context of Mughal hi story, is 
technically applicable to the ruling dynasty, rather than to a social 
group, since the particular nobles who were entrusted with administrative 
and military responsibilities in each reign were members of that class, 
possibly for the duration of one generation only. There was no hereditary 
aristocracy in the same sense as feudal lords existed in Europe. The 
sole constant factor in the ruling power was the Mughal dynasty itself. 
But bearing this in mind we may venture to explain that the nobility 
was that part of society which generally, if not invariably, served the 
emperor with the same loyalty and efficiency from generation to generation 
and were awarded for such service with high distinctions and mater ial 
benefits. Their racial composition, the details of the system of recruit-
ment, their roles in the formulation of policies- these are beyond the 
scope of this study. But the nobility as the privileged class always on 
attendance at court bears inclusion here in a sociological sense. The 
form of this attendance changed from a small , close group of loyal and 
trustworthy associates surrounding the emperor to a more elaborately 
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organised and disciplined body of high-ranking officers of state at the 
immediate service and attention of the ruler. The nobility as a compon-
ent factor in court .which was the focal point of Mughal society, increased 
in socio-political significance and attained a distinct identity and 
character of its own. By the end of the 16th century it had become 
the pivot of Mughal bureaucracy. This is borne out by the progress of 
the court organisation and settings reflected in the miniatures from 
the 16th to the 17th centuries. 
From the early durbars held in temporary, portable structures, 
bespeaking the traditions of a tribal people, to the elaborate and 
magn ifi cent audience hal ls in the palaces of the 17th century, the 
transition to a highly refined and sophisticated system of ceremonials, 
etiquette, standards of behaviour implies a change in imperial 
philosophy and attitude moulded to the changed political environment. 
This new attitude viewed the relationship between the ruler and subjects 
in a different light, focussing on the absolute supreme and awsome majesty 
and authority of t he emperor. In this scheme of things, the machinery 
through which this philosophy ·was put into practice was the select body 
of subjects directly serving the emperor in various capacit ies. They 
were thoroughly geared to emphasise and enhance the el evated and i solated 
position of the monarch by their ·actions and attitudes. Their services 
were duly acknowledged by gifts, awards and promotions. Thus this group 
emerged as a privileged body constantly dependent on the monarch - a 
necessary coroll ary of the court. Whereas in the first few decades of 
Mughal rule the purpose, functions and identity of this body appears 
to have been flexib l e and ambiguous, since the administrative re-organisation 
under Akbar, its character changed to a more defin i te ideo logical basis 
as an arm of the government, highly influentia l in the affairs of the 
empire but st ill dependent on and subordinate to the ul timate authority 
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of the king. Their appearance at the court scenes over the various 
periods suggests this trend. 
The illustrations also reveal Mughal imperialism as seen through 
external manifestations. The trappings, the symbolic emqlems, the 
practices and habits connected with ·court, all these became more explicit 
and deliberately motivated. The simplicity, informality and realistic 
approach of the rulers in the 16th century gave way to an extremely rigid 
and artificial idealism. The interpretation and implications of this were 
more complex involving theological, political and socio-cultural overtones. 
The external facade of this new imperialism consisted of elaborate symbol-
ism, innuendos and parables which frequently found expression in the 
literary and artistic products of the times, of which our illustrations 
are an example. The very fact that the artists ·of the 17th century 
were required to emphasise the increasing majesty and splendour of the 
Mughals, as contrasted to the more varied and vigorous scope of their work 
in the previous period, underlines this changed outlook. 
The religious atmosphere of this period was one of liberal 
toleration, experimentation of ideas and expressions of these in various 
forms. The inter-reac tions of the different religious and sectarian 
groups are well portrayed in the cultural sphere throu gh rituals, customs, 
beliefs and habits of the contemporary times. These claimed the attention 
of the artists who were also pos itively encouraged by the prevailing 
climate around them. The presence of reli gious men from different faiths 
and sects in close proximity to the court and the major urban centres 
provided for easy access to them and their influence in society was clearly 
felt. The close balance and intercourse between them resulted in an over-
lapping of cultural habits and produced an enriched environment. 
The 16th and 17th centuri es saw a continuous wave of reform and 
change in religion and theology sweep over India. This caused an 
upheaval in traditional beli efs and conventions. Old values and ideals 
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were questioned and new groups and forces emerged which rapidly gained 
footholds in their respective spheres. The spirit of change was 
actively fostered by the enlightened outlook of the Mughals. The various 
religious ideas were already existing previously, even during· the per iod 
of the Sultans, but the process of intermingling, borrowing and the 
resultant changes, was accelerated by the broad vision of the Mughal 
rulers. The spirit of religious quest was one of the characteristics of 
the age they heralded. Even though religious themes individually were 
not prominent in the paintings of the 16th century, the information we 
get on this aspect _from them corroborates the historical judgement of 
the period of Akbar as one of intense intellectual activity which 
envisaged theological questions on a more rational basis and a healthier 
comprehension of inter-relations between social groups. 
The first quarter of the 17th century saw the conti nuation of thi s 
trend. The subject of religious personalities- from the Muslim ~uf[s 
and shaikhs to emaciated sadhus and yogis - became a favourite artistic 
theme in the 17th century. The life and activities of venerated Mus lim 
saints, particularly, were frequently recorded in the .second quarter of 
the 17th century. This may be an indicator of the slightly orthodox 
leaning,s of the patron of this period, Shahjahan. This assumption takes 
on more validity by contrasting the themes of the earlier periods when the 
artists, reflecting their patrons' tastes and attitudes, did not give overt 
promi~ence to any one sect or group, but struck a balance between them. 
The miniatures in which religious themes and subjects occur enable 
us to group together historical corroborative and supplementary data to 
add to our knowledge of this important aspect of social life of the 16th 
and 17th centuries. Thus the descriptive information we get about the 
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various religious groups and sects help, as we have seen, to identify 
some of their traits and habits, as well as giving us an insight into 
their lives. The bringing together of pictorial evidence on these 
ot th-ese-
matters, historical study and analysisAhas been aimed in this work . 
The agricultural, labour and professional trades and rural classes 
are not much noticed in the chronicles or literature of the times . Abtil 
Fa~l and Badauni incidentally have given only scanty descriptions of them. 
Our material is also very meagre in this aspect for reasons explained 
earlier. But what emerges from it is that among this section, sectarian 
or religious affiliations did not matter very much in the social context. 
Under the administrative system of the Mughals they suffered or benefited 
equally . Social habits and patterns on the basis of religion are not 
defined clearly amongst them. 
If we sum up briefly the main developments in the reigns of Akbar, 
JahangTr and Shahjahan, covering the period of one hundred years under 
review, we see that the first stage was one of initial experimentation 
and inquiry regarding socio-cultural and religious syntheses. The 
various streams of Indian, Persian and Mughal traditions were tapped with 
the view of attaining 'a cultural pan-Indian integration. By the end of 
the 16th century this was to a large extent achieved, but it was in the 
next reign that it matured fully. By the first quarter of the 17th century, 
the system had totally absorbed the local elements while at the same time 
including features from the neighbouring Persian court. The fusion grew 
stronger and spread to most parts of the North Indian plain and even to 
the states in the South which were not directly under the Mughal sway . 
The achievements in the field of arts _and crafts, literature, the code of 
manners, the festivals and ceremonies, all reflected a total assimilation 
of both Mus lim and Hindu, Indian and Persian heritages. In the second 
quarter, this pattern took its final form with added lustre and s i gn ifi ca nce . 
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The refinement and sophistication reached a saturation point by .the 
middle of the century. The brilliance of the Mughal court and the 
culture it implied were at their peak and soon to start on a downhill 
slide. 
The last fifty years of the 17th century contained hardly any new 
developments in the socio-cultural trends. The form of social pattern 
continued the same, with an increased emphasis on puritanism and 
orthodoxy. But this was mainly on the part of the court. Elsewhere, 
in the provinces and among the populace removed from the royal periphery, 
the same trends continued to be followed with greater enthusiasm. Among 
the sections of the nobility who were beyond the restrictions of the 
court, ease, luxury and courtly refinements continued to be attractive 
ideals and were avidly indulged in. The numerous paintings of the last years 
of the r•1ughal school, which by this time had found employm.ent elsewhere 
among the nobility in the absence of kingly patronage, testify to the 
wide dispersion of a demoralised culture. The numerous and monotonously 
repetitive scenes of decadence and idle luxury, show the direction of its 
decline and reflect the tastes and cultural milieu of the times. The 
subjects mostly relate to ~aram scenes or leisurely occupations befitting 
a weak and decaying aristocracy. The fact that by this period the artists 
were receiving increased patronage from circles outside the court and the 
royal studios, signifies how deep-rooted that culture had become. The 
scenes we see are not always reflective of the royal family, but more often 
than not to the new class of patrons of minor officials, nobles and petty 
vassals. Such was the popularity of those modes of conduct, that they 
were blindly copied as a means to social recognition. The broader spectrum 
covered by the artists due to this democratisation only underlines this 
rapid decline. The miniatures of the late 17th and 18th centuries 
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are thus a fitting social comment on the times . 
Yet despite the moral and cultural decline of values in the last 
stages, the basic fundamentals of the cultural pattern as evolved by the 
Mughals in the 16th and 17th centuries survived to influence the 
direction and growth of Indo-Muslim society, nay, the Indian nation as 
a whole. Thus the greatest contribution of the Mughal rulers of the 
16th and 17th centuries, ·from the historical perspective, was to produce 
a cultural synthesis and union out of divergent factors. The socially 
cohesive pattern which emerged was rich in its diversity, yet strengthened 
by a common heritage, which the various social groups could identify with. 
The miniatures of the 16th and 17th centuries mirror the processes of 
change and amalgamation which resulted in what came to be known as 
Mughal society. 
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APPENDIX A 
TYPES OF CONVEYANCES 
The miniatures provide some information about the various 
carriages, litters, boats and barges used to transport people and goods 
in the 16th and 17th centuries. 
The most common means of land transport was on horse or elephant 
back. The latter were fitted with seats and small, sheltered apartments, 
kept in place by means of ropes and chains passed round the body of the 
animals, for convenience over long distances. 1 These were mostly used by 
members of the royal family, particularly ladies, and were spacious and 
comfortable. They appeared very stately and magnificent, as Bernier 
described them. 2 They were fully enclosed and ornamented richly. Some-
times open seats were fitted on the elephants for mal e passengers and 
these were probably the equivalents of what is now popularly known as 
~owda. These were frequently used by emperors and princes in hunting, 
as they afforded protection from the animals and offered a high vantage 
point for the hunter (pl~'A). 
Covered litters carried on camel backs were also used, called 
kajalJ)a by t~undy. 3 
1 irtn> I> Blochmann , p.l38. "They also put comfortable turrets on the 
backs of swift paced elephants which serve as a travelling sleeping 
apartment. An elephant so caparisoned is always ready at the .palace. 
2 Travels , Constable, p. 370. He calls them mek- dambar which in the 
ii1in is described as an awning to shade the driver, an invention of Akbar. 
3 Travels> II, p. 290. Faruque, Roads and Communications in Mughal India> 
Thesis, A.N.U., 1973, p. 156, calls these mi~afa, which in the ~{n, are 
said to be a pair of litters hung on either side of an elephant and 
used to transport royal hunting cheetahs. Aln~ I, Blochmann, p. 298. 
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Carriages and carts pulled by oxen, elephants, horses and camels 
were extensively used to transport goods and people. They varied in 
size and shape and could be open to the sky or covered. Abul Fazl says 
that ''finely built carriages were called ba~aZs". 4 Those belonging to 
rich households had canopies of silk and brocade and the seating area 
was covered with costly stuff and furnished with cushions for comfortable 
travel. Akbar invented a carriage which was large enough to contain 
several bath-rooms and could be pulled by an elephant or several cattle. 5 
Oxen were mostly used to pull these carriages and they were specially 
bred for this purpose and maintained at a high standard at the imperial 
stables. In Akbar's time, the best were brought in from Gujarat. 6 
Besides transporting people, ox-drawn carts were also used to carry goods 
for.construction sites, 7 and to fetch water over great distances. 
A smal l open cart pulled by one ox was the usual conveyance for 
the hunting cheetahs. 8 These carts were specially made for this purpose 
and the animals wer€ transported blindfolded in these and kept tethered 
there till the time they were actually required in the hunt (pl .37~. 
4 Ibid> p. 285. Several folios in the V. & A. and Beatty A. N. show 
this type of cart. 
5 Loc. cit. 
6 Ib id, p. 157. An anecdote from the early years of Akbar's reign 
shows how he was prepared to resort to tricks to obtain the best 
possible oxen. In 1560 during the rebellion of Bairam, when Akbar 
was proceeding towards Gwalior, he heard that Shaikh Mupammad Ghau~ 
ShattarTwas passing nearby with merchants who had a flock of the 
renowned bullocks of Gujarat. These were at once bought over. But 
when told that the §}Jaikl:J and his relatives had an even better herd, 
Akbar decided to visit the shai kh , who would then be forced out of 
politeness to present him with all the cattle, along with other gifts. 
Thus, by a ruse he was able to obtain a herd of the best oxen from 
Gujarat without any effort. A.N.> II, Beveridge, p. 133-4. 
7 V. & A. A. N.> IM2B-51, IS95-l965. 
8 V. & A. A.N.> 24/117. The A~n call these doZis, Blochmann, p. 298. 
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Litters and palanquins borne by men were also widely used and were of 
varied shapes and sizes . It was generally a square or rectangular couch 
attached to poles at either end which rested on the shoulders of the 
bearers. The latter were called kahars, and according to AbUh Fazl were 
"foot servants peculiar to India. They carry heavy loads on their 
shoulders and travel through mountains and valleys 11 • They were so adept 
at carrying their loads that the 11 man inside was not inconvenienced by 
any jolting 11 • 9 
The various names of these litters are given in the Arn as paZkT~ 
c)laudoZ and doZ1:. T·he first was the general type of closed 1 itter which 
required two or four bearers to carry it and is in use even -today in North 
India. The space inside all these litters was sufficient for a man to 
recline or lie down. It was usually richly ornamented and furnished with 
carpets, s·ilk cushions and pillows to lean on. A low railing enclosed 
the seat on all sides and the hangings covering the sides were of rich 
material. The pole from which the litter was suspended by means of ropes 
was sometimes curved ornately as in the folio of Jahang1r greeting his 
mother, in the Nationa l ~1useum, Delhi (pl.54A). The litter was sometimes 
lifted up on two or four poles instead of being suspended from one or more 
poles at the top. This required four or more bearers and may have been 
the chaudoZ 10 ( pl ~4~. 
The litters which were specially made for the ladies had lattice 
screens or slatted blinds all round so that the occupants could see outside 
without being seen and these also afforded the passage of li ght and air11 
(pl54B). But litters totally draped by heavy material were also used, 
as seen in one of the folios of the Victoria and Al bert Akbar- nama ( pl~4~). 
9 Ibid , p. 264. They were mainly recruited from the Deccan and Bengal . 
10 V. & A., A. N. AbTil Fa~l includes it among the vari ous types of 
palanquins carried by kahars, and again describes it as a special 
litter for carrying cheetahs, the end of the pole of the litter resting 
on the necks of a pair of horses. 
11 B eatty A.N.~ f.9; V. & A. A.N.~ 6/ 117 . Bairam 1 S widow and son being 
escorted to cou..r-t. 
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Tavernier mentions that special litters were used to convey the ladies 
from the gates of the palace to the doors of the inner quarters where 
12 ' 13 female bearers took over. These were probably doZrs. 
River transport was important in a land where the monsoons 
seasonally made the roads almost impassable for carriages. The imperi~l 
troops were often moved along the waterways particularly in the Eastern 
provinces. During Akbar's expedition against Daud in Bengal in 1574, 
the major part of the army, the equipments, the imperial household were 
all transported on large boats. A large volume of commercial cargo was 
transported along the riverine routes, particularly to and from Bengal. 
Besides these occasions, the royal family and some of the highest nobles, 
would often go on pleasure trips by boat, for which elaborate and well-
made vessels were always kept ready. 
From the earliest period, boats of various kinds were constantly 
used by the Mughals. The names of some of the boats Babar used in his 
eastern campaigns against the Afghans in 1529, were Asdish~ Ar~sh with 
a platform), Gunj~lSh (with two platforms) and Farm~ish - a small skiff 
with a chaukandr or cabin. 14 The boats depicted in the manuscripts of 
the Babar- nama usually are large wooden boats, sometimes fitted with 
sai ls, but mainly rowed with oars (p1.~5A). One end of the boat had a 
square platform for the oarsman to stand on, whi le the other was sharply 
curved inwards and decorated with a bird or an animal's head, some 
natural (like a ram, gull or horse) and some mythical. Those, meant for 
use by the· nobles and courtiers, were open. The ones used by the emperor 
usually had a square platform raised in the centre of the deck, covered 
12 Travels , p. 312-313. 
13 These are also said to have been used for cheetahs. But the two 
may have been different types. 
14 B.N.~ Beveridge, p. 663. 
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by a flat or slightly domed canopy supported on pillars. A flight of 
steps led up to this upper gallery which was richly carpeted and had a 
low railing all round. Spires or a dome were featured on the outside of 
the canopy. The platform at one end of the boat or barge was also sometimes 
used by a shaikh or astrologer, as in f . 504b, of the British Museum Babar-
nama. The officers accompanying the emperor sat in the deck below, only 
a few attendants and selected associates being permitted in the pavilion 
above. 
Humayun invented four large barges with two-storied square apart-
ments (chahar-taq) 15 , joined together in such a way so that the apartments 
faced each other. These were richly furnished and decorated. Festive 
assemblies were organised on these, with musicians and sin9ers entertaining 
the guests. Other barges were constructed which had shops and market 
halls built into them. Gardeners were ordered to make floating gardens and 
orchards on them by spreading earth on a wooden plank and planting trees. 16 
The Victoria and Albert Akhar-nama has many folios showing boats 
and barges used by the royal family17 (pl.-558). Akbar travelled by a large 
boat containing a central canopied area which acted as a raised throne 
supported on legs. Facing this area was another canopied pavilion for the 
courtiers. The oarsman stood at the prow which ended in a carved animal 
head. 
Special boats were constructed for the ladies. These contained 
screened pavilions in the deck, two storied with an open kiosk ( chabatra) 
at the top for the highest ladies, such as im the V. & A. Akbar-nama, .f:4/ll7. 
The ones for the maids and companions were single-storied. The screens 
of the apartw.ents were of thick material and a window covered by slatted 
15 KbwandamTr, Qan~ Prasad, p. 39-40. 
16 Ibid_, p. 44. 
17 Folios, IS117-3, 4, 101. 
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blind, was inserted. 
A f 1 . f . t f th ~ 18 . . t 0 10 rom a manuscn p 0 e rapt--nama ' 1 n a pn va e 
collection, c. l565-70, shows a houseboat containing two sizeable rooms 
made of wood on the deck with proper doors and windows and a smaller room 
on top with a conical roof. 
Another folio from the Banaras Anwar-i-Su~aizi (pl.-O"l.A) shows a 
large barge with several cabins and steered by sails. 
Jahang1r often went on boat trips19 and the boats used by him were 
long and slender and flat-bottomed . 
Boats were also used for transporting raw materials for construct-
ion and building. 20 
18 Binney collection, pub. Paintings from the Muslim Courts of India~ 
p. 24. 
19 TUzuk , II, R. & B., p. 170 . Br. Mus. no. 1920-9-17-01, c.1627. 
20 V. & A., IM2B-52. 
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APPENDIX B 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
The musical instruments so often seen in the miniatures belong 
mainly to three categories - types of percussi"-on, wind-:blown and 
string instruments. 
The drums varied from the large kettle-drums which were beaten 
during military expeditions, or on special occasions in peace-time, to 
the sma ll round drums which formed part of the naubat-khana orchestra. 
The largest of the drums was the damama or kuzuarga1 which had a deep 
sound. These were round, covered with parchment on one side only and 
beaten with a pair of sticks. . 2 Then came the naqqara, which were 
slightly smaller than the former and beaten with one stick. The duhuZ 
or dhoz3 were sma ll cylindrical drums, both the edges being covered by 
parchment. These were played by sticks held in either hand or by the 
fingers. They were used mainly to keep the rhythm during dancing or 
singing and were carried slung from the neck or shoulders . The pakn-awaj 
was another type of drum simi lar to the dhoZ and equivalent to the Indian 
mridanga. The Ain describes it as made .of a single piece of hollow wood 
4 
with parchment on either side. Two other small ell i ptica l shaped drums 
were the awaj, 5 which was played with the palm and fingers, and the 
damruwhich was similar to the awaj but with a length of string wound 
round the middle, two hard substances attached to the loose ends of the 
1 Ain, Blochmann, p.53,; V. & A. A.N.~ f.9/ll7; V. & A. folio from B. N .~ 
IM261-l913- damama being used in battle.(pl.HB,S'75). 
2 Ibid . These are seen iA many of the illustrations, e.g. V. & A. 
A. N.~ f.78-79; Br. Mus. B. N., f. 295a (pl~'· ). 
3 Ibid~ Processional scene, Rampur .(pl.158). 
4 A~n , III, Jarrett, pp. 269-70 . 
5 V. & A. A.N.~ f.78/ll7 (plfH,~. 
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strings. When the instrument was held in the middle and shaken 
rhythmically, the hard ends would hit the parchment edges in time. 
The lip-blown instruments were of various kinds and shapes. The 
narrow long ones like the flute with holes in them were the surna or 
murZI, which were held sideways from the lips. The other type was held 
vertically straight in front, the mouth of the flute being held between 
the lips. 6 This is similar to the Indian alghoza. Abul Fa~l differ-
entiates between sumas of the Persian and Indian kinds. 7 The flute is 
call ed the naY in the Ain. 8 
The nafir was another kind of trumpet which was long and was 
funnel-shaped at one. end and narrow at the other. It had no holes like 
the s urna . Examples of the Persian, European and Indian types were used 
in the naqqara-khana,9 but from the miniatures these are difficult to 
differentiate. 
The qarna was a longer trumpet which could be straight, or double-
curved like an S. It was made of gold, silver, brass or other metals. 10 
This was most often used in accompaniment to singing and dancing or as 
part of the orchestral band (pl :4{,~. 
The stringed instruments did not form part of the naqqara- khana , 
but were played individua lly or in accompaniment to singing. The most 
basic was the tambura or lute, which is often seen in the illustrations. 
It had a covered gourd for a resonator at one end and the long narrow neck 
6 Loa. c i t . Also processional scene, RampurJ 
7 -)-Ain, I, Blochmann, p. 53. 
8 Ibid , p. 681 . Also B. N., Bever idge> p. 291. 
9 A in , I , p . 53 . 
10 
' t 'b 'd Loa . c-z_ > 1.- 1.- • 
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had two or more strings. It had no frets and was usually played 
by plucking the strings.(plA6A ~58 B). 
The vTna or bin is an ancient instrument of India. It consists 
of a narrow fretted neck which is fitted on two pear-shaped gourds at 
either end. It has three str ings and is played with the fingers or a 
plectrum. Abul Fazl mentions several types of bTns - sar vina, 
kingara , yantra , which all resembled the vTna.11 The vina was held either 
on the left shoulder, usually when played while walking (pl~SB)or across the 
knee when seated. 
Another stringed instrument was the rubab 12 which greatly 
resembled the tambura, and the modern mandolin, but the former had 
knobs at the end of the narrow neck to control the tension of the strings, 
which varied from four to eighteen. The neck where it joined the gourd, 
was usually curved outwards sli ghtly. It was played by a plectrum. 
The ~i;hak was another string instrument13 which was played with 
a bow. It consisted of a long tapering neck, the narrow end of which 
was attached to a gourd and it had two strings. 
Other instruments easi ly identified in the miniatures are the 
duff , a flat circular drum . on a frame,one side of which was covered by 
parchment and played by holding it up in one hand and striking it with 
the other, often used to keep time in dancing and singing; the tambourine 
or khanjar:C, 14 resembling the daft in shape, but fitted with small 
metallic discs along the frame; this was used by dancers who woul~ strike . 
and shake it to make a tinkling sound in rhythm to the steps of the dance. 
ll -)-;-A&n, III, Jarrett, p. 269-70 . 
12 Br. ~1us. B. N., f. 295a; processional scene, Rampur. 
13 -l-Ain , III, p.269; V. & A. A . N.~ f.78/ll7. 
14 . \ V. & A. A . N. ~ f. 9/ 11 7; Br. Mu s . B . N.~ f. 295a (pl:4"A1 • 
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The dancers also held in their hands castanets or katha- t nZCG 15 a pair 
of flat wooden pieces shaped like a fish which were clicked together by 
moving the fingers. 
A few other items are also seen which are s l ightly more difficult 
to identify. A cusped slightly ova l shaped string-instrument played with 
a bow, noticed in the border of a folio in the Musee Guimet, 16 could 
be a kamancha or a variation of the sarangT. It is shown being played 
by relig ious mendicants. Another string-instrument played with a bow by 
an ascetic in a fo lio in the British Museum resembles the g}J:.}.chak. 
Another folio there also shows an ascetic and a youth pl aying with a bow 
an instrument somewhat like a violin, which could be another version of 
the gh[chak. 
l 5 ( Pl ~(,A) . 
16 No. A7170 (pl . \~~. 
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APPENDIX C 
ARMS, ARMOUR AND STANDARDS 
The military equipment used by Mughal soldiers is listed in 
the A~n 1 and in the illustrations we may identify some of them. 
The offensive arms were generally the swords, maces, spears, bow 
and arrow, daggers, and fire-arms of various kinds. The swords were 
mostly used in close combat and were carried by both cavalry and infantry. 
The %{n mentions two broad categories - the ones with the curved single 
edged blade like a scimitar, known as shamshir; and the straight, 
double-edged sword called kbada, 2 The former were mostly used in battle 
and in hunting. But in one folio in the Victoria and Albert Akbar-nama 
and another in the British Museum Babar-nama (pl~~A), these are seen being 
used by men performing what appear to be martial dances. The straight 
swords were broader at the point than the hilt. Sometimes the hilt was 
curved for a better grip. A straight sword with a narrow point concealed 
in a walking stick, was known as guptiasa , the hilt being shaped like an 
arm-rest of the dervishes. 
Swords were usually slung from a hilt tied around the waist or 
draped diagonally over one shoulder. 
Shields were invariably used along with swords. These were mostly 
round, slightly conical on the outer surface. They were made of steel or 
leather, and the surface was embellished by gilt embossing or enamelling 
of geometric patterns (pl 5b~, sometimes even zodiacal signs or floral 
motifs. The Ain names the different types as sipar~ dhal~ pahri~ the latter 
being made of cane. Two other types, chirWah and t i lwah , were used by 
Blochmann, I, p. 11 5-19. 
2 Irvine , The Army of the Indian Mughals~ p. 76, says that thi s wa s the same 
as dhup , which i s not ment ioned in the A~n . 
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gladiators displaying acrobatic feats. 3 
Shields were held in the left hand when fighting, small loops 
being fitted inside as a grip. When not fighting it was carried slung from 
one shoulder at hip-level. 
Maces are shown being carried by soldiers in battle or by officers 
at court as insignia of rank (pl.lO.;B). The stem of the mace was short and 
the head consisted of one, or three round or conical balls, which were 
ribbed and probably fitted with semi-circular blades, as suggested by Irvine. 4 
The Ain mentions several types - the shashpar~ piyaz[- and Babar mentions 
these as well as the kistin.5 Jahang1r also mentions a gold mace - shashparr. 6 
Long, narrow spears and lances were carried in battle and during 
hunts. These mostly had metal arrow-heads attached to a long shaft either 
of steel or bamboo. They were held up high· above the head when aiming 
and projected with great force. The various types of lances and spears 
were nezah~ barchha~ sak or sank~ sainthi and selara. The first had a 
bamboo shaft and the second a steel one, 7 and these two were most commonly 
used in battle. The other three were much shorter. Streamers, flags or 
feathers were sometimes fixed at the point where the arrow-head was 
attached to the shaft, when these were carried in the qur . 
The dagger in various forms was the most common weapon which 
formed a part of the attire of even the lowest attendants and officials. 
Even religious men are shown carrying daggers (pl ~~). It varied from a 
3 Blochmann, I, p. 262. 
4 Irvine, op. ci t ., p. 79. 
5 B. N., Beveridge, p. 160. 
6 Tuzuk , R. & B., I, p. 311. 
7 Irvine, op . cit .~ p. 82-83. 
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short, broad-bladed straight dagger with cross bars on the two-pronged 
handle - jamdhar - to one with bent or curved blades - khanjar~ jamkhak~ 
khapwa . Another type had a long narrow blade, slightly curved with t he 
same two-pronged handle with a cross-bar - the katara ~ most commonl y seen 
in the miniatures. A sma ller version of this was the nqrsink moth. It was 
usually carried tucked in the girdle band. Higher nobles usually carried 
highly ornamental kataras tucked into the patka (pl$Al~A).Jahangir was once 
presented with a dagger made of walrus-tooth. 8 Single-bladed carved 
knives were known as bak. JahangTr mentions two types - phuZ katara and 
khapwa . 9 Jewelled daggers were often presented to the emperor by the 
nobles or vice-versa. Daggers as well as swords were carried in sheaths 
made of leather or steel ornamented wi·th gold or silver tri mmings, precious 
stones and enamel work. 
The bow and arrow was widely used both in war and for hunt ing. 
The bow (kaman ) could be of various shapes from a simple arc to a more 
square shape10 (pl.l2.A). The place at the centre of the bow where it was 
11 gripped was covered by velvet. The smaller bow was known as taksh- kaman. 
A special ring, zihgir, was worn on the thumb to protect it from being 
cut while drawing the string, 12 which was of catgut or s il k-threads . The 
bow was carried in a case shaped like a triangle into which half the bow 
could fit. 13 The arrows, t?:r , were made of wood or cane vlith steel heads. 
They were carried in qu ivers ( tarkash ) which were usually shaped like a 
0 
u TUzuk~ I I, R. & B. , p. 94. 
9 . 
Ibid~ pp. 256, 321 . 
lO Br. Mus. B.N.~ ff.l37b, 200b; V. & A. A . N.~ f . l7; Freer Gallery. 
11 Irvine, op . cit., p. 92. 
l 2 Ibid, p . 9 3 . 
13 Irvine calls these qirban~ ibid , p. 100 . It i s not 
lin, but is seen in many of the miniatures . (pl Sc:.e.) . 
mentioned in the 
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cylinder with one straight side and two curves on the other, as seen 
in the paintings~ 4 with straps to hang it from the shoulder (pl,5"!?B). 
It was usually carried on the right side at hip length. Both the bow 
and cases were richly ornamented with stitchery. 
The fire-arms of the Mughals were many and varied, but we will 
confine ourselves here to those mostly observed in the min iatures. The 
guns were generally of the matchlock type and had long barrels. This is 
the type most often seen in the illustrations, being carried by a single 
person, called narna1. Akbar was deeply interested in the making of guns 
and he is said to have invented new types or introd uced new innovations 
in existing ones . The Afn ment ions that many of the processes in the 
manufacture of guns were personally supervised by him. At each stage 
they were brought to him for his inspect ion and approval. He invented a 
gun which could be carried on an elephant - gajna1 , another with detachable 
parts, yet another which could be fired by the movement of a cock. Those 
meant for use by the emperor himself were profusely decorated in colours 
and giltwork. A tripod or prong was used to support the extremely long 
15 barrel of the guns. 
Among heavy artillery, the cannon is most frequently seen in the 
illustrations . The barrels of these appear quite thick and round. Babar 
had used stone-throwing mortar s specially cast, one of which was known as 
the ~az[. He personally took an interest in the production and manuf-
acture of heavy guns and cannons. 16 These were known generally by the 
name top and were used to fire large pieces of stone. Under Akbar, 
heavy guns loaded on carts and pu lled by elephants and ox~n, were 
14. V. & A. A.N._, f.66-67-117, B.N._, IM26l-l913. 
15 Portrait of Shahjahan shooting a match~lock. Beatty ms . 11A, no. 4. 
16 B. N._, Beveridge, p. 536, 547, 595, 670-71. 
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used in siege campaigns, as against the fort of Ranthambar (pl.57~, 
when balls of ammunition were fired instead of stones. The outer 
surface of the canno~s featured geometric patterns, chiselled or inlaid. 
The armour worn by the soldiers consisted of protective gear for 
the various parts of the body. The helmet covering the head only was 
the dubuZgha , but the more common form with ear flaps, was the zirih-
kuUih17 (pl.-51.~) . These also had a plate or sheet of chain-mail hanging 
at the back to protect the neck and shoulders . Sometimes the helmets 
featured a small projection in front to protect the nose. The helmets 
were crowned with a pinnacle which displayed a plume or even a small 
triangular banner. 
The body was protected by a coat of armour called zirih , which 
had short sleeves and a high neck with narrow collar reaching to the 
knees. 18 Other types of such coats were the bagtar which, from the 
illustrations in Blochmann's. translation, appears to be made of mail 
arranged like fish scales and with a separate breast plate; sadiqi~ 
similar to the zirih; ~huguwa and kothi whi ch appear to be knee-length 
armoured coats , but these occur rarely in the miniatures. Separate pieces 
of metal plates were also strapped to the chest and back and these were 
known as joshan and char-a~na . 
The arms were protected by a curved plate with a ring at one end 
through which the wrist was passed (pl..5C.e>). It covered the back side of 
the arm from the wrist to t he el bow and was t ied to the arm with laces 
or strings. This was the dastwana but another form illustrated in 
Blochmann, a longer version covering the whole arm on both sides, is 
rarely seen in the miniatures . 
17 Irvine calls this the mi~far . 
18 The illustrations show the wider use of a short er ver s ion of thi s 
reaching up to the hi ps. 
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The most common leg-guard seems to have been a plate covering 
the top of the thigh up to the middle of the shin. It was hinged at the 
knee for flexibility and strapped to the inside of the leg. The calf 
and the foot remained exposed but sometimes it reached up to the top of 
the foot. Another type of leg guard was an open-ended tight-fitting 
boot which encased the whole leg . This was the rak. A similar guard but 
covering only the foot and the shin and made of two pieces, was known as 
the moza- i - ?ihanT. 
The standards or ~lam are shown being carried along with the qur 
on occasions of festivity or whenever the emperor rode out ceremonially. 
These consisted of long poles to which were attached emblems of various 
shapes, such as a trident, a human hand, a spear head, etc. The chatrtOq 
was a kind of standard smaller than the ~Zam with a round head edgeo by 
cusped arches and decorated with the hair of the yak 1 S tail . The 
tumantoq was longer than the former. Exp'ens i ve brocades, vel vets and 
s i l ks were wrapp.ed round the poles. Bernier has mentioned some of the 
standards of the time of Aurangzeb. 19 He says they were made of silver 
and mounted on silver wands. Among the particular ones he saw were the 
mtU"atib-i-mahT(representing a fish shape),the lion, the dragon- azhdaha? -
the hand or panja , a pair of scales. The sayaban was shaped like a heart 
and was covered with brocade and precious stones . It was al so called 
aftabglr and was used as a sun-shade. Its use was probably the exc lusive 
privilege of the emperor. In many miniatures, Akbar is seen being shaded 
by the sayaban (pl.31A). Several fla gs, j handa_; of bright coloured cloth, 
were also carri ed in the qur. 
The acclaiming of the standards, a Mugha l ceremony at the time 
of Babar, is described by him in the Memoirs. It consisted of setting 
19 Trave ls~ Constable, p. 266. 
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up nine standards while a piece of white cloth was tied round the foreleg 
of a cow, the other end being held by a Mughal soldier. Three other 
pieces of white cloth were tied to the tops of the standards below the 
yak's tails and the other ends were stood upon by three Mughals. Then 
fermented mare's milk was sprinkled upon the standards to the accompani-
ment of drums. This event has been illustrated in al most all the 
manuscripts of the Babar-nama20 where the different standards are seen 
clearly. These included tridents set upon several globular bases, some-
times two tridents, one upon another; the centre shaft of the trident 
was varied, at times like a long sharp spear point, sometimes a short 
triangular point set upon several circular bases. A single sharp point 
fixed to several circular or oval bases, is also noticed. 
20 V. & A. B . N .~ IM261-l913 ; Br . Mu s . B . N.~ f.l 28b, another ms . 
1948-10-9,071; Nat. Mu s . Delhi, f. 90. 
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